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This thesis seeks to provide a systematic study of question formation in Mehri, a 

Modern South Arabian Language for which many syntactic facts remain largely 

undescribed. The thesis has three main goals: First, a presentation of a sketch grammar 

of the Ben Zabinut dialect of Mehri, a previously undescribed dialect; second, an in-

depth description and discussion of question formation in Mehri; third, an analysis and 

theoretical discussion of the question formation facts within the context of minimalist 

syntactic theory and theories of Semitic syntax in particular. It is hoped this study 

contributes to the knowledge of the Mehri language and Modern South Arabian 

languages, as well as leading to better-informed analyses and discussions of the syntax 

of questions in Semitic languages and language in general. 

Mehri exhibits optional wh-fronting in which a question word may appear in situ 

or moved to the front of a clause (as well as to the front of an intermediate clause). I 

argue that the wh-movement facts from questioning arguments show clear resemblance 

with relativization and clefting, suggesting these are the mechanisms responsible for 

optional fronting of these arguments. However, fronting of wh-adjuncts is not similar to 

relativization and clefting, but instead is similar to topicalization of an NP. In neither 
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case, I argue, is movement of the wh-word responsible for licensing it as an 

interrogative, demonstrating that the fronted phrases are insensitive to islands.Instead, I 

suggest these are licensed through unselective binding (Pesetsky 1987) as has been 

suggested for other Semitic languages with optional wh-fronting, such as Egyptian 

Arabic (Soltan 2012).   
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CHAPTER 1 
MEHRI LANGUAGE  

1.1 Introduction 

This thesis has two primary goals. The first is to offer a basic description of a 

previously unstudied dialect of Mehri, that of Bin-Zabinut, one of the so-called ‘desert 

dialects.’ This thesis will offer a basic description of this variety’s phonological, 

morphological, and syntactic properties, making note of similarities and differences 

between the Bin-Zabinut variety and other better studied varieties from the literature. 

The second goal of this thesis is to provide an in-depth description and analysis of wh-

question formation in BZ Mehri. To my knowledge such a description does not exist for 

any Mehri variety. I show that Mehri exhibits so-called optional wh-movement, similar to 

what has been described for other Semitic languages such as Egyptian and Lebanese 

Arabic. Along with the description, I offer an analysis in the framework of the Minimalist 

Program, arguing that Mehri does not exhibit wh-movement per se, but that fronted wh-

words in the language are based generated in fronted positions as part of  clefting and 

topicalization structures, and are licensed via unselective binding and not by wh-

movement.  

It is hoped this study will make contributions to linguistics in several ways, most 

notably (i) increasing our knowledge of Mehri, an under-studied South Arabian language 

potentially under threat due to increasing Arabic influence, (ii) increased knowledge of 

the typology of wh-questions in Semitic and in language more generally. In addition, it is 

hoped this thesis will be of assistance to the Mehri community by bringing more 

attention to the South Arabian languages and Mehri language and culture, especially 

among other linguists and scholars in the Arab region.  
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The remainder of this chapter is divided into (4) sections. Section 1.1 provides 

background information about the South Arabian languages (SALs). Section 1.2 and 1.3 

review literature on Mehri language. And section 1.4 provides the methodology used in 

this study. 

1.2 Theoretical Framework of This Study 

For its descriptive goals, this thesis uses the set of categories of analysis 

commonly assumed for languages with Basic Linguistic Theory (Dixon 1997), drawing 

especially on common descriptions of other Semitic languages. The final chapter of the 

thesis shifts to a basic minimalist framework (Chomsky 1995) for the purposes of 

offering a theoretical account of optional wh-fronting in Mehri.  

1.3 SAL Classification 

The South Arabian Languages (SAL, henceforth) of the Arabian Peninsula are a 

family of languages that belong to the South Semitic grouping of Semitic languages 

(along with Ethiopian Semitic languages, such as Amharica, Tigrinya, and Tigre). South 

Semitic itself understood to be a branch of the Western Semitic languages (which also 

includes Arabic, Hebrew, and Aramaic under the ‘Central Semitic’ sub-branch). Semitic 

itself is a branch of the larger Afro-Asiatic ‘super-family’ of languages.  

SALs are often divided into the so-called ‘Modern South Arabian languages’ 

(MSAs) and ‘Old South Arabian languages’ (Hetzron 1976). The latter include only 

extinct languages, such as Sabaeanic, Hadramautic, Minaean, Qatabanian, and are 

usually classified together with Ethiosemitic languages as a ‘Western’ branch of the 

South Semitic family, while the MSAs are classified as constituting an ‘Eastern’ branch. 

This includes Baṭħari, ħarṣusi, Hobyot, Jibbali, Mehri, and Soqoṭri. All of these 

languages continue to be spoken, though all are under threat and several are 
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endangered. Some scholars at least have taken MSAs to be descendants of the Old 

South Arabian languages, though the precise relationships are not entirely understood 

(Johnstone 1987). Sima (2011:2) takes the definite article, gemination and other 

syntactic properties to confirm that Mehri is a descendant of the Old South Arabian 

languages (Sima: 2011:2). 

The following subgrouping, which is based on geographical and cultural basis, is 

adapted from Hetzron, Robert. 1972. Ethiopian Semitic: studies in classification. (Page, 119, 

Figure V.Agent Noun in CPWG). Manchester: Manchester University Press. 

I. East Semitic  
 A. Akkadian  
 B. Eblaite 
II. West Semitic  

A. Central Semitic  
1. Northwest Semitic  

a. Ugaritics  
b. Canaanite (Phoenician, Ammonite, Edomite, Hebrew, 

Moabite, El-Amarna) 
c. Dier Alla 
d. Aramaic  

2. Arabic 
B. South Semitic 

1. Eastern (Modern South Arabian) 
a. Soqotri. 
b. Mehri  
c. Harsusi 
d. Hobyot 
e. Jibbali 

2. Western 
a. Old South Arabian  

i. Sabean 
ii. Qatabanian  
iii. Hadramitic 
iv. Minean 

b. Ethiosemitic  
i. North Ethiosemitic  

1. Ge’ez 
2. Tigre 
3. Tigrinya 

ii. South Ethiosemitic  
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1. Transverse South Ethiosemitic  
a. Amharic  
b. Argobba 
c. Harari 
d. East Gurage 

2. Outer South Ethiosemitic  
a. Gafat 
b. Soddo 
c. Goggot 
d. Muher 
e. Masqan 
f. Ezha 
g. Chaha 
h. Gura 
i. Gyeto 
j. Ennemor 
k. Endegen 

Figure 1-1. Semitic family Classification Phyla (Hetzron 1972:119) 

 
Relationships between the MSAs are not as well studied, though Johnstone 

(1975) suggests that Baṭħari and ħarṣusi might be considered ‘dialects’ of Mehri 

Johnstone (1975). In the rest of this thesis I will use the term South Arabian Languages 

(SALs) to refer to these languages rather than Modern South Arabian languages. 

The distribution of SALs is mapped in three countries and along the Arabian Sea 

and inlands; Oman, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen. The map below is taken from Simeone-

Senelle (1997):  
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Figure 1-2. Mehri Isoglosis adapted Marie-Claude Simeone-Senelle, 1997. Hetzron 
(ed.), Semitic Languages(Page 379, Figure 3-1) Routledge; New Ed edition 
(December 17, 2005) 

1.4 Previous Work on SAL 

Though South Arabian Languages were often noted by Arab grammarians, 

historians, and travelers such as Al-Hamadani, Ibn Battuta, Al-Idrisi Amr Ibn AlAla , and 

others as being different from Arabic, little description of them was undertaken until the 

1800s (see Ali 2004). Wellsted’s Soqotri wordlist from 1835 was the first significant 

documentation of an MSA. The next significant development would be that of Fulgence 

Fresnel, a French Arabist and consul in Jeddah, who provided the first preliminary 

description of Jibbali in 1838. This discovery is sometimes noted as the beginning of the 

discussion of the SALs as a group of languages, see Leslau (1946), Johnstone (1980); 

Matthews (1969), Hetzron (1997: 421-432) Hofstede (1998) and Izre'el (2002:394-400). 

More detailed data was not collected until the 1898 Sudarabische Expedition of 

the Imperial Academy of Vienna began. This expedition systematically collected texts 
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from Mehri, Soqotri, and Jibbali languages. This data would later be analyzed by 

scholars such as Bittner (1908), Jahn (1915), and Wagner (1953). Soqotri remained the 

mostly widely documented SAL, with Leslau (1938) publishing a dictionary based on the 

expedition’s data.  Of significant note is Thomas (1939) whose article “Four Strange 

Tongues from South Arabia” introduced Baṭħari and ħarṣusi as distinct varieties, 

categorizing these two languages with Mehri as a group and Jibbali as another different 

group. The discovery of Hobyot is regarded to be the last among all the SAL, thanks to 

Johnstone (1981). Johnstone argued Hobyot to be a ‘mixed’ language between Jibbali 

and Mehri, though he spoke of it as a separate language. Later work by French scholars 

Antoine Lonnet and Marie-Claude Simeone-Senelle collected enough data of Hobyot 

which proves that it is an independent language.  

Speaking specifically of Mehri, Wellsted published a list of words and the first 

description of Mehri phonology in his popular travel narrative Travels to the City of 

Caliphs, published in 1840. Heinrich Von Maltzan, a traveler and student of Arabic 

language and culture, also published two short grammatical studies (Maltzan 1871, 

1873). Some Mehri short stories have also been collected and published (Jahn 1902, 

Müller 1902, 1905, 1907, and Wagner 1953, as cited in Hofstede 1998) and Amshoosh 

(2001). The first dictionary of Mehri was published in 1987 (Johnstone 1987).  Grammar 

sketches were written for Mehri as in Simeone-Senelle (1997); Al-Aidaroos (1996, 1999, 

2001); Sima (2002), also in addition to Harsusi Johnstone (1970). These works contain 

very little discussion of syntactic properties, focusing instead phonological and 

morphological descriptions.  
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1.5 Mehri Ethnography 

Approximately 100,000 people speak Mehri in Southeast Yemen, the western 

part of Dhofar in Oman, and the southern part of Saudi Arabia, especially the newly 

immigrated Mehri tribes in Al-Kharkeer, Najran, Riyadh and Almadinah. The Mehri tribes 

are spread along the southern borders of the Arabian Peninsula. They live in isolated 

areas between the eastern part of Yemen and the western mountains of Oman, and 

from the Arabian Sea in the south to as far north as Thamud, on the border of AlRub’ al-

Khali, ‘the Empty Quarter’.    

In addition to Mehri, there are five other languages that are spoken by minority 

populations on South Arabian Peninsula: Bathari, Harsusi, Hobyót, Shehri (Jebbali), and 

Soqotri. For each, there are different dialects. As for the Mehri language, for example, 

two main dialects are observed: coastal and desert dialects, each perhaps having sub-

dialects. They are spoken in nine main districts. These are Alghaydah (the capital city of 

the Mehri area), Almsilah, Haat, Hswain, Hawf, Sayhoot, Shahn, Qashan, and Manaar. 

This study will focus solely on a dialect spoken in Shahn, the northeastern district. 

AlGhaydah, the capital city of Almahara province, is regarded to be the locus of the 

dominant costal dialect. The second major costal dialect is centered in Qashin, which is 

the old capital city of the Mehri Sultanate. Additionally, there are minor dialects spoken 

in cities like Almsilah, Haat, Hswain, Hawf, Sayhoot, Shahn, Qashan, and Manaar. 

Modern scholars such as Rubin (2010) and Watson (2012) also speak of Mehri having 

‘Omani’ and ‘Yemeni’ dialects, identified as Mehrijut (Omani, also called Najdi in Dhofar) 

and Mehrijat (Yemeni Mehri, see Johnstone 1975:94). 

There are several desert dialects in Almaharah province where Shahn is found; 

however, two tribal dialects are well known, namely Ben-Samudah and Bin-Zabinut. 
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This study will focus solely on Bin-Zabinut dialect, which is the dialect spoken in Shahn 

and the northeastern territories.  

1.5.1 Earlier Work on Mehri 

As mentioned above, Mehri was an early target for many researchers from early 

twentieth century. Alfred Jahn (1902), David Heinrich Müller (1902, 1905, 1907), 

Wilhelm Hein and Maximilian Bittner among the first scholars who collected and 

published Mehri short stories. Also, see Hofstede (1998), Stroomer (1999: xiv) and 

Amshoosh (2001). An impressive grammatical study of Mehri was undertaken by Ewald 

Wagner in his Syntactic study of Mehri in 1953.  

But the contribution of Thomas Muir Johnstone is regarded to be a landmark in 

the study of Mehri, for the number and depth of the articles on the Omani dialect he 

contributed (see Smith 1984), including the first dictionary of Mehri (Johnstone 1987).  

As for Yemeni Mehri, two scholars, M-C. Simeone-Senelle and A. Lonnet have  

published work based on data from the Austrian South Arabian Expedition. A recent 

work that has been done on the Yemeni Mehri is by Alfadly (2007), who concentrated in 

his dissertation on the morphology of the Qishn dialect of Mehri. While a significant 

contribution, Alfadly’s discussion does not go beyond the word level.   

Two other recent volumes of Mehri are noteworthy. One is Rubin’s (2010) The 

Mehri Language of Oman. The work is an in-depth grammatical description of the 

phonology and (chiefly) morphology of Omani Mehri, based solely on recording and 

notes from Johnstone’s fieldwork and a few other secondary sources. No new primary 

data is taken into account and the discussion is limited to the word level. Very few 

syntactic properties of the language are discussed. The other volume is Watson’s 

(2012) recent dual-grammar that contrasts the Yemeni and Omani dialects of Mehri, 
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systematically discussing their phonology and morphology as well as many aspects of 

their syntactic structure. Interestingly, description and discussion of interrogative 

sentences is largely absent from Watson’s thorough work, as is discussion of the 

optional wh-fronting phenomenon that will be the major contribution of this thesis. Both 

of these works have been helpful in analyzing the data in this thesis and in discovering 

differences that Ben Zabinut exhibits.  

1.5.2 Geography of Mehri 

The word Mehri as a term covers two things: the name of the language itself and 

the name of the tribe. Mehri constitutes the largest language among all of its SAL 

sisters, with a population that exceeds 135,764 according to Yemen 2004 census and 

(SIL, 2000). This language is spoken mainly in Maharah governance of Yemen, the 

governance of Dufar in Oman, three cities in Saudi Arabia: Alxharxi, Sharorah, and 

Najran, in addition to the other rural hinterlands in between.  

The geographical boundary of Mehri has not yet been completely identified. 

However, Mehri is predominantly spoken in Mahara province in Yemen. However, 

Languages isogloss is not always in line with official administrative geographical zoning. 

The western boarder of Mehri is believed to be Alshehr. Almukala has some Mehri 

families. As for the eastern boarders, Mehri reaches as far as Darbat Ali before the 

Omani city of Salalah. The Northern border is the Empty Quarter and AlKharkheer. The 

south is the Arabian Sea.    

The isoglosses indicate an approximate of Mehri is 600 kilometers across the 

Arabian Sea. Historically, this has placed the Mehri as a central point of commerce 

between Indian, Java, China, the Levant and Europe.  
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Figure 1-3. Mehri Isogloss in South Arabia 1 

 
1.6 The Ben Zabinut Dialect 

Mehri constitutes at least ten major tribes, and each tribe has its own dialect, in 

addition to other Mehri vernaculars. Ben Zabinut, the dialect under study, extends as far 

west as Dees, a town close to Al-Mukalla, and Sadh in Oman. Due to its use in popular 

poetry, the dialect is often considered to be a “purer” or “less changed” variant of Mehri.  

This thesis focuses its attention to the description of the grammatical structures 

of Ben Zabinut dialect. Where informative, contrasts will be drawn between the BZ 

dialect and data from previously published works.  

1.6.1 Methodology and Data collection 

1.6.2 Primary Data collection and Fieldwork 

I first became interested in Mehri in 2006 when I began studying language 

documentation and revitalization with Dr. Lyle Campbell at the University of Utah during 

my M.A. studies. A small group of young Mehri professionals in Dubai had established a 

                                            
1Adapted multitree.org on 4/9/2013 : http://multitree.org/codes/gdq.html  

http://multitree.org/codes/gdq.html
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website for social interaction. I introduced myself and explain my interest in studying the 

language. I was warmly welcomed and through these contacts got connected to Mehri 

poets and tribal leaders. Initial interviews were made via online website and through 

Skype as I began taking extensive notes and recording conversations.  

As Dr. Lyle Campbell2 has said (personal communication) “the best way of 

collecting linguistic data is in a situation where you can observe, participate and engage 

directly with the community.” My original plan for fieldwork was to visit AlGhaydah, the 

cultural and political center of the Mehri people; however, political tensions between 

Yemen and Saudi Arabia made securing a visa for the trip impossible. An alternative 

plan was conceived. In 2010 I conducted fieldwork for two weeks Alkharkhir, a small 

town with an approximate population of 10 thousand people. Alkharkhir was established 

in 1957 and it is regarded to be the capital city of Almaharah in Saudi Arabia. It is 

located on the south border of the Rub' al-Khali ‘Great Empty Quarter’ and serves as 

the administrative center for Almaharah in Saudi Arabia, where many Mehri (as well as 

non-Mehri) people reside. Alkharkhir is nearly 500km from the nearest town (Sharurah) 

across a vast sand dessert, making transportation difficult. It required that I purchase a 

strong SUV (a 2010 Chevy blazer I purchases for $14,000) and carry my own fuel with 

me. Contacts I had made online before my trip, in particular my friend Ali Ben Qamsit, 

made things less difficult, introducing me to local tribe leaders and others. Ali also 

served as my interpreter for the trip.  

In total, I interviewed 10 participants for extensive data collection, aiming at long-

time residents of the Ben Zabinut dialect area who were more than 20 years old. Due to 

                                            
2 I took Prof. Campbell’s class on language documentation in 2006 at the University of Utah.  
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cultural conventions, all interviewees were male. Most of the speakers I interviewed 

were bilingual in Mehri and Arabic. I explained my purposed and asked for permission 

to record their speech for the purposes of my project. I spoke Arabic in the interviews 

and my participants responded in Mehri.  

Interviews typically took place at common places, such as the camel market or 

the Majlis. Data collected includes conversations, narratives (folktales), poetry, 

participant observations, as well as a basic questionnaire to elicit morphological and 

syntactic structures. The latter was based upon questionnaires from Dahl (1985) and 

Bouquiaux and Thomas (1992). Informal interviews were conducted based on common 

practice from the literature (Sankoff and Thibault 1977, Trudgill 1974, Labov 1984, 

Eckert 2000, Cukor-Avila and Bailey 2001, among many others) with the goal of 

encouraging interviewees to speak freely without necessarily reflecting on the forms of 

their language, but on the content of their speech.  

Interviews lasted one to two hours, and participants were compensated 

financially for their time. In addition to reviewing and signing informed consent 

documents, participants were also asked if they would like to donate their interview to 

the AlGhaydah cultural center, which maintains Mehri oral history recordings. It is hoped 

the recordings collected will be archived and made accessible to community members 

either through the AlGhaydah cultural center or another venue at some time in the near 

future.  

Data was recorded on a PMD660 Portable Solid State Recorder. A pair of 

Sennheiser HD 515 model headphones were used for monitoring and playback. 
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Transcription was done using the International Phonetic Alphabet (see chapter 2 for 

conventions used within this system).  

My primary consultant Ali Bin Q. who is a native speaker of Mehri accompanied 

throughout my stay as a translator. Ali helped me by facilitating communication with the 

tribal leaders. Those leaders were determined based on the community 

recommendation.  

While the narrative sessions were recorded, no Arabic was used. The 

communication between my consultant and the tribal leaders were only in Mehri . My 

initial analyses of Mehri grammar were based on tokens from these natural texts.  

Direct elicitation methods were used for clarification and further exploration of 

grammatical structure. For example, I used to ask my consultant clear and controlled 

questions in Arabic such as: ‘how would you say this sentence in natural Mehri 

speech?’,  making sure that my question was understood. Usually, my consultant would 

respond instantly. It is rarely the case that I need to modify my question. I would repeat 

his answer in Mehri to make sure that I understood correctly.   

1.6.3 Post-Fieldwork Analysis and Data Collection 

In this thesis, data from my fieldwork has been used to provide a basis for the 

basic description of BZ Mehri that appears in Chapters 2 and 3. The data has also been 

used to find tokens of particular phenomena throughout the chapter as well as other 

tokens that have inspired further, more directly elicited data being collected. Post-

fieldwork, my most valuable consultant has been Ahmed Bin Zabinout, a Middle School 

principle who is bilingual in Arabic and Mehri and highly regarded within his community 

(being one of the first Mehri to graduate from Makkah University). Ahmed and I regularly 

communicated via email, texting and Skype where he provided new words for a lexical 
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database (currently at about 14,000 words) and provided sentences that I directly 

elicited from him. All grammatical and ungrammatical examples that appear in this 

thesis were checked and verified with this consultant as being a (un)grammatical 

structure of Ben Zabinut Mehri. . Ahmed,  as well as a secondary consultant, Ali, 

provided crucial confirmation of the data used in this thesis, as well as guidance for 

understanding it and important contextual/cultural information.  

1.6.4 Conclusion  

This chapter has offered background information on the Mehri language and its 

cultural and geographic context as well as presenting my basic approach to data 

collection and analysis. The following chapter starts presenting this analysis with an 

overview of BZ phonology.   
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CHAPTER 2 
MEHRI PHONOLOGY 

2.1 Introduction 

Phonology is perhaps the area where the greatest amount of work on Mehri has 

been carried out. I will not be recapitulating all of that work here, and an in-depth 

phonological analysis of BZ Mehri is outside the scope of this project. Instead, I will offer 

a brief overview of the phonology of the language, including phonemic inventories and 

salient phonological processes. Of the descriptions available in the literature, Watson’s 

(2012) description of Mahriyōt is the closest to the BZ dialect documented here, with 

only a few minor differences. Below I present a basic phonemic inventory of sounds and 

discuss points of interest. I have strived to use a consistent IPA script in the data.   

2.2 Mehri Consonants 

Among modern Semitic languages, the SAL consonant system is the closest to 

the Proto-Semitic reconstructed system, and the only Semitic languages with the three 

alveolar fricatives [s, z, and s’] found in the Ge’ez and Hebrew scripts (Simeone-Senelle 

1997). A chart of Mehri consonant appears below. Note that sounds which likely 

represent allophonic variants are in parentheses (addressed below). Watson (2012:10) 

assigns an uvular articulation to the fricatives /x/ and /ɣ/ rather than velar. The uvular 

consonant /q/ is found only in loanwords from Arabic and usually is in word-initial 

position. 

Below I provide examples of each of the consonants listed above in initial, 

medial, and final position in a word to illustrate a few of the environments where they 

may be found:  
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glottalic    t'  k’    

Fricatives 

voiceless  f θ s ʃ x  ħ h 

voiced   
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ʕ 
 

glottalic   
θ' 

sˈ  
(ʃˈ)   

 
 

Affricates 

voiceless 

  

 (ts) 

 

(ts’) 

(tʃ̠)     

voiced ʤ  

glottalic  tʃ̠’  

Laterals 

voiceless 

  

 

l 

ɬ     

voiced (ɮ)  

glottalic l'  

Nasals m  
 

n 
     

Trill   
 

r 
     

Approximate w  
  j     

 
Figure 2-1. Mehri Consonants   
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Table 2-1. Mehri consonants in initial, medial and final positions 
 Initial Medial Final 

 Word Gloss Word Gloss Word Gloss 

/b/ bxæz    ‘pain’ tobər    ‘break’ bob    ‘door’ 

/m/ mji:t    ‘hundred’ g’mair    ‘coal’ ħkum    ‘judge’ 

/w / wqu:r    ‘medicine’ g’wf    ‘spoon’ xʤwiw    ‘vent’ 

/f/ fdur    ‘before’ məndəfnit    ‘burial’ nɣæf    ‘piece’ 

/θ/ θæbib    ‘cough’ rəbθot    ‘foam’ kəloθ    ‘tell story’ 

/ð/ ðəmqir    ‘forehead’ ħoðəq    ‘smart’ nboð    ‘reject’ 

/θ’/ θ’olə    ‘limp’ məθ’ræħ    ‘tooth’ qħæθ’     ‘bulging’ 

/d/ dəlo:l ‘guide’ məndawq    ‘rifle’ gi:d    ‘good’ 

/t’/ d'əfrutən ‘nails’ md’umajt     ‘grievance’ ɣlajd’    ‘thick’ 

/s/ sus    ‘foundation’ ɣsawm    ‘morning travel’ ʕəs     ‘walk at night’ 

/z/ zfur ‘smell’ əqzajrət    ‘islands’ bxæz    ‘pain’ 

/s’/ s'ʕajb ‘difficult’ ħis'æl    ‘place’ qəs’    ‘cut’ 

/l/ lom   ‘blame’ ð̠olə    ‘limp’ ʃ̠xlul    ‘set’ 

/n/ nəgr    ‘carpentry’ məndəfnit    ‘burial’ wʃajn    ‘tongue’ 

/r/ rʕjut   ‘grassland’  tʃ̠ərmh    ‘blow’ qajɮər    ‘lion’ 

/ʃ/ ʃħæħ    ‘sharp’ ræʃit    ‘sank’ əʕjuʃ    ‘life’ 

/ʤ/ ʤxær   ‘yellowish’ hæʤbə    ‘finger’ ɣajʤ    ‘man’ 

/ʧ’/ ʧ’ær    ‘deer’ bajʧ’r    ‘vision’ bɣajʧ’    ‘hatred’ 

/ɬ/ ɬarɣə    ‘moss’ æɬəd    ‘humerus’ bhajɬ    ‘astonished’ 

/l’/ l’awla   ‘lame’ kl’awm    ‘repress’ ħajbl’    ‘buckthorn’ 

/j/ jħom    ‘want’ gajðər    ‘root’ ʤfaj     ‘radius’ 

/k/ kub    ‘dog’ hæʃkul    ‘similar’ fnuk  ‘in front of’ 

/g/ gajðər  ‘root’ nəggr    ‘carpentry’ ɣajg    ‘man’ 

/k’/  kˈəʃ̠wit    ‘dusk’ ɣək’nut    ‘girl’ hajkˈ    ‘rain’ 

/x/ xəbθiθ    ‘valley’ ʤəxær    ‘yellow’ wθawx    ‘smear’ 

/ɣ/ ɣajʤ    ‘man’ nɣæm    ‘angry’ wθajɣ    ‘lisp’ 

/q/ qabr    ‘grave’ ðəmqir    ‘forehead’ ħoðəq    ‘smart’ 

/ħ/ ħəllagˈ    ‘barber’ t’əfħit    ‘downs’ məð’ræħ    ‘tooth’ 

/ʕ/ ʕus    ‘foundation’ əṣʕawq    ‘cry’ quʃəʕ    ‘greedy’ 

/ʔ/ ʔoq    ‘unthankful’ kʔajb    ‘depressed’ wajṭʔ    ‘even land’ 

/h/ hufəl  ‘belly’ q'haw    ‘travel.n’ q’əʃh    ‘mote’ 
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2.2.1 Allophonic Variation 

In the articulation of both consonants and vowels, a great degree of variation is 

attested. For instance, in positions that are not utterance-final, glottalics often appear 

unglottalized and sometimes appear to be voiced. Thus, the emphatic lateral may in 

some instances be pronounced asa /ɮ/-like sound, as in words like ɮojə, ‘smell.’ Of 

particular note also is the palatal ejective /ʃˈ/, which is realized as an affricate / tʃ’/ in 

most environments, a fact alluded to by Rubin (2010: 13) and described by Sima 

(2009). However, like all glottalics the sound often lacks glottalization, yielding / tʃ/, and 

in a few words I have observed the pronunciation is closer to the original /ʃˈ/. As noted 

by both Watson and Rubin, the phoneme is fairly rare. However, I have made similar 

observations with regard to the much more common phoneme /s’/, which is often 

observed as /ts’/ and even /ts/ when de-glottalized. Understood in the context of the 

shift from /g/ to /ʤ/ that has taken place in Yemeni Mehri, this might represent a general 

shift in these dialects toward an inventory of affricatives in the language that is still in 

progress. I provide tokens of each of these allophones below:   

(2.1) a. rtṣˈin  ‘tying’ 

 b.  tʃ̠re  ‘back of the head’ 

 c. æʃˈdot  ‘porridge’  

 d. tsənajm ‘hump’ 

2.2.2 Glottalic Consonants 

The set of glottalic consonants that contrasts with voiced and voiceless 

consonants at the same place of articulation is an important feature of SALs. These 

sounds are sometimes referred to as ejectives (and are marked the same way in the 

IPA) or as ‘emphatic’ consonants in the Semitic literature. They contrast with Central 

Semitic languages like Arabic where these consonants have been lost or have become 
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pharyngealized. Instead, it places the SALs in a closer family with Ethiopian languages, 

which share this feature, a fact first noted by Johnstone (Johnstone 1975b). The precise 

articulatory features of SAL glottalics and how they relate to emphatics in Arabic is a 

topic of ongoing research with work by Watson and Bellem (2010) showing that the 

facts are complex. For example, in their study of Mahriyōt Mehri in Eastern Yemen 

shows that glottalization as a contrastive feature is salient only for the velar series. 

Other emphatic stops are glottalized only in utterance-final position (also a context for 

devoicing voiced stops, which are also glottalized). Therefore, the contrastive status of 

glottalics with their voiced and voiceless counterparts is not completely clear. 

Furthermore, as Simeone-Senelle (1997) notes, the degree of glottalization of these 

consonants varies depending upon the position of the consonant in the word and across 

languages and dialects. He notes that in the Mehri dialect of Qishn, these consonants 

often have a laryngealized or creaky voice quality, often making the emphatics become 

voiced.   

In his study of Omani Arabic, Rubin (2010:13) lists six glottalic consonants: an 

alveolar and velar stop, and four fricatives (interdental, alveolar, lateral, and alveo-

palatal). All of these are present in BZ Mehri as well, with the addendum that the alveo-

palatal fricative is often pronounced as an affricate /ts’/ or /ʧ’/. It should also be noted 

that of these sounds, the alveo-palatal is the rarest, appearing in just a few words. 

Rubin (2010) and Simeone-Sennelle (1997) also make note of this, and it is true of 

SALs more generally.  

2.2.3 Pharyngeal Fricatives 

The voiced pharyngeal fricative ʕ has mostly been lost in Mehri, as Rubin (2010) 

reports, and this appears true for the BZ dialect as well. When comparing with Arabic 
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cognates, / ʕ/ in Arabic is either absent or replaced by the glottal stop /ʔ/ in Mehri. When 

absent, an initial vowel in Mehri often takes on a pharyngeal quality.  

(2.2)  Arabic  Mehri  Gloss 

a. ʕali  a:li     ‘Ali’ 

b. ʕad̠m   æd̠majt    ‘backbone’ 

c. ʕælm  ʔoləm    ‘scholar’    

d.  ʕæql  ʔoqəl    ‘wise’    

e. ʕæq  ʔoq     ‘unthankful’     

 

Nevertheless, the voiced pharyngeal can be found in a few words, especially 

when it is followed by a diphthong in word middle position. Consider the following 

examples:  

(2.3) a. bʕajr    ‘camel’  

 b. wʕajl    ‘Ibex’  

 c. əʕjwʃ    ‘life’  

 d. rəʕjwt   ‘grassland’  

 e.  ʕus     ‘foundation’ 

 f.  əṣʕawq   ‘cry’ 

 g.  quʃəʕ    ‘greedy’ 

 

The voiceless pharyngeal is very common as it serves and the morpheme for the 

definite article in most cases:  

(2.4) a. ħə-brit    ‘the daughter’ 

 b. ħə-nuf    ‘the soul’ 

 c. ħæ-rɛz    ‘the rice’ 

2.2.3.1 /g/ and /ʤ/ 

As Rubin (2010) and Watson (2012) note, the phoneme /g/ in Omani dialects of 

Mehri has been replaced by the affricate /ʤ/ in the dialects of eastern Yemen, and this 
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is true of Ben Zabinut Mehri as well. /g/ is still present, however, in Arabic loanwords. 

Interestingly, in many cases of Arabic words that contain /ʤ/, in Mehri the phoneme is 

converted to /g/:  

(2.5) a. gajðər   ʤaðr   ‘root’ 

 b.  gəðə    ʤaðʕ    ‘trunk’ 

 c.  nəgs    naʤs    ‘dirt’ 

 d. nəgd    naʤd   ‘hummock’ 

 e.  ɣajg     raʤul   ‘man’ 

 f.  whajg    wahaʤ   ‘shine’ 

 

Of the words that contain /ʤ/, few have a cognate in Arabic, as the examples 

below shows:  

(2.6) a. ʤfaj     kaʕbar ‘radius’  

 b. ʤərmh    laṭama  ‘slap’ 

 c. æʤawl    ʕawaʤ ‘bend’ 

 d. mgʤail    ʤaðah ‘piece’ 

 e. ʕəmʤuʤ    ʕamaʃ ‘bleary eyed’ 

 f. ɣajʤ    raʤul    ‘man’ 

 g. ʤəxær ʤaban ‘yellow’ 

 
2.2.3.2 Geminates 

Geminates in Mehri are always either lexical, present in borrowings from Arabic, 

or the result of assimilation. The latter is described by Rubin (2010) for examples such 

as *fatðəʌħ faððəʌħ. Here I simply present some examples demonstrating their 

presence in the language:  

(2.7) a. qənnəwn    ‘kid’   qənəwn    ‘little’ 

b. ɣigge:n    ‘boy’    ɣig     ‘man’ 

c.  fərjjt     ‘cooking pot’   əfərjjt  ‘jinni’ 

d. qṣṣæt    ‘forehead’   qəṣud    ‘poetry’  
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e. sənnawr    ‘cat’   sənawrt    ‘fishhook’   

 

Many words with geminates involve the patterns such as CaCCoC as in (2.8.a-c) 

and CaCCaC as in (2.8.d-e), used in Arabic to derive occupations. However, as Rubin 

(2010:21) notes, these words are simply borrowed from Arabic and not derived in Mehri.  

(2.8) a. ṣayyod    ‘fisher’  

b. dallol    ‘merchant’  

c.  ħaddod    ‘blacksmith’ 

d. ħallaq    ‘barber’  

e. q’aṣṣab ‘Boucher’  

 

 

Geminates can also occur in final position in Mehri:  

(2.9) a. bɛrr     ‘walk at night’   

b. hədd    ‘destroy’  

c.  həff     ‘fan’ 

d. ħəff     ‘eat everything’  

e. ħənn    ‘desire’ 

 

2.3 Vowels 

Vowels in Mehri display a high degree of variation, including many cases of free 

variation. The Mehri vowel system is dominated by a system of five long vowels, /a: e: i: 

o: and u:/. In addition, there are three short vowels, /a, i, and u/. The status of /u/, 

however, is unclear. As Watson (2012:23-24) notes, the basic contrast is between a 

high and a low vowel and in all places where /u/ and /i/ contrast, both vowels have been 

derived from their respective long vowel counterparts. /u/ does contrast with /a/ in some 

environments, however. In my data as well, /u/ is found mostly in places (such as closed 

syllables) in which long vowels tend to be shortened. In many environments, unstressed 
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vowels are reduced to schwa /ə/ and I transcribe them as such. Finally, BZ Mehri has 

two diphthongs, /ay and aw/ that occur in a number of environments, some of which I 

discuss below.   

 

Table 2-2. Mehri Vowels  

 Front Central Back 

Close i: i   (u) u: 

    

Mid 
  e:  
(ɛ) 

 (ə) o: 

    

Open    (æ) a: a  

 
2.3.1 Variation in Vowels 

Mehri exhibits a great degree of (sometimes free) variation in vowel quality. I 

mention a few of these here. For more extensive discussion, see Watson (2012).  

2.3.2 The Low Vowel /a/ 

The most basic contrast in the language, especially among short vowels, is a 

high vs. low vowel contrast. This seems to allow a good amount of variation along the 

front to back parameter. Thus, the low vowel /a/ has a range of pronunciations, 

frequently taking on a more open and front quality when in the presence of back 

consonants, heard as /æ/.  

(2.10) a. rħæɮ    ‘hygiene’ 

 b.  bxæz    ‘pain’ 

 c.  nɣæf    ‘scoop’ 

 d. kˈæb    ‘heart’ 
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The vowel /a/ also takes on a higher, more frontish quality in many places, heard 

much closer to /ɛ/, especially in closed syllables.3  

(2.11) a. bɛ:r     ‘camel’ 

 b. təhɛtəm    ‘spend night.2m.sg’  

 c. hɛt     ‘six’ 

 

Because of this range for /a:/, /a:/, /ɛ:/ and even /e:/ are sometimes in free 

variation with pronunciations of particular words differing between speakers and even 

between utterances by the same speaker. There are a few minimal pairs for /a:/ and /e:/ 

in the language, however, such as le: ‘mine’ and la: ‘no’ and there are a few 

environments in which free variation isn’t possible. For example, after pharyngeals and 

velars, /e:/ is not a possible allophone of /a:/.  

2.3.3 /o:/ and /u:/ 

There are a few minimal pairs that demonstrate the status of /o:/ and /u:/ as 

distinct phonemes.  

(2.12) a.  xu:r     ‘river mouth’   xo:r    ‘little’  

 c.  ṣu:r     ‘through with a stone’ ṣowr    ‘building stones’ 

d.  əfirur    ‘to mark red’   ʔfor    ‘red cloud’ 

 

However, in many neutral environments either sound can be used, creating a 

great deal of free variation.  

(2.13) a. xu:rət  xo:rət    ‘red camel’  

 b.  ħu:r     ħo:r     ‘black’   

 d.  su:rəh   so:rəh    ‘the cattle that graze.’  

                                            
3 As Watsons (2012:24) notes, ‘the low long vowel phoneme /a:/ is relatively high and front in neutral 
environments…ranging from between IPA [ɛ:] and [æ:].  
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2.3.4 /i:/ and /e:/ 

The contrast between these two sounds mirrors the relationship between /o:/ and 

/u:/ described above. Some minimal and near-minimal pairs can be found in the 

examples:  

  /i:/      /e:/ 

(2.14) a. hi:gət    ‘she was irritated’  he:gət    ‘rain’   

b.  ʃəgri:t    ‘hilltop’   ʃəgre:t   ‘tree.f’ 

c. æθri:t 4   ‘misstep.fut.2m.sg’   æθre:t    ‘misstep.f’ 

d.  əmgi:t    ‘dislike’   mge:t    ‘middle finger’ 

e.  gji:s    ‘measure’   əgje:s    ‘will’   

f.  məħji:h    ‘erase it’   məħe    ‘butter’  

g.  qji:d     ‘to chain’   qe:d     ‘a chain’   

h.  mji:kən    ‘be able to’   me:kən    ‘many’ 

i.  lji:kən    ‘those.m.pl’   lje:k    ‘those.f.pl’ 

j.  majtən    ‘when? or shoulder’  me:tən    ‘one hundred.f’ 

k.  bədji:t    ‘laier.f’    bəde:t   ‘start/‘many liars.f.pl’ 

 

In many cases, though, variation is free: 

(2.15) a. ʕni:t  nʕe:t    ‘udder’  

b. dənji:t    dəne:t    ‘pregnant’  

c. ʕi:ṭ   ʕe:ṭ     ‘scream’   

d. θəbri:n  θəbre:n    ‘hyena’  

 

2.3.5 Diphthongs /aw/ and /ay/ 

The diphthongs /aw/ and /ay/ mostly occur as variants of /u:/ and /i:/, 

respectively. In some cases this variation seems to be free and unpredictable.   

                                            
4 Also, there is a simi-minimal pair with the word ætri:t ‘buttermilk’.  
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(2.16) a. sawrəħ su:rəħ    ‘the camels are let off’  

b. hantawr  hantur    ‘He did not get revenge’  

c. kawθajt  kawθit    ‘story’ 

d. hajrim  hirim    ‘mountainous way’ 

e. nhajb   nhib     ‘loot’ 

 

In addition, diphthongization occurs after velar, pharyngeal, glottal, and glottalic 

(emphatic) sounds.  

(2.17) a. ʃərħ     ‘leisure’   məʃərħawtan    ‘we are happy’ 

b. ɣəluq    ‘see.pf.3m.sg’  ɣəluqawt     ‘see.pf3f.sg’ 

c. jətim     ‘orphan’   hajtom     ‘orphans’ 

d. ɣṣawbam təh ‘attack while under escort’ ɣəṣb     ‘force’        

 

2.3.6 Prosodic Properties 

Here we review a few prosodic properties of the language that are particularly 

noticeable.  

2.3.7 Consonant Clusters and Syncope 

Mehri is striking in the consonant clusters it allows, particularly in initial position. I 

will not give a full description here, but simply illustrate that there are many such 

clusters, including stops followed by fricatives (2.18), fricatives followed by stops (2.19), 

and clusters with two adjacent fricatives (2.20): 

(2.18). Stop followed by a fricative  

a.  bɣorən    ‘afterwards’ 

b. ksfayt    ‘asthma’ 

c. khaym    ‘time’ 

d fətx     ‘head ingery’ 

 
(2.19). Fricative followed by stop 

a. zkun     ‘come down’ 
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b. ʃkaif  ‘sit down’  

c. fṭayn    ‘smart’ 

d. kəfk     ‘grill’ 

e. jxawfq    ‘pulsate’ 

 
(2.20). Fricative followed by another fricative 

a. ʃfrajn    ‘eyelash’ 

d. ʃxət     ‘big.f’ 

e. ʃxawf    ‘milk’ 

h. fṣayħ    ‘eloquent’  

i. fṣħayt   ‘forhead’  

 

Many of these clusters result from a process of syncope in which an unstressed 

vowel of an open CV syllable can be deleted in natural speech, especially in the initial 

syllable of a word. Below, we can observe the process when the definite article is added 

to the stem (see Rubin, 2010:69) 

(2.21) a. bəqær    ‘cows’   ə-bqær    ‘the cows’  

b. qəzajrət    ‘islands’  ə-qzajrət    ‘the islands’ 

c. nəhor    ‘day’   ə-nhor    ‘the day’ 

 

2.4 Stress 

Word level stress in BZ Mehri follows a general pattern, though it is easy to find 

exceptions. The pattern is the same described by Watson (2012:34). Stress in a word 

generally falls on the final syllable when it is super-heavy (CVVC or CVCC) or when it is 

CVV (including where VV is a diphthong): 

 

(2.22) a. ˈʃəth    ‘his back’ 

b. ˈfətq     ‘Hernia’  

c. xawfth    ‘quarreled with him’ 
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d. həq’.ˈri:h    ‘defeated him’ 

 e. kri.du:d    ‘trundle’ 

 f. ə.mər.ˈħa:b   ‘welcome’ 

 g. qsi. ˈbu:b    ‘crawl’ 

 h. xətˈ.maj    ‘dissolve’ 

 i. ˈhəd.həh    ‘warn’ 

In case the word does not end in such a syllable, stress is attracted to the 

rightmost heavy syllable (CVV or CVC) word-medially.  

 (2.23) a. q’əlawb.ˈəsalawm    ‘greet’   

b. məʃu.ˈq’ʃu.tən    ‘travel (between noon and late afternoon)’   

 

Finally, if there are no heavy syllable and no final super-heavy syllable, an initial 

CV syllable can be stressed.  

(2.24) a. ˈq’aj.bəṣ    ‘bite’ 

 d. ˈəkər.bəl    ‘crawl’ 

 e. ˈθxwi.lul    ‘sit’ 

 c. ˈħc. ðu:l    ‘careful!’ 

 b. ˈʃi.taw    ‘winter’  

 

2.4.1 Long Vowel Shortening 

Long vowels are shortened in a number of environments. Perhaps the most 

common, however, is the shortening of long vowels in unstressed open syllables. We 

can see this below where the final syllable attracts stress away from the long vowel, 

which becomes shortened and sometimes reduced to schwa. In the right column, the 

dependent pronoun /i:h/ for a 3m.sg object has been added.  

(2.25) a. ʃiinuq    ‘hug’   ʃənq-i:h    ‘hug him’ 

 b. siibuq    ‘compete’   səbq-i:h    ‘compete with him’ 

 c. xiinəq    ‘choke’  xənq-i:h    ‘choke him’ 

 d. ruutəq    ‘sew’   rətq-i:h    ‘sew it’  
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Long vowels in monosyllabic stems are also often shortened before the addition 

of a dependent pronoun: 

(2.26) a. kiid     ‘cunning’  kɪd-əs    ‘her cunning’ 

b. zajt     ‘oil’   zɪt-əs     ‘her oil’ 

c. bajt     ‘house’  bɪt-əs    ‘her house’ 

d. əmajd  ‘column’  əməd-əs    ‘her column’ 

e. ɣawt     ‘sister’   ɣat-həm    ‘their sister’ 

f. ɣawjə   ‘brothers’  ɣwaj-həm    ‘their brothers’  

 

2.4.2 Consonant Devoicing 

Mehri speakers systematically devoice the final consonants (Simeone-Senelle 

1997, Alfadly 2004:142). This occurs at word finally unreleased stops such as /b/ and 

/d/.  

  SG    PL 

(2.27) a. ħno:p    ‘door’  ħnajp-tən    ‘doors’ 

 b. hajdud    ‘new’  hajdut-tən    ‘new.pl’ 

 

Consonant devoicing is also extended to Mehri approximants. When the 

approximant is at the onset of a syllable, it gets devoiced only when the preceding 

consonant is voiceless. Consider the following examples for some approximants in 

(2.28). 

(2.28) a. kl̥ajmi    ‘nightfall’ kl̥oθ     ‘mimic’  

b. kr̥ajm    ‘generous’ kr̥idud    ‘roll’ 

c. qw̥θajt    ‘story’  kw̥θ     ‘wind’ 

d.  ṣl̥ætəh    ‘commodity’ ɮw̥xr     ‘stone’ 
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 Devoicing is found not only after voiceless stop but also after voiceless fricatives 

as well. This occurs with words that end with voiceless fricative and followed by the 

negative particle læ ‘no’ in Mehri.   

(2.29) a. bih ħəs l̥æ    ‘He has no mind’ lit.‘He is crazy’ 

b. tæṭəsl̥æ hnəjn    ‘Do not sneeze here!’ 

c. hijonut nəqbəls l̥æ    ‘I don’t accept an insult.’  

d. thxls laj l̥æ     ‘Do not err me’    

 

2.4.3 Nasalization 

Nasalization is rare in Mehri. However, it is used with a few high frequency 

words. Nasalization is attested with two question words: ħɔ̃ ‘where’ and mɔ̃n ‘who’. The 

former is pronounced only with nasalization.  Furthermore, the velar sound /x/ appears 

to become uvularized and nasalized after a nasal.  

(2.30) a. bih ħəs l̥æ   ‘He has no mind’ lit,:‘He is crazy’ 

 b.  ənχ̃rair    ‘nose’ 

 c.  nχ̃ays    ‘prick’ 

 d.  ənχ̃layt    ‘palm tree’ 

 e.  anχ̃alsha    ‘underneath her’ 

 

2.4.4 /h/ Deletion 

The preposition hə- ‘to’ is deleted whenever it is followed by another word that 

begins with [hə-] or [ħ], as noted by Rubin (2010:17).  

(2.31) a. *ʔmrək hə həgrini  ʔmrək həgrini    ‘I said to my servants’ 

b. *ʔmrək hə hæ:bu:n  ʔmrək hæ:bu:n    ‘I said to people’ 

 

The process is not specific to this prefix, but also occurs with the perfect prefix 

hə- when the latter prefixes to a stem with a first radical that is [hə-] or [ħə-]. 

(2.32) a. * hə-ħlum  ħlum   ‘to dream’ 
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b. * hə-hruq’   hruq’   ‘to stool’ 

 

2.4.5 /l/ Vocalization 

Rubin (2010:17) describes patterns of /l/ vocalization in Omani Mehri in which an 

/l/ sound occurring in the pattern CVlC undergoes vocalization, yielding Cɛ:C or Ca:C if 

the vowel is stressed and CVwC if it is unstressed. Watson (2012:35) claims that this is 

a feature of Mehreyyet (Omani) Mehri that is not shared by Yemeni dialects (including 

Mahriyōt). In BZ Mehri,  /l/ vocalization does seem to be present as the examples below 

demonstrate. The singular forms have undergone /l/ vocalization. The plural forms 

demonstrate that the /l/ is present in the root underlyingly.  

  SG   PL  

(2.33) a. qæ:d    qiləd     ‘lashing’ 

b. qæ:s   k’əlusət    ‘button’ 

c. ħæ:m   ħəlum    ‘dream’ 

 d. kawb    kəlawb    ‘dog’ 

 e. kawfejt  kəlawjəf    ‘cost’ 

 

Third, we see deletion of the verbal prefix [tə-] when it occurs before the 

consonants (t, s, ʃ, ṣ, s̆, n).  Consider some of the examples where on the left is the 

‘underlying’ data with tə- and on the right is how it is actually pronounced.   

(2.34) a. tə-sajt  sajt    ‘nine’  

b. tə-wisə wisə    ‘widen’  

c. tə-ʃur   ʃur    ‘consult’  

d. tə-nṣur nṣur    ‘victory’  

e. tə-nṣul nṣul    ‘deny’  

f. tə-xtun xtun ‘circumcise’  
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In general, /t/ seems especially susceptible to loss in rapid speech, in anticipation 

of other coronal sounds.  

(2.35) a. beit  θuʕær → [bei  θuʕær]    ‘house of Thuaar’ 

b. xəlfajt  θbrajt → [xəlfaj  θbrajt]    ‘the window is broken’  

c. sirit  θminut → [siri  θminut]    ‘the car was sold’ 

d. ħərmti ʃ̠xlul → [ħərmi  ʃ̠xlul ]    ‘a woman sits’ 

 

2.5 Conclusions 

This section has provided an overview of the phonological inventory of BZ Mehri 

along with a few notes on phonological processes and prosody. Perhaps most 

noticeable and interesting are Mehri’s shift toward the affrication of the glottalics /ʃ’/ and 

/s’/, perhaps motivated by the existence of /ʤ/ in the language. Also interesting is the 

phenomenon of /l/ vocalization, claimed to exist only in Omani Mehri and yet found to be 

present in the BZ dialect. This and other facts suggest that BZ Mehri is closer to Omani 

than Yemeni Mehri.  
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CHAPTER 3 
MEHRI MORPHOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a basic overview of the structure of words in Mehri. Like 

other Semitic languages, Mehri has a root and pattern system of morphology with 

bound roots consisting of consonants supplying the lexical base and combinations of 

prefixes, suffixes, and CV templates supplying other morphological information 

(McCarthy 1981).   

This chapter is arranged as follows. In 3.2 I will start by providing some 

preliminary notes on nominal structures, where singular, dual and plural forms with will 

be addressed, in addition to the masculine and feminine suffixations. In 3.3 Mehri 

personal, possessive, reflexive, demonstrative and interrogative pronouns will also be 

tackled. The verbal structure is an essential for Mehri typology and I will present that in 

3.4. In 3.5 I will talk about prepositions of time, place and directions. Adverbs and 

adjectives will be addressed in 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 respectively.  

3.2 Nominal Roots 

The notion of root and template to describe Semitic languages was a source of 

contention for many years as pointed out by many Semitists such as Goldenberg (1998) 

Ephratt (2002), and others, but today it is  standard to identify the root as a 

‘discontinuous lexical entry from the template’ (Rose 2003:79). It is also standard to 

refer to the consonants of such roots as ‘radicals’. In Mehri, roots consist of a minimium 

of two radicals up to five, though five -radical roots are rare. The most common roots 

have three consonants. Here, I will use the sign √ to indicate the root. Examples of 

these roots are given below:  
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(3.1) a. Biliteral roots:  

√ħz  /ħuz/  ‘boundary’ 

√hm  /him/  ‘worry’  

√ql  /qul/  ‘poet’  

 

b. Triliteral roots:: 

√nsħ  /nsuħ / ‘frank’ 

√bxs  /bəxs /  ‘pain’  

√ʃbh  /ʃ̠əbh /  ‘tan’  

 

c. Quadriliteral roots: 

√hqrr  /hqrir/  ‘went’  

√nxrr  /nxrir/  ‘breath’  

√ʃsrr  /ʃsrir/  ‘green’  

√krdd  /dridud/ ‘roll’  

 

d. Quintiliteral roots: 

√qsjbb  /qsijbub/ ‘crawl’  

√θxwll  / θxwilul / ‘sit’ 

√krdjd  /kridud/ ‘trundle’  

 

3.2.1 Gender 

Nouns in Mehri falls into two grammatical genders, masculine and feminine. 

Masculine nouns are unmarked while feminine nouns are often marked with the suffix -

(V)t. The vowel of the marker varies. Many animate nouns have both masculine and 

feminine forms, as seen in Table 3-1.    
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Table 3-1. Mehri Gedner  
 

 

Not all feminine words, however, have the feminine suffix. Many inanimate nouns 

and even a few animate nouns are feminine, but lack the suffix. They are only 

distinguishable from the masculine nouns in context, where they will trigger feminine 

agreement.  

Table 3-2. Mehri Feminine words without suffix Gedner  

Masculine Gloss Feminine Gloss 

ɣajg  ‘man’ tejθ  ‘woman’ 
hixær  ‘old man’ əqawz  ‘old woman’ 
ħajb  ‘father’ ħæm  ‘mother’ 
hækbajʃ  ‘ram’   dərhus  ‘goat’ 

 

Having the feminine suffix is not an indicator that a related masculine form exists, 

nor is being animate a guarantee for carrying the feminine suffix. The following words 

have no masculine equivalents. Also, consider examples (3.2). 

 

 

Masculine Gloss Feminine Gloss 

hirəq  ‘thief’ hirg-it  ‘thief’ 

kawb  ‘wolf’ kawb-it  ‘wolf’ 

ħəbre  ‘boy’ ħəbr-it  ‘daughter’ 

ħajr  ‘donkey’ ħir-it  ‘donkey’ 

xudəm  ‘servant’ xədm-it  ‘servant’ 

ʃuguf  ‘sleeper’ ʃukf-ajt  ‘sleeper’ 

bʕajr  ‘camel’   hajb-it  ‘she-camel’   

ɣɮawb  ‘cow’ bəgr-it  ‘cow’ 

əflut  ‘runner’   əfut-ut  ‘runner’   

əmbajl  ‘dog’   əmbæl-ut  ‘dog’   

ətəq  ‘drinker’ ətəq-ut  ‘drinker’ 
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Table 3-3. Mehri Feminine Words  

Word Gloss 

bad-ajt ‘desert’ 
hær-ajt ‘moon’ 
dənj-ajt ‘pregnant’ 
xrawθ ‘child-bed mother’ 
rɣæd ‘pregnant’ 
hæjðən ‘ear’ 
ʃiwawṭ5 ‘fire’ 
əajntən ‘eye’ 
ħawz ‘goat’ 
ħæajd ‘hand’ 
ærɮ ‘land’ 

 
(3.2) Unmarked feminine subjects   

 a.  ʃiwawṭ  q’al-ut 

  fire  ignite.pf-3f.sg  

  ‘The fire is ignited.’  

 

 b.  ħawz həɣiq-ut  ðə-tusə  

  goat birth.pf-3f.sg of-nine  

  ‘The goat gave birth at the ninth (month).’  

 

c.  ðajməh hajbit  rɣæd 

  this.f  she.camel pregnant  

  ‘This she-camel is pregnant.’  

                                            
5 Rubin (2010:59) notes that all nouns ending in the phoneme /t/ are feminine, whether or not /t/ is part of 
the feminine suffix. However, my data shows that some nouns ending in /t/ are not feminine as in words 
such bajt ‘house’ ṣmut ‘silance’ ħawt ‘whale’ bwu:t ‘hand span’ mənnut ‘rain’. There are also examples of 
masculine words with feminine suffix such as ʃuħuṭət ‘whale’ æḍmit ‘backbone’ rəħmit ‘rain’ flut ‘runaway’. 

  a.  ðuməh  ə-bajt   ʃux wə-jədən  
  this.m def-house big.m and-new.m 

‘This farm is big and new.’ 
 

b.  ðajməh ə-məzr-æt ʃx-ət  wə-jəd-utən  
  this.f def-farm.f big.f and-new.f 

‘This farm is big and new.’  
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3.2.2 Number 

A three-way distinction in number exists in Mehri between singular, dual, and 

plural. 

3.2.2.1 The dual 

The dual marker is attested on the nouns, verbs, possessive, pronoun, and 

demonstratives in Mehri, as shown in Table (3-4). In this section we only discuss the 

dual on nouns. Dual marking on nouns is straightforward, adding an /-i/ suffix to the 

noun, regardless of the noun’s gender. If the noun has a singular feminine suffix, this is 

dropped in the dual (as in (3-7.d-g).  

 
 
Table 3-4. Mehri Dual 

SG DU Gloss 

əɣaig əɣug-i  ‘two men’ 
ktub ktawb-i ‘two books’ 
məsmur məsmur-i ‘two nails’ 
ɣəqn-ut ɣiqin-i ‘two girls’ 
ɣəqn-ut ɣiqin-i  ‘two girls’ 
rəħb-ajt rəħb-aj ‘two cities’ 
məzr-æt məzr-aj ‘two farms’ 

 

A dual-marked nominal is often accompanied by the numeral θroh ‘two’ 

immediately after (and sometimes before) the noun. Consider the following example in 

(3.3). It is rare for the dual noun to be used without the numeral. Note the verbs in (3-3) 

also inflect for the dual with the suffix –oh. 

(3.3) a. bʕajr  hə-qbaul  

camel  hə-come.pf.3m.sg   

‘A camel came.’  

 

b. bʕajr-i  θroh hə-qbəl-oh    

camel-du two.m hə-come.pf-3m.du   
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‘Two camels came.’  

 

(3.4) a.  ɣəqit   ʃəfq-ut   

girl marry.pf-3f.sg    

‘A girl got married.’  

 

 b.  ɣajqan-i   θr-ajt ʃəfq-ət-oh   

girl-du  two.f marry.pf-3f-du 

‘Two girls got married.’  

 

Dual marking on nouns is optional, however. It is fine for the noun to appear in 

the plural following by ‘two’ and still trigger the dual marking on the verb. In fact, this is 

more common than marking dual on the noun itself:   

(3.5) a. ɣəqut-ən θr-ajt  ʃəfq-ət-oh   

girl-pl two.f marry.pf-3f-du    

‘Two girls married.’  

b. ɣjuq  jəθr-oh  hərs-oh   

men two-du marry.pf-3m.du    

‘Two men married.’  

 

3.2.2.2 The plural 

The plural in Mehri can be classified into two types as suggested in Simeone-

Senelle (1997). The first type is ‘internal plurals,’ which have no affix and instead the 

base is modified to form the plural. The second type is the ‘external plural,’ where the 

base is modified by having an affixe. Internal plurals are more common than external 

plurals, especially with masculine nouns. Some nouns have qualities of both, employing 

a suffix as well as internal change.  
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Masculine external plurals are rare. Most of the examples I found are the same 

as those Johnstone found, as noted in Rubin (2010:64-65) with the addition of a few 

others. Masculine external plurals can be placed in three groups. The first group 

exhibits plural suffix /-in/: 

Table 3-5. Mehri Masculine Plural Suffixation [-in] 

 Singular Plural Gloss  

-in 

kətob kətb-in ‘book’ 
gəfawn gəfn-in ‘eyelid’ 
grus gərs-in ‘mosquito’  
mojət mæjət-in ‘dead’ 
ɣob ɣəb-in ‘excrement’ 

The second allomorph of the masculine plural is [-on] is shown in table (3-6).  

Table 3-6. Mehri Masculine Plural Suffixation [-on] 

 Singular Plural Gloss  

-on 
hægor  hægr-on ‘slave’ 
ɮajf ɮajf-on ‘guest’ 
ʃəfrin ʃəfrinj-on ‘eyelash’ 

 

Finally, the suffix /-ət/ occurs with quite a few nouns, mostly designating 

professions. Note that unlike the suffixes above, the stems that take /-ət/ usually 

undergo internal change as well.  

Table 3-7. Mehri Masculine Plural Suffixation [-ət] 

Singular Plural Gloss  

ṭbajb ṭəbob-ət ‘doctor’ 
qoɮi qəɮwi-ət ‘judge’ 
drajwəl drol-ət ‘driver’ 
ʔoləm əlom-ət ‘scholar’  
toqər   təqər-ət    ‘businessman’ 
herəq hərawq-ət ‘burglar’ 
ħokəm ħəktom-ət  ‘ruler’ 
məlek  məlajk-ət  ‘angel’ 
ribaj  rib-æt  ‘friend’ 
xodəm  xədom-ət  ‘servant’ 
xbawz xbawz-ət ‘baker’  
dəlol  dəlol-ət ‘salesman’  
ṣəboɣ ṣəboɣ-ət ‘painter’ 
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An allomorph of the second type is [-ejt]. I showed some illustrative examples in 

table (3-8). 

Table 3-8. Mehri Masculine Plural Suffixation [-eit] 

-ejt 

Singular Plural Gloss  

owqəl  əql-ejt  ‘wise person’ 
fəngon  fəngn-ejt  ‘cup’ 
ʃkaj   ʃk-ejt  ‘sword’ 
lʃajn  lʃən-ejt  ‘tongue’ 
nobet nwb-ejt ‘bee’  
krajf krf-ejt ‘white hair’ 

 
Finally, the third type of Mehri masculine plural is [-tən].  

Table 3-9. Mehri Masculine Plural Suffixation [-tən] 

 Singular Plural Gloss  

-tən 

ɣifin ɣəfnu-tən ‘cloth’ 

fiqə fəqju-tən 
‘cover’ 

həm hmo-tən 
‘doctor’ 

ħəmbrim ħəmbru-tən 
‘boys’ 

 
(3.6) a. nħah  mætəlmu-tən 

we  student-pl 

‘We are students.’ 

 

b. hibuh hajt-əm mʃərħu-tən 

how you-pl.m comfortable-pl  

‘How are you, good?’  

 

c. majtən m-ṣədru-tən  wə m-hə-rdu-tən 

when   fut-go-2m.pl and fut-hə-return-2m.pl 

‘When will you go and come back (from a well to water your cattle)?’  

 

d. hajt-əm m-arbu-tən   wə m-əʃqṣu-tən 

you-pl   fut-west-2m.pl and fut-east-2m.pl 
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‘You are going west and east.’  

 

e. ʔ-qədru-tən ðə-bajt-i bər6 θəbr-əm 

def-wall-m.pl of-house-my  be break.pf-3m.pl  

‘The walls of my house had destroyed.’  

 

f. ħəlkəm ʔqæb  ħawr  ðəri-tən 

there  bird.pl  black.pl rare.pl  

‘There are black rare birds.’  

 

g. xrawq   ħəmbraw-tən  mən ʔ-mdərs-it   

go out.pf.3m.pl children  from def-school-f 

‘The children went out from the school.’  

  
3.2.2.3 Feminine plural nouns with suffixation  

The main morpheme suffix for feminine plural nouns is [-tVn] and there are many 

allomorphs such as [-tən, -otən, -utən and -əwtən]. Examples are provided for some of 

them below. Plural suffix sometimes alternate with a singular feminine suffix, but not 

always:   

Table 3-10. Mehri Feminine Plural Suffixation [-tən] 

 Singular Plural Gloss  

-tən 
ħəms-ajt ħməs-tən ‘turtle’  

kawb-ajt kwbaj-tən ‘dog’ 

                                            
6 The particle bər ‘be’ shows no agreement when used with the verbal sentences. For more details, see 

section 4.4.5 (page 139).    

(3.6) a. bər  hærus  

be  marry.pf.3m.sg  

‘He got married..’ 

b. bər ʃəq-ut  

be  marry.pf.3f.sg  

‘She got married..’ 
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bər-it bæjn-tən ‘girl’  

gər-it giri-tən ‘servant’  

gən-ut gənj-tən ‘girl’ 

æjən æjen-tən ‘eye’ 

 
(3.7) a.  nəħʤ-ot ɣəgnut kræt 

play.pf-3f.sg  girl  ball.f  

‘The girl played football.’   

 

b.  nəħæʤ ɣəgnaw-tən kræt    

play.pf.3f.pl girl-pl  ball.f  

‘The girls played football.’  

 
Another common feminine plural suffix is [-otən]:   

Table 3-11. Mehri Feminine Plural Suffixation [-otən] 

 Singular Plural Gloss  

-tən 

ɮæi ɮəj-otən ‘scent’ 
fiqə fəjq-otən ‘girl’  
ħajd ħəd-otən ‘hand’ 
hæm  hæm-otən  ‘mother’ 
gidor  ʤədr-otən  ‘wall’ 
ð̟ifir ð̟əfr-otən  ‘nail’ 
æjən  æjən-otən  ‘eye’ 
əajθər æθr-otən ‘stumble’ 
ħəbl-it   ħəbl-otən  ‘conceived’ 
ʃəgr-it ʃəgr-otən ‘tree’ 
ṭəh-ət  ṭəhg-otən  ‘soft’ 
ħajd  ħajd-otən  ‘hand’ 

 

A second type of feminine plural suffix, unrelated to the one above, is [-ət] 

sometimes it is attested as [-æt].   
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Table 3-12. Mehri Feminine Plural Suffixation [-ət] 

 Singular Plural Gloss  

-tən 

ɣlajṭ  ɣəlṭ-ət  ‘mistake’ 
kəbajn  kəbawn-ət  ‘scorpion’ 
skajn    skawn-ət  ‘knife’ 
ribə  rib-æt  ‘friend’ 
rəbṭəh  rəbṭ-æt  ‘knot’ 
ɮələ əɮl-æt ‘rip’  

 
3.2.2.4 Internal change nouns 

Many nouns form their plurals not through suffixation, but by an internal change. 

In Mehri, this type of pluralization is the most common, similar to what is commonly 

called the ‘broken plural’ in Arabic. It would not be possible to review every kind of 

possible internal change, which is often unpredictable. However, most internal changes 

involve a change in the vowel immediately before the final consonant of the root. I 

review a few of the most common such shifts here. The first type is indicated by a shift 

to a back vowel before the final consonant. These include both feminine and masculine 

nouns.  

Table 3-13. Mehri Internal Plural [-o:C] 

-oC 

Singular Plural Gloss 

ɣəjg ɣəjog ‘man’ 
gəṭqfif gəṭqfof ‘wing’ 
həmajq hmoq ‘angry’ 
qədr gidur ‘pot’ 
bokər bkor ‘small camel’ 
ærs æros ‘marriage’ 
mʃæb-it mʃob ‘ladder’ 
dəħlil dəħlol ‘cave’ 
kərmim kərmom ‘mountain’ 
hərm-ayt hərom ‘tree’ 
qəbajn qəbon ‘scorpion’ 
ṣəṭrir ṣəṭror ‘rag’ 
məgrir məgror ‘beehive’ 
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This pattern is very similar to another, which is the same except for the vowel /i/ 

after the final consonant. However, this pattern is restricted to feminine nouns:  

Table 3-14. Mehri Internal Plural [CCo:Ci]   

 Singular Plural Gloss 

CCoCi 
məzħ-æt  mzoħi ‘jock’ 
sənr-it  snori ‘cat’ 
ʤənb-ət  ʤnobi ‘dagger’ 

 rəb-it robi ‘hilltop’ 
 ərb-it ərobi ‘White camel’ 

 

Another common pattern is similar, involving a shift a to a back diphthong /aw/, 

often from a corresponding front diphthong, before the final consonant. This is 

represented in words like ɣajg ‘man’, and its plural form ɣjawg ‘men’ as in (3.8.a-b). 

(3.8) a.  ħməd  bər-h   ɣaig    

Hamad become.pf-3m.sg man  

‘Hamad became a man.’  

 

b.  ħəmbarutən bər-həm  ɣjawg    

children become.pf-3m.pl men  

‘The children became men.’  

 
Table 3-15. Mehri Broken Plural [-awC] 

Pattern Singular Plural Gloss  

…awC 

ɣajθ ɣjawθ ‘rain’ 
bajt bəjawt ‘house’ 
ɣajq ɣjawq ‘man’ 
mxjəṭ məxjawṭ ‘needle’ 
rəħb-it rəħjawb  ‘city’ 
əzajz æzawz ‘bone’ 
rikəb rikawb ‘camel’ 
frajz frawz ‘young camel’ 
ħajb ħawb ‘father’ 
ħajm ħawm ‘mother’ 
xajl xawl ‘cousin’ 
əṣr æṣawr ‘night’ 
mərki mrawki ‘stand’ 
ɮərb ɮirawb ‘stick’ 
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Table 3-15. continuous 
Pattern Singular Plural Gloss  

 

dərhis dərhaws ‘sheep’ 

gərdis gərdaws ‘desert’ 

ʃk-ajt  ʃkawjə ‘complain’ 

ʃḍaj-ət ʃḍəwjə ‘fragment’ 

ɣə ɣəwjə  ‘brother’ 

 

The fourth type of pattern involves inserting the dipthong /ow/ after the first 

consonant of a root. This pattern seems to particularly affect nouns that are 

nominalizations formed from the prefix /mə-/. This prefix forms instrumentals from verbal 

roots (e.g., mənʃær ‘saw’ from the root √nʃr ‘cut’).  

Table 3-16. Mehri Internal Plural [məCowCəC] 

 Singular Plural Gloss  

məCowCəC məsmær məsowmər ‘nail’ 
məxbæṭ məxowbəṭ ‘pounder’ 

 mənʃær mənowʃər ‘saw’ 
 məħgain məħgown ‘funnel’ 

 
məCowCəC mənḍær mənowḍər ‘binoculars’ 
 mərkajb mərowkəb ‘boat’ 
 mənħær mənowħər ‘throats’ 
 mənxær mənowxər ‘nose’ 

 
A fifth common internal change involve a shift to a front diphthong before the final 

consonant, /-ajC/. Usually the corresponding vowel in the singular is also front, but not 

always. Note some of these below have the singular suffix –Vt in the singular, indicating 

they are feminine. This shows that having a suffix in the singular does not determine 

whether the noun will form its plural internally or externally.  

Table 3-17. Mehri Internal Plural [CCajC] 

Pattern Singular Plural Gloss 

CCajC 

ʤəmr-it ʤmajr ‘coal’ 
ɣərf-it ɣrajf ‘room’ 
bəhl-it bəhajl ‘word’ 
ælum-æt  ælwajm ‘flag’ 
qəf-ajt qfajf ‘basket’ 
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Table 3-17. continuous 

Pattern Singular Plural Gloss 

 

ləf-ajt lfajf ‘gang’ 

reʃ-it rʃaj ‘snake’ 

wæl wʕajl ‘deer’ 

xəbor xbajr ‘news’ 

ʔskər əskajr ‘soldier’ 

xæwtəm xtajm ‘ring’ 

fəlq hæflajq ‘stone’ 

holə hajlə ‘shade’ 

 

A sixth pattern involves a front low vowel before the final consonant /-æC/ 

Table 3-18. Mehri Internal Plural [-æC] 

C(i)CCæC 
  

Singular Plural Gloss  

hajxər hixær ‘old man’ 
najhər nihær ‘river’ 
ħawṭər ħiṭær ‘goat’ 
fəṭæt fiṭæṭ  ‘boil’ 
bəgr-it bəqær ‘cow’ 
wəqm-ət ʔoqæm ‘bit’ 
dəgr-it digær ‘sword’ 
ɣð̟əb ɣið̟æb ‘ox’ 

 

Cases have been observed where there is no relationship between the singular 

form and its plural. Both words are mutually unrelated to each other. A good example of 

this would be in words like ægzun ‘women’ and ħərmajt ‘woman’ as shown in examples 

(3-9.a-b). 

(3.9) a.  ʃin-ək  ħərmait  

see.pf-1sg  woman 

‘I saw a woman.’  

 

b.  ʃin-ək  ægzun  

see.pf-1sg women 

‘I saw women.’  
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Often in these cases of suppletion, one of the forms has a close cognate in 

Arabic, perhaps suggesting it has been borrowed.7   

 
Table 3-19. Singular forms Different from Plural Forms. 

Singular Plural Arabic Gloss  

ħərmajt ægzun ħurmah ‘adult woman’ 
xli hojəm xalac ‘wilderness’  
ʔðibir rjiħ dabur ‘hot wind’ 
kənsajd hæ-ktof ʔktaaf ‘shoulder’ 
təθ ægzun ʔimrʔah ‘woman/wife’ 
ṭæfəl hæ-ṭfol ʔṭfaal ‘child’ 
səlajb hæ-slajb ʔslaab ‘disposition’ 
əxajl  hæ-xul ʔxwaal ‘uncle’ 

 
 
3.2.3 Diminutives 

Many parts of speech allow for diminutive patterns such as nouns, 

demonstratives and adjectives. Briefly, Mehri has many diminutive patterns, will tackle 

only some of them. The most common diminutive patterns are CwaCejC and CwaCæC 

as in table (3-20). 

Table 3-20. Mehri Diminutives. 

                                            
7 Note, plural forms have a strong tendency to appear with the definite prefix hæ-. In the case of these 
suppletive forms, my consultants insisted that the form had to occur with the definite marker or it might not 
be interpreted as the plural of the singular forms I have listed here. More research is needed to determine 
what is behind this strong preference.  

DM Pattern word DM Gloss 

CwaCɛjC 

əbun bwanɛjn ‘white’ 
q’æfəl q’wafɛjl ‘lock’ 
bub bwabɛjb ‘door’ 
ɣajg ɣwɛjg ‘man’ 

    

CwaCæC 
ṣʊq’r ṣwaq’ær ‘falcon’ 
sqəf swqæf ‘roof’ 

    

CəCæCɛjC 

ɣbrit ɣəbærɛjt ‘dust’ 
ɣigin ɣəjægɛjn ‘boy’ 
həɮur həɮærir ‘green’ 
bʕir bʕɛjər ‘camel’ 
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The diminutive is either used to show shortness of quantity such as quantity of 

food, or the second purpose is the motherly speech to show love for her little children. 

As table (3-20) shows, diminutive pattern is used for both nouns and adjectives.  

3.2.4 Numerals 

As for numerals, the general pattern for the masculine numeral is CCoC. As for 

the general pattern feminine counterpart, suffix -it/-ajt is used. The following table 

indicates the numerals (3-21) in Mehri language. 

Table 3-21. Mehri Numerals. 

 Masculine Feminine  Gloss  

1.  ṭaṭ ṭajt ‘one’ 
2.  θroh θrajt ‘two’ 
3.  ʃætajt ʃælejt ‘three’ 
4.  ərbut ərbə ‘four’ 
5.  xmoh xejməh ‘five’ 
6.  jətit hət ‘six’ 
7.  Jbajt hobə ‘seven’ 
8.  θəmejt θmoni ‘eight’  
9.  Sæajt sæi ‘nine’ 
10.  æʃrit ʔoʃər ‘ten’ 

 
Normally, these numerals follow a noun, but they can precede it. The noun that 

accompanies the numeral appears in its indefinite form as in (3.10). 

(3.10) a.  ə-ɣorəb  ṭaṭ dəllol  

imp.1sg-know one guide  

‘I know a guide.’  

 

b.  gəhm-ək warx-i   θroh 

 travel.pf-1sg month-du two  

 ‘I traveled two months.’  

 

c.  əzm-ot  ərbut  ɣajog 

 invite.pf-3f.sg  four men   
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 ‘She invited four men.’  

 

Also, the numeral ṭaṭ ‘one’ is also used referentially as ‘that particular one.’In 

addition, ṭaṭ is attested accompanied with the quantifier kəl ‘all’ to mean ‘everyone,’ as 

shown in example (3.11). 

(3.11) a.  kəl ṭaṭ jæ-gob  bə-hæm-əh 

all one imp.3m.sg-love with-mother-his 

‘Everyone loves his mother.’  

 

In most cases, the numerals from 3-10 (ʃætajt- æʃrit) precede the noun they 

modify while the numerals 1 & 2 follow it. The following are examples of Mehri 

numerals. 

(3.12) a.  hæm-əh tə-qob   kəl ṭaṭ 

mother-his imp.3f.sg-love  all one  

‘His mother loves everyone.’  

 

b.  noka   ʃ-i  ɣigəjən-i θroh  

come.pf.3m.sg with-me boy-du two  

‘Two boys came with me.’  

 

c.  əxajr hi-ni  ər lə-ṣbejr xəmoh sənin    

better for-me  but to-wait  five  years  

‘It is better for me to wait five years.’   

 

d.  ə-tajθ  ðajk ðə-ʃəl-ut  sæajt wərx bər-ut  

def-woman this.f ðə-pregnant.pf-3f.sg nine moths deliver.pf-3f.sg 

 ‘The woman who was pregnant for nine months delivered.’  

 
3.2.5 Ordinals 

The following table represents Mehri ordinals from (0-10) (cf., Rubin (2010:216). 
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Table 3-22. Mehri Ordinals. 
 

 
The general pattern for masculine ordinal is similar to CoCəC and CəCC-it/ajt for 

feminine ordinals. The final -it is an underlying feminine suffix. The ordinal follows the 

noun as in (3.13.a). Also, the genitive particle ðə- may come between the noun and the 

ordinal as in (3.13.b). 

(3.13) a.  ɣajg  fjuz   bə-sboq   warx  ʃəwθit 

man win.pf.3m.sg in-competition month third   

‘The man won the competition in the third month.’  

 

b.  ɣajq  fjuz   bə-sboq  warx  ðə-ʃəwθit 

man win.pf.3m.sg in-competition month ðə-third   

‘The man won the competition in the third month.’  

 
There is a noticeable variation in the months. For example, according to the 

Mehri ordinals, the word for feminine third is ʃəwθit, however, examples in (3.14) show 

ʃæl-it and ʃədθ-it.  

(3.14) a.  səhr-ut ʃæl-it  ðə-ṣær wəħʃi 

stay.pf-3f.sg third-f ðə-night alone  

‘She stayed up alone until the third of the night.’ (‘the last part of the night’) 

 

b.  gəhm-ək ə-ṣær  ðə-ʃədθ-it  rgajb  

 Masculine Feminine  Gloss  

1.  əhæwlaj əhæwl-it ‘first’ 
2.  əθuni əθənj-ajt ‘second’ 
3.  əʃoləθ ʃəwθ-it ‘third’ 
4.  ərobə ərəb-ejt ‘fourth’ 
5.  əxoməs əxəms-ejt ‘fifth’ 
6.  əsodəs əsəds-it ‘sixth’ 
7.  

əsobə əsəb-ejt 
‘seventh
’ 

8.  əθomən əθəmn-it ‘eighth’ 
9.  ətosə ətəs-ajt ‘ninth’ 
10.  oʃər oʃər-ajt ‘tenth’ 
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travel-pf.1sg def-night ðə-third-f Rajab  

‘I traveled on the night of the third of Rajab.’  

 

c.  ħəwz hə-ɣig-ut  ðə-sæ-ajt    

goat hə-deliver.pf-3f.sg ðə-nine-f  

‘The goat delivered in the ninth (month of the pregnancy).’ 

 
In addition, the Mehri calendar, which consists of twelve months, contains some 

ordinals as shown here. I expected that the ordinal 11th month to be fəṭri əθuni. 

However, əmtlai is used instead. It has the ordinal meaning of ‘the second’ or ‘the 

following’. 

Table 3-23. Mehri Months. 
 

 
3.3 Pronouns 

Mehri expresses pronouns in both independent and dependent forms. Here I 

discuss personal pronouns for subjects, objects, and possessives.  

3.3.1 Personal Subject Pronouns 

Personal pronouns are frequently used as subjects in Mehri. They are required in 

verbless sentences and optional in sentences with verbs. Pronouns express distinctions 

in number, person, and gender. Dual forms are rare, but they are used. The set of 

Month Mehri Arabic 

1 məθlajl moħaram 
2 ṣfajr ṣafar 
3 gmaid hæwlaj rabʕi ʔwəl 
4 gmaid əθuni rabʕi ʔθæni 
5 gmaid θoləθ ʤmaid ʔwəl 
6 gmaid ərobə ʤmaid ʔθæni 
7 Rgajb raʤab 
8 gajṣər ʃəʕæn 
9 rəmḍon ramaḍan 
10 fəṭri hæwlaj ʃəwæl 
11 fəṭri əmtlai ðo-alqaʕdah 
12 bəl ħəʤ ðo-alħəʤəh 
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subject pronouns appears in table (3-24) followed by some examples. The pronouns are 

the same as those described by Rubin (2010) for Omani Mehri and by Watson for 

Mehreyyet. Again, BZ Mehri patterns more with Omani dialects than Yemeni dialects. 

Note that the pronouns that end with a vowel are sometimes pronounced with an /h/ at 

the end and this appears in some examples, as does the usual variation in the vowels 

themselves.  

Table 3-24. Subject Free Pronouns.  
 

 
 (3.15) a.  huh ṭləb-ək təh  

I  ask.pf-1sg him 

‘I asked him.’  

 

b.  heit  ṭləb-əʃ  tih-əm  

you.f.sg ask.pf-2f.sg  them-pl 

‘You asked them.’  

 

c.  sɛn  ṭubu-k 

they.f.pl ask.pf.3f.pl-2m.sg   

‘They asked you.’  

 

d.  nħah  ɣjəw  əjʃ wə-məlħ 

we brother.pl bread and-salt 

‘We are brothers.’ Lit.:‘We are brothers and we share our food.’  

 

Person SG DU PL 

1st hu:  əkay  nħah  

2m hət  
ætaj 

ətɛm  

2f heit ətɛn  

3m hɛ:  
hɛj 

hɛ:m  

3f sɛ:  sɛ:n  
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We commented earlier that dual is not so common in Mehri. This is true 

especially the first common dual əkay ‘we.du.’ Rubin (2010: 32) notes it only occurs 

once in Johnstone’s texts 2010:31). However, such foms can be elicited as in (3.16) 

below. Interestingly, əkay can also be combined with a noun phrase to mean ‘both of’ as 

in (3.17):   

(3.16) a.  əkay qəlb-ək-i ə-ṣlom lə-mħəməd   

we.du send.pf-2-du def-greet to-Mohammad  

‘We (both of us) sent our greetings to Mohammad.’  

 

b.  əkay əzm-ək-i mħəməd ə-məftæħ  

we.du give.pf-2-du Mohammad  def-key  

‘We (both of us) gave Mohammad the key.’  

 

c.  əkay sər-ək-i ə-səwq  

we.du walk.pf-2-du def-market  

‘We (both of us) walked to the market.’  

 

d.  əkay ʃən-k-i  təh jəloh  

we.du see.pf-2-du him last night  

‘We (both of us) saw him last night.’ 

 

(3.17) a.  əkay  gəṣod-ət məhɣrob  

both.du poet.m-pl popular.pl    

‘We (both of us) are popular poets.’  

  

b.  əkay ṣədqə  mətqb-i   

we.du friend.pl lovable-du  

‘We (both of us) are friends loving each other.’   
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3.3.2 Personal Object Pronouns 

Object pronouns come in two forms: dependent and independent. Dependent 

forms appear as suffixes to the verb when the verb does not have other required 

suffixes. When the verb does have other suffixes (such as those related to subject 

agreement, or the future tense suffix), the independent forms of the object pronoun are 

used. Independent forms are formed by adding the prefix tɛ- to the dependent forms.8 

Tables with both forms appear below, with examples:  

Table 3-25. Object Bound Suffixes.  

Person Singular Dual  Plural 

1st -i  -ən 
2f -əʃ -iki -kən 
2m -ək -kəm 
3f -ɛs -ihi -sɛn 
3m -ɛh -hɛm 

Dependent object markers:  

(3.18) a.  sɛh ṭub-t-hɛm    

she ask.pf-3f.sg-3m.pl.obj  

‘She asked them.’ 

 

 b.  sɛn  ṭubu-k 

they.f.pl ask.pf.3f.pl-2m.sg   

‘They asked you.’  

 

c.  ðuməh ðə-kərm-aj    

this.m  ðə-honor.pf.3m.sg-me 

‘This is (the man) who honored me.’   

 

c.  æli ʃəkr-is 

Ali thank.pf.3m.sg-her 

                                            
8 Watson (2012) refers to this marker as an accusative case marker.  
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‘Ali thanked her.’ 

 
 (3.19) a.  sɛh ṭub-t-sɛn   

she ask.pf-3f.sg-them.f  

‘She asked them.’ 

 

 b.  sɛn  ṭubaj-ʃ 

they.f.pl ask.pf.3f.pl-you.f   

‘They asked you.’  

 

 c.  ðajməh ðə-krəm-t-aj 

this.f  ðə-honor.pf-3f.sg-me 

‘This (woman) honored me.’ 

 

 d.  Mæi ʃkər-t-is 

Mai thank.pf-3f.sg-her 

‘Mai thanked her.’ 

 

Independent object pronouns:  

 
Table 3-26. Mehri Free Object Pronouns.  

 

 
(3.20) a.  huh ṭəlb-ək tɛk  

I  ask.pf-1sg you 

‘I asked you.’ 

 

b.  hajt æzm-onə  tɛi jəlajləh   

you invite-fut.2m.sg me tonight  

‘You will invite me tonight.’  

 

Person SG DU  PL 

1st tɛi  tɛn 
2m tɛk taiki tɛkəm 
2f tɛʃ tɛkən 
3m tɛh taihi tɛhəm 
3f tɛs tɛsən 
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c.  bæli əṭr-ək  əṭr-ək  tɛi    

God hurt.pf-2m.sg hurt.pf-2m.sg me 

‘May God hurt you, you hurt me.’ 

 

a.  ʃə-nkər-ək  təh 

ʃə-denounce.pf-1sg him  

‘I denounced him.’ 

 

e.  əkay mə-ɣtɣr-i tay-ki 

we.du fut-meet-du you-du 

‘We (both of us) will meet both of you.’ 

 
Use of the bound pronouns is optional in some cases where the bound forms are 

allowed.  

(3.21) a.  ðuməh wəzum ə-ktub  tɛk-ən   

  this.m  give.pf.3m.sg def-book you-2f.pl  

‘This (man) gave the book to you.’ 

 

b.  ðuməh wəzum-kən  ə-ktub     

  this.m  give.pf.3m.sg-2f.pl def-book   

‘This (man) gave the book to you.’ 

 
Generally, the object pronoun may not co-occur with a coindexed NP nor can the 

bound pronoun co-occur with the free form of the pronoun:  

(3.22) a. *sɛh    ṭub-t-hɛm   ɣajog 
    she   ask.pf-3f.sg-3m.pl.obj  men 

Meant:‘She asked the men.' 

 

b.    *sɛh   ṭubu-k  tɛk 

she.f  ask.pf.3f.pl you 

 Meant:‘She asked you.’  
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Interestingly, the subject forms of pronouns may be used to double an object 

pronoun in order to add emphasis to the argument. This construction merits further 

investigation: 

(3.23) a. huh ṭəlb-ək tay-ki  æt-aj 

I  ask.pf-1sg  you-du you-du 

‘I asked both of you.’ 

 
 b.  huh ṭəlb-ək tɛkən  ət-ajn 

I  ask.pf-1sg  you.2f.pl  you-2f.pl  

‘I asked both of you.’  

 

c.  sɛn       ṭubu-k             hət 
they.f.pl   ask.pf.3f.pl-2m.sg    you.2m.sg 
‘They asked you.’ 

 

The bound object markers are the same forms used with prepositions.  

(3.24) a. mon fənwaj-həm 

who before-them 

‘who (comes) before them?’ 

 

 b. l-ħuh9  sijr-ək  ʃi-həm10 

to-where go.pf-2m.sg with-them.m  

‘To where did you go with them?’ 

 

 c. ə-həlk   l-uk 

def-destruction on-you 

‘I swear you must do X.’ lit.:‘May destruction comes down on you.’ 

 

                                            
9 ħuh ‘where’ is also attested as ħu sometimes.  

10 For more details on the particle ʃi-, see section 4.6.3 (page 151).    
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3.3.3 Possessive Pronouns 

Personal possession is expressed in Mehri by suffixing bound possessive 

pronouns to the possessed noun phrase. The table of these markers appears below 

with examples.   

Table 3-27. Mehri Bound Possessive Suffixes.  

Person SG DU PL 

1st -əi  -ən 
2m -ək -iki -kəm 
2f -əʃ -iki -kən 
3m -əh -ihi -həm 
3f -əs -ihi -sən  

 
(3.25) a.  ðajməh sjarj-t-i 

this.f   car-f-pos.1sg 

‘This is my car.’ 

 

b.  həqr hə-bajt-ək 

go  to-house-pos.2m.sg 

‘Go to your house!’ 

 

c.  kltajki heit wə-əɣt-əʃ 

both.f you.f and-sister-pos.2f.sg 

‘Both you and your sister.’ 

 

d.  həqrur  hə-bajt-əh 

go.pf.3m.sg to-house-pos.3m.sg 

‘He went to his house.’  

 

e.  waṣl-ut  lə-gwajr-t-əs  

arrive.pf-3f.sg to-neighbor-f-pos.3f.sg 

‘She arrived to her neighbor.’ 

 

f.  æt-aj  ṣəbṭ-ki  ħnəf-iki  
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you-du hit.pf-2.du soul-2.du  

‘You hurt yourself.’ 

 

g.  hɛj  ḍər-oh  ħnəf-ihi  

they.3.du hurt.pf-3.du soul-3.du  

‘They hurt themselves.’ 

 

h.  bərk ə-bajt-ən  ħrajq-ah  

in def-house-pos.1pl fire-f 

‘There is a fire in our house.’ 

 

i.  həruq   bajt-kəm 

seal.pf.3m.sg  house-pos.2m.pl 

‘He stole your house.’ 

 

k.  ləsrumah  tə-krm-ən  ɣajt-kən  

now  imp.2-honor-f.pl sister-pos.2f.pl  

‘Now you honor your sisters.’  

 

l.  rəd-əm  lə-baq-ət-həm bə-ħnəfaj-həm   

return.pf-3m.pl to-place-f-pos.3m.pl by-soul-pos.3m.pl 

‘They return to their places by themselves.’ 

 

m.  korəm   sɛn  ħəbs-ən   

honor.pf.3f.pl  they.f.pl father-pos.3f.pl 

‘They honor their father.’ 

 
Independent possessive pronouns also exist in Mehri, derived from the bound 

forms plus the prepositional element hɛ-, used elsewhere in the language as the 

preposition meaning ‘to.’ In this form, these possessive can stand alone as noun 

phrases.  
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Table 3-28. Mehri Free Possessive Pronouns.  

 Singular Dual Plural 

1st hɛ-ni   hi-n  
2m ho-k  hə-kɛi  hɛi-kən  
2f hɛi-ʃ  hə-kɛi  hɛi-kəm  
3m hɛ-h  hə-hɛi  hɛi-sən  
3f hɛ-s  hə-hɛi  hɛi-m  

 

(3.26) a.  ðəh ə-bait  hɛ-ni   

this  def-house to-mine.pos.1sg 

‘This house is mine.’  

 

b. ðəh ə-bait  hu-k   

this def-house to-yours.pos.2m.sg 

‘This house is yours.’  

 

3.3.4 Reflexive Pronouns 

There are two ways to indicate reflexivity in Mehri. One is through a reflexive 

pronoun that consists of the noun no:f ‘spirit’ suffixed with the appropriate possessive 

pronoun. As a reflexive it always appears with the definite article prefix ħ-.  

Table 3-29. Mehri Reflexive Pronouns.  

 Singular Dual Plural 

1st ħnof-i  ħnəf-əj-ən 
2m ħnəf-ək ħnəf-əjk-i ħnəf-əj-kəm 
2f ħnəf-əʃ   ħnəf-əjk-i ħnəf-əj-kən    
3m ħnəf-əh ħnəf-əjh-i ħnəf-əj-həm   
3f ħnəf-s ħnəf-əjh-i ħnəf-əj-sən 

 
(3.27) a.  huh ṣbəṭ-ək ħnəwf-i   

I  hit.pf-1sg self-1.sg 

‘I hit myself.’   

 

d.  sɛh ṣəbṭ-ut ħnəf-əs   

she  hit.pf-3f.sg self-3f.sg 

‘She hit herself.’  
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e.  æt-aj  ṣəbṭ-ək-i ħnəf-ajk-i   

you-du  hit.pf-2-du self-2-du 

‘You hit yourself.’  

 

h.  ətəm  ṣəbəṭ-kəm ħnəfaj-kəm   

you.m.pl  hit.pf-2m.pl self-2m.pl 

‘You hit yourselves.’  

 
The second type of reflexives in Mehri is a reflected in the template pattern of the 

verb itself, together with the prefix ʃə- which indicates reflexives. Verbs in this form have 

an inherent reflexive or reciprocal quality.    

 
 
(3.28) a.  hət  ʃə-qəbl-ək   mon   

you.m  ʃə-meet.pf-2m.sg who   

‘Who did you meet (with)?’  

 

b.  ʃə-qərur   bə-qrm-əh  

 ʃə-admit.pf.3m.sg by-crime-his    

‘He admitted his crime.’  

 

c.  sɛh  ʃə-qər-ut     

 she ʃə-admit.pf-3f.sg  

‘She admitted (something)’  

 

3.3.5 Reciprocal Pronouns 

Reciprocal pronouns exit in Mehri. It is expressed in two ways; the first is 

expressed with t- or ʃ-stem as in the above examples in (3.28). More discussion is 

presented in sections (3.4.1.4) and (3.4.1.5). As for the second type, reciprocity is 

expressed by a complex construction consist of two roots: the numeral ṭæṭ ‘one’ and the 
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noun jad ‘hand’. The two words together mean ‘each other’ as examples (3.30) show. 

The complex pronoun is conjugated for agreement and some times a preposition 

precedes it. 

Table 3-30. Mehri reciprocal pronoun ṭaṭ jəd-.  

 UD LP 

1m ṭæṭ jədajki ṭæṭ jədajn 
1f ṭajṭ jədajki ṭajt jədajn 
2m ṭæṭ jədajki ṭæṭ jədajkəm 
2f ṭajt jədajki ṭajt jədajkən 
3m ṭæṭ jədajhi ṭæṭ jədajhəm 
3f ṭajt jədajsən ṭajt jədajsən 

 
(3.29) a.  jə-æqəb-uh   æli wə-ħmajd bə-ṭæṭ-jdajh-i 

Imp.3m-love-du Ali and-Hamad by-one-hand-du 

‘Ali and Hamad love each other.’   

 

b.  æli wə-ħmajd  jə-æqajb-əm   bə-ṭæṭ-jdajh-i 

Ali and-Hamad  imp.3m-love-pl by-one-hand-du 

‘Ali and Hamad love each other.’  

 

c.  ħəmbutən   jə-æqajb-əm   ṭæṭ-jdaj-həm 

children imp.3m-love-pl one-hand-pl 

‘The children love each other.’   

 
3.3.6 Demonstrative Pronouns 

Demonstratives in the Mehri language are free morphemes that are marked for 

number and gender. There are two types, roughly indicating referents that are ‘far’ 

(distal) and those that are ‘near’ (proximal). Dual demonstratives are rare but attested in 

some sentences. Most demonstratives have both a short and long form. In the table 

below, the short forms appear in parentheses. In my data, the long forms are attested 

more often. However, further work is needed to determine what factors determine their 
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distribution. In many cases, they seem to be interchangeable with the long form 

preferred. The dual distal demonstrative for masculine and one for feminine is ðnaik.   

Table 3-31. Mehri Demonstratives.  

                           Demonstratives 
        Proximal           Distal 
 M F M F 

SG ðuməh(ðəh) ðajməh(ðajh) ðakməh (ðək) ðɨkməh (ðajk) 
DU ðnaiməh ðəntaiməh ðnek ðəntaik 
PL əljuməh əljuməh əljəkməh (lji:k) əljəkməh (lji:k) 

 
(3.30) a.  ðuməh ɣigin rħajm   

this.m  boy handsome  

‘This boy is handsome.’  

 

b.  ðajməh ɣəgit rəħim-ət   

this.f  girl handsome-f 

‘This girl is handsome.’  

 

f.  əljəkməh ħəmbrutən riħom   

those.m boy.pl  handsome.pl 

‘Those are handsome boys.’  

 

g.  ðek ɣigin rħaim   

this.m  boy handsome 

‘This boy is handsome.’  

  

h.  ðajk ɣəgit rəħim-ət   

this.f girl handsome-f 

‘This girl is handsome.’  
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3.4 Verbal Structure 

3.4.1 Verbs 

The verbal roots are represented as patterned roots displaying the slots where 

patterns vowels are interlocked, with the third masculine singular being the unmarked 

verbal form and therefore the basic stem.  

For instance, the root t-b-r ‘to break’ can be represented in the form tubər, ‘he 

broke’, as well as other forms such as tburəm ‘they broke’. Mehri verbs distinguish the 

perfective and imperfective aspect and indicate agreement with a series of suffixes and 

prefixes. In particular, in the perfective agreement it is indicated by suffixation, while the 

imperfective is expressed through a combination of prefixation and suffixation.  

I begin by examining the types of Mehri verb roots. Verbs roots in Mehri consist 

of a set of consonants (or radicals), as few as two and as many as five though by far the 

most common are roots with three radicals. In my data I have found only one five-

radical root, the root for ‘sit.’ Rubin (2010:119) notes this is one of only two verbs he 

found in Johnstone’s texts with five radicals (the other being a less common verb found 

in a poem).  

Table 3-32. Mehri Root System.  

Roots Mehri Gloss 

Bilateral rəʃ ‘crawl’ 
Trilateral əɣəð̟ur ‘talk’  
Quadriliteral fərʃ̠ux ‘open apart’ 
Quinquiliteral ɮxwll ‘sit’ 

 
3.4.1.1 Bi-consonantal verb roots 

The two-radical roots are few in Mehri but are highly used. Some of them are 

organized in the following table with Arabic cognates where they exist. 
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Table 3-33. Mehri Bi-Consonantal Verb Root.  

Mehri Arabic Gloss 

br adlaʤa ‘walk at night’  
ħn ħanna ‘crave’ 
hz hazza ‘shake’ 
hf haffa ‘hit’ 
rʃ zaħafa ‘crawl’ 
sf saffa ‘eat quickly’  
sr sara ‘walk’ 

 
(3.31) a. hɛj  sir-oh  h-ə-sawq’  

they.3.du walk.pf-3.du to-def-market   

‘They walked to the market.’  

 

b.  ħməd  bər   ɣaig    

Hamad become.pf.3m.sg man  

‘Hamad became a man.’  

 
3.4.1.2 Tri-consonantal verb roots 

This type of roots is by far the most common. Most Semitic verbs are three-

radical roots. I have shown many examples in the previous sections, but here is table 

(3-34).  

Table 3-34. Mehri Tri-Consonantal Verb Root.  

Mehri Arabic Gloss 

ʃtm aʃtara ‘buy’ 
tbr kasara ‘break’ 
ṭbx ṭabaxa ‘cook’ 
wqə waqaʕa ‘occur’ 
rkz rakaza ‘plant’ 

 
3.4.1.3 Quadri-consonantal-verb roots 

There are two types of quadri-consonantal stems: true quadri-consonantal and 

reduplicated quadriliteral and the patterns for both of them are əC1əC2C3əC4 and 

C1əC2C1uC2 respectively.  
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Table 3-35. Mehri Quadriliteral Verb Roots əC1əC2C3əC4. 

Mehri Arabic  Gloss 

əkərbəl zaħafa ‘crawl’ 
əmərħab raħaba ‘welcome’ 
nxirur ʃaxrara ‘snored’  

 

The second type of the quadriliteral is the reduplicated one. It involves repeating 

each consonant twice:  

Table 3-36. Mehri Reduplicated Quadriliteral Verb Roots C1əC2C1uC2. 

Mehri  Arabic Gloss  

zəħzuħ zaħzaħa ‘snored’  
rəʤruʤ raʤraʤa ‘welcome’ 
rəqruq raqraqa ‘crawl’ 
rəqruq raqraqa ‘stream’ 
ʤəfʤuf ʤafʤafa ‘dried’  

 
The third type of quadriliteral which is called ‘Pseudo-quadriliteral’ by Rubin 

(2010:120) is well known in Semitic languages. The Arabic counterpart form IX is 

faʕlala. This stem is originally trilateral root with final reduplication of the third radical 

consonant. This occurs in words such as θəʕrur ‘dwarf’ and dahlul ‘holes’.    

Table 3-37. Mehri Pseudo-Quinqueliteral Verb Roots.  

Pseudo-Quinqueliteral 
C1əC2iC3uC3 

Arabic 
faʕlala 

Gloss 

ʃəʤrur ʤarʤara ‘pull’ 
həgrur hʤʤara ‘went in late morning’  
jə-nidilul jə-taʔraʤħ ‘swing’  
ħəzilul alɣaza ‘mystify with a puzzle’ 
zəħlul zəħlaqa ‘ski’ 
bxirur raɣa ‘creams’ 

 
(3.32) a.  fəlk ʃəʤrur  ṭərħ  

boat pull.pf.3m.sg place  

‘The boat was pulled.’  

 

d.  æli   ħəzilul   æɣ-əh 

Ali puzzle.pf.3m.sg brother-his 

‘Ali puzzled his brother.’  
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3.4.2 Mehri Verb Stems 

As a Semitic language, verbs in Mehri are composed of a root radical (composed 

of a set of consonants) and a template (composed of a pattern for the consonants and 

particular vowels used with them). A both Rubin (2010) and Watson (2012) have 

pointed out, there are up to five different forms of the verb for any particular root.11 The 

majority of roots have three consonants and I will stick to the patterns for these roots, 

following Rubin (2010: 89-120). However, this is not exhaustive. I will also adopt Rubin’s 

terminology for these stems (cf. Watson 2012: 82).  

Note all except for the G-stem (the basic form) involve prefixation or infixation (of 

/t/ in the T-stem). Furthermore some of the templates have a different alternate pattern 

(the ‘B’ pattern in the table below) that has a different vowel pattern.  

Table 3-38. Mehri Stems.  

 G-Stem D/L-Stem H-Stem T-Stem ʃ-Stem 

A CəCuC (æ)-Cu:CəC hə-CCu:C CətCəC ʃə-CCu:C 
B Ci:CəC   aCətCu:C ʃə-CajCəC 

 
3.4.2.1 Basic stems 

Generally, there are two types of the first stem: [CəCuC] and [CiCəC] as shown 

in the following table and examples. Rubin indicated that G1 and G2 are sometimes 

interchangeably identical.  

Table 3-39. Mehri G-Stem.  

G1-Stem G2-Stem 

CəCuC CiCəC 

 
(3.33) a.  ɣigin  bər wəguf  

boy be stop.pf.3m.sg  

‘The child stopped (crying)?’ 

                                            
11 Though not all roots will have all possible derived stems.  
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b.  æli   siləb    ħməd 

Ali wait.pf.3m.sg Hamad 

‘Ali waited for Hamad?’ 

 
3.4.2.2 D/L-stem 

This stem is characterized by a long vowel æ- at the initial position of the stem 

with the pattern [æ-CuCəC]. This is similar to Arabic third pattern ‘ʔafʕala’. I will show 

some examples of this stem in the following.  

 
(3.34) a.  æli   ærutəb  ə-ħəgr-it 

Ali  arrange.pf.3m.sg  def-room-f  

‘Ali arranged a room.’  

 

b.  æli   ærugəm  ə-ħajz 

Ali mark.pf.3m.sg  def-sheep  

‘Ali marked the sheep.’ 

 

c.  særəh ærɮ-ut  ħəbr-is 

Sarah wean.pf-3f.sg son-her  

‘Sarah weaned her son.’ 

 
3.4.2.3 H-stem 

This stem is characterized by the presence of hə- or hæ- at the initial position of 

the stem. The pattern is hə-CCuC. In most cases, this stem functions as a causative, as 

noted by Johnstone (1975a: 104), though not all of them do so. Arabic causative starts 

with ʔ- whereas in Mehri, it starts with hæ- as shown in table (3-40). This has been seen 

above with the plural form in section 3.2.2.2.    
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Table 3-40. Mehri H-Stem hə-CCuC.  

 Mehri Arabic Gloss ‘Cause to…’ 

-əm 

hæ-zuz ʔ-ʕaza ‘glorify’ 
hæ-luk ʔ-ʕlaqa ‘hang’ 
hæ-sən ʔ-ħzana ‘grieve’ 
hæ-luq ʔ-wqada ‘fire’ 
hæ-ṭub ʔ-ʕṭaba ‘act up’ 
hæ-ʃuʃ ʔ-jqa ð̟a ‘wakeup’  
hæ-ṣwajb ʔ-ṣaba ‘hit’ 
hæ-fuz ʔ-fzaʕa ‘scared’ 

 
(3.35) a.  æli   tə-ħom  tə-hærus  

Ali imp.2m.sg-want imp.2m.sg-marry   

‘Ali, do you want to get married?’ 

 

b.  ə-tajθ-i  tə-hædug  

def-woman-my imp.3f.sg-breastfeed   

‘My wife breastfed (a baby).’ 

 
3.4.2.4 ʃ-stem 

This stem in Mehri allows for the prefix ʃə- in words such as rəd ‘return’ and ʃə-

rdud ‘retrieve’. The basic pattern for this type in perfective is : [ʃə-CCuC]. According to 

Johnstone in his ML (p.ixiii) as in Rubin (2010:108) this pattern is mostly used for 

causative and reflexive verbs as shown in (3.36).  

(3.36) a.  ʃə-gul  

ʃə-hurry.pf.3m.sg 

‘He is hasty (himself or with one another).’ 

 

b.  ʃə-gṣaj-t-i  

ʃə-resist.pf-3f.sg-me 

‘She (herself) resisted me (each other).’  

 

c.  ʃə-rbiq  

ʃə-agree.pf.3m.sg 
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‘He agreed (himself) (each other).’ 

 

This form is suggested to be the counterpart of Arabic ‘ʔstafʕala’. Here are some 

examples with Arabic counterparts followed by some examples of the D/L-stems with 

prepositions.  

(3.37) a.  ʃə-ðər-ək  mən-əh  

ʃə-apologize.pf-1sg from-him  

‘I apologized to him.’  

 

b.  ʃə-mtə   bi-s 

ʃə-enjoy.pf.3m.sg with-you.f.sg  

‘He enjoyed with you.’ Lit.:‘He marred you’ 

 

The second pattern that is also attested using the same prefix is expressed in the 

pattern [ʃə-CaCʃəC]. It is used in the sense of reciprocity as in Rubin (2010:108). Unlike 

the first patter, the latter one is characterized the imperfective suffix [-ən] in words such 

as ja-ʃə-ħbər-ən ‘imp.3m.sg-fight’, ja-ʃə-kad-ən ‘imp.3m.sg-try’, ja-ʃə-xləf-ən ‘imp.3m.sg 

confront’, ja-ʃə-təb-ən ‘imp.3m.sg-reproach’. Consider the following examples in (3.38) 

(3.38) a.  hih ja-ʃə-kad-ən  lə-jə-ʃə-sæd-aj  

he imp.3m.sg-ʃə-try-ən to-imp.3m.sg-ʃə-help-me 

‘He tries to help me.’ 

 

b. ħajb-i  ja-ʃə-nəfs-ən   lə-hæm-i  bə-xdm-ajt 

father-my imp.3m.sg-ʃə-compet-ən to-mother-my  in-service-f 

 ‘My father is competing with my mother in (home) service.’ 

 
This form calls for a positive interaction with the listener and also calls for a 

reaction. The basic meaning is expected to be ‘X with one another’, as categorized in 

the following examples.   
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(3.93) a.  ə-wad-ək   ʃə-wifəq  ə-wad-əi  

def-promise-your  ʃə-coincide.pf.3m.sg def-promise-my 

‘Your promise coincided with my promise.’  

 

b.  ʃə-widə  ə-xajl-ək  

ʃə.impr-farewell.2m.sg def-uncle-your 

‘Bid farewell to your uncle!’ 

 

c.  ə-ħajr  ʃə-wajfəq   ħnajd-əh 

def-donkey  ʃə-befriend.pf.3m.sg  waterskin-his 

‘A donkey befriended his water skin.’12   

 
The two stems are illustrated with more examples in the following table.  

Table 3-41. Mehri ʃ-Stems.  

Stem Pattern Mehri Arabic  Gloss 

D/L1 ʃə-CCuC 

ʃə-rdud ʔstarada ‘retrieve’ 
ʃə-shul ʔstashala ‘consider easy’ 
ʃə-ægul ʔstaʕʤal ‘hasten’ 
ʃə-xərək ʔstaxsara ‘consider lose’ 
ʃə-kdək ħawala ‘try’  
ʃə-kraj ʔstʔʤara ‘rent’ 
ʃæ-tb-it moʕatabah  ‘rebuke’ 

     

D/L2 ʃə-CajCəC 

ʃə-wajfəq tawafaq ‘agree’ with one another 
ʃə-wajdə tawadaʕa ‘goodbye’ with one another 
ʃə-wajkəl tamalaka ‘marry’ one another  
ʃə-wajṣəl tawaṣala ‘visit’ one another  

  
3.4.2.5 T-stem 

In this stem, an infix -t- is inserted after the first radical consonant. There are two 

patterns for T-stem. However, both forms are used in perfective, reflexives, reciprocals 

                                            
12 This Mehri proverb is used when an unexpected friendship occurs between two alienated people. 
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and passives. Consider the following verbs in both Arabic and Mehri. More data is 

needed to determine whether the first type of D/L is limited to roots that begin with /n/.  

As for the second type of D/L, the pattern is əCətCuC. The only difference is the 

vowel at the beginning of the verb.   

 

Table 3-42. T-stem Mehri and Arabic.  
Stem Pattern Mehri Arabic  Gloss 

T-Stem 1 CətCəC 

nətbəð ʔntabaða ‘retreat’ 
nətḍab  naḍaba ‘dried’ 
nətajzəħ nazaħa ‘drain’ 
nətwər ʔstənara ‘lit a light’ 
nətfəṭ ʔntaṭafa ‘blow nose’ 
nətkəf ʔntakafa ‘stop’ 
   

  əbtədut ʔbtada ‘separate’  

T-Stem 2 
əCətCuC 

 

əʃətom sama ‘bargain’ 
əwtguṭ ʔltagaṭa ‘pick’ 
əwtəħfut ʔltaħafa ‘blanket’ 
əwtkud ʔkada ‘assured’ 
əmthul ʔmhala ‘slow’  
əmtudəħ ʔmtadəħa ‘praise’  

 
Rubin suggested that T2 is the passive form of D/L stems, and that most of them 

are borrowed from the Arabic tafʕʕala, or tafaaʕala. Also, he suggested that this stem is 

used to express reciprocity. For that reason, you will find it used with dual and plural 

form. But sometimes this is used as a lexical as in the word əʃtrir ‘brook’.    

(3.40) a.  æli əftəgud   hə-bær 

Ali check.pf.3m.sg  def-camel.pl   

‘Ali checked the camels.’ 

 

b.  boməh hæjb-it əmtərɣ-ut 

here  camel-f roll.pf-3f.sg 

‘Here, the she-camel rolls in dust.’ 

 

c.  hə-gaṣm-ək   ə-jmɔh ɮajr ə-ʃətrir   
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hə-sit.pf-1.sg  def-today  on def-rill 

‘Today, I sat beside the rill.’ 

 

In this stem, Rubin suggested that when the second consonant is [-sonorant] 

especially [s, ṣ, ʃ, ṭ, d, ð, ð̟, z, and ɮ] the infix -t- will be assimilated to this consonant. In 

chapter two, we talked about the assimilation processes. This assimilation involves this 

type of verb stem, as in (3.41). 

 
(3.41) a. *əħtðður   ħəðður ‘come’  

b. *əhtuma   əttu:mə ’listen’ 

 c. *əhtðður  həðður  ‘chatter’ 

 d. *natṭəb  naṭṭəb  ‘drop’ 

 e. *fatzaħ  fazzaħ  ‘move’ 

 

However, the infix has been observed in the following examples.  

(3.42) a.  əɣajt-i   sərah ʃətm-ut xəmoh xəloq    

sister-my Sarah buy.pf-3f.sg five   cloths  

‘My sister Sarah bought five cloths.’ 

 

b.  ʃtæg-ut ʃəjuṭ bərk ə-məzr-æt    

set.pf-3f.sg fire in def-farm-f 

‘She lit fire on the farm.’ 

 
Rubin suggested that T-stem is the passive form of D/L stem. Also, looking at the 

above tables we assume that it is similar to the VI taʕa3ala and VII ʔnʕa3ala forms of 

Arabic verb patterns.  

3.4.3 Tense, Aspect, and Agreement 

Mehri indicates perfective, imperfective, and future verb forms. The perfective 

and imperfective are distinguished based on the agreement affixation pattern used.  
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3.4.3.1 Perfective 

The perfective is indicated by a set of subject agreement suffixes that indicate 

person, number and gender:  

Table 3-43. Mehri Perfective.  

 Perfective 
 Singular Dual Plural 

1st -(ə)k 
-(ə)ki 

-ən 
2m -(ə)k -(ə)kəm 
2f (-ə)ʃ -ən 
3m ø -o:h -əm 
3f -ut (-et) -(ə)to:h ø 

 
In this table, there are three sets of identical suffixes across the Mehri language. 

The first one is the most basic form of the third masculine singular and third feminine 

plural. Both of them are indicated by a null suffix.  

Second, the first common singular and the second masculine singular are 

identical where the suffix -ək is used. Finally, the suffix -ki is used by three dual forms: 

the first, the second masculine and feminine. I want to emphasize that the third feminine 

singular is sometimes observed with suffix [-ut] or [-et]. Consider the following 

examples.     

 
(3.43) a.  huh təbr-ək xəlf-æt 

I  break.pf-1sg  window-f 

‘I broke the window.’ 

 

 b.  sarəh xəmn-it  hæʃən  

Sarah guess.pf-3f.sg what 

‘What did Sara guess?’ 

 

c.  xəlf-æt təbr-ut 

window-f broken-pas.3f.sg  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perfective
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‘The window is broken’ 

 
There are certain particles that are known to adjoin the perfective verb in Mehri. 

One of the obvious examples is bər ‘be’. If bər shows up in the sentence, it is usually 

best translated as ‘be’ or ‘become’. However, if it shown with a perfective verb, it will act 

as a past participle similar to English ‘be’ when used as an auxiliary with the past 

participle.  

 
(3.44) a.   hajbuh æli   bər-əh    

what  Ali become.pf-3m.sg 

‘What did Ali become?’   

 

b.  ħməd  bər-əh   ɣaig    

Hamad become.pf-3m.sg man  

‘Hamad became a man.’  

 

c.  ħəmbarutən bər-həm  ɣjug 

children become.pf-3m.pl men  

‘The children became men.’  

 

d.  majtən æli   bər bəgajd  

when  Ali be dismiss.pas.3m.sg    

‘When was Ali (become) dismissed?’ 

 

3.4.3.2 Indicative imperfective 

The indicative imperfective is characterized by both suffixation and prefixation at 

the same time with the appropriate verb. The paradigm appears below in table (3.44). 

Note there is quite a bit of syncretism in the paradigm with the plural and dual forms 

failing to distinguish second person from third person, the second person dual form 
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failing to distinguish feminine and masculine, and the second masculine and third 

feminine singular being homophonous.  

Table 3-44. Mehri Imperfective.  

 Singular Dual Plural 

1st ʔə- ə-.-o:h nə- 
2m tə- 

tə-…o:h 
tə-…-əm 

2f tə-…-i tə-…-ən 
3m jə- jə-…-o:h jə-…-əm 
3f tə- tə-…-o:h tə-…-ən 

 
The following examples illustrate imperfective with the verb mdħ ‘praise’ as well 

as the dual in (3.45e).  

 
(3.45) a.  huh ʔə-mudəħ  ħaib-i 

I  imp.1c-praise father-my  

‘I praise my father’  

 

 b.  hət  tə-mudəħ   ħaib-ək 

you.m.sg  imp.2m.sg-praise father-your.m 

‘You praise your father’  

 

c.  heit  tə-majdəħ  ħaib-əʃ 

you.f.sg  imp.2f.sg praise father-your.f 

‘You praise your father’  

 

 d. hih jə-modəħ  ħaib-əh 

he imp.3m.sg-praise  father-his  

‘He praises his father’ 

 

e. kəl-ajkəm hət  wə-æɣ-ək  tə-ʃtəm-oh     ə-bajr 

both-du you.m.sg and-brother-your imp.2m-buy-du def-camel   

‘You and your brother buy the camel.’ 
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3.4.3.3 Future 

In addition to the perfect and imperfective, Mehri also exhibits future tense 

morphologically. The form of the verb in the future is CaCC and this is suffixed with the 

appropriate future marker indicating subject agreement. The suffixes appear in table (3-

45):     

Table 3-45. Mehri Future Suffixes.  

 Singular Dual Plural 

1m 

-onæ 
-ej..æ 

 -ej..æ 

1f  -u:tən 

2m 

-o:ni 

 -ej..æ 

2f -i:tæ -u:tən 

3m -onæ  -ej..æ 

3f -i:tæ -u:tən 

(3.46) a.  huh ʔəml-onæ sbo  ʔ-m-hə-qbl 

I  work-fut.1sg week def-fut-hə-next 

‘I will work next week.’    

 

b.  nħah ʔəm-ejlæ sbo  ʔ-m-hə-qbl 

we work-fut.1pl week def-fut-hə-next 

‘We will work next week.’  

 

c.  hət ʔəml-onæ  sbo  ʔ-m-hə-qbl 

you.m work-fut.2m.sg week def-fut-hə-next 

‘You will work next week.’   

 

d.  ajt-əm  ʔəm-ejlæ  sbo  ʔ-m-hə-qbl 

you-m.pl work-fut.2m.pl week def-fut-hə-next 

‘You will work next week.’  

 

e.  heit ʔəml-i:tæ  sbo  ʔ-m-hə-qbl 

you.f work-fut.2f.sg  week def-fut-hə-next 

‘You will work next week.’  
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f.  ajt-ən  ʔəml-u:tən  sbo  ʔ-m-hə-qbl 

you.f.pl work-fut.2f.sg week def-fut-hə-next 

‘You will work next week.’  

 

g.  hih ʔəml-o:næ  sbo  ʔ-m-hə-qbl 

he work-fut.3m.sg week def-fut-hə-next 

‘He will work next week.’  

 

h.  hɛm  ʔəm-ejlæ  sbo  ʔ-m-hə-qbl 

they.m work-fut.3m.pl week def-fut-hə-next 

‘They will work next week.’  

 

i.  sɛh ʔəm-i:tæ  sbo  ʔ-m-hə-qbl 

she work-fut.3f.sg week def-fut-hə-next 

‘She will work next week.’  

 

j.  sɛn ʔəm-u:tən  sbo  ʔ-m-hə-qbl 

they.f work-fut.3f.pl week def-fut-hə-next 

‘They will work next week.’  

 
The following examples show the dual future suffixes.  

(3.47) a.  klajk-i  huh wə-ɣ-aj  ʃətmon-aj ʔ-bʕajr  

both-du I and-brother-my buy-fut.1.du  def-camel  

‘Both I and my brother will buy the camel.’   

 

b.  klajk-əm hət  wə-ɣæ-k  tə-ʃtəm-oh     ʔ-bʕajr  

both-2m you.m.sg and-brother-your.sg imp-buy-2m.du def-camel  

‘Both you and your brother will buy the camel.’ 

 

c.  kəltaj-ki heit  wə-ɣajt-əʃ  tə-ʃtəm-oh     ʔ-bʕajr  

both-2F you.f.sg and-sister-your.sg imp-buy-2m.du def-camel  

‘Both you and your sister will buy the camel.’  
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d.  klaj-həm hɛj  wə-ɣæ-haj  jə-ʃtəm-oh ʔ-bʕajr  

both-3m they.du and-brother-his.du imp-buy-2m.du def-camel  

‘Both they and his brother will buy the camel.’  

 

e.  klaj-həm hɛj  wə-ɣajt-haj  ʃtəm-otaj ʔ-bʕajr  

both-3m they.du and-sister-your.du buy-fut.2f.du  def-camel  

‘Both she and her sister will buy the camel.’  

In Mehri future, there are three identical sets. First, the first common singular, the 

second masculine singular and the third masculine singular are identical. All of them are 

characterized by the suffix -onæ.  

Second, the second feminine singular and the third feminine singular are the 

same. They are characterized by the suffix -ɨtə or -i:tæ. Third, the second masculine 

dual, the second feminine dual and the third masculine dual are all characterized by the 

suffix -oh. Also, the second masculine plural and the third masculine plural share the 

same suffix -ej..æ.   

In addition to these suffixes, the future can also be indicated with the future 

modal element k’ais. It can be used in conjunction with the imperfective form of the verb 

as in the following:  

(3.48) a.  k’ais jə-nk-əm  qəhmə  

will imp-come-3m.pl tomorrow  

‘They will come tomorrow.’   

 

 b.  k’ais tə-nk-ən  qəhma  

will imp-come-3f.pl tomorrow  

‘They will come tomorrow.’  
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However, the element may also be inflected for agreement along with the verb, 

as exhibited the dual in (3.49e). Note that the suffixes on k’ais are those from the 

perfective paradigm with the exception of the prefix ə- in (3.49c-e). More data is needed 

to analyze this prefix.   

(3.49) a.  k’ajs-ən næ-tlum    

will-1pl imp.2m.pl-learn  

‘We will learn.’  

 

b.  k’ajs-kəm tə-xdim-əm   təh    

will-2m.pl imp.2m-serve-pl him   

‘You will serve him.’    

  

 c.  ə-k’ajs-əm jə-ħgajg-əm   gəhmə   

will-3m.pl imp.3m-do pilgrimage-pl tomorrow   

‘They will come tomorrow.’  

 

 d.  ə-k’ajs-ək lə-ħgajg  bə-snaj-ət ə-m-hə-gaəbl-ait  

will-1sg to-do pilgrimage in-year-f def-fut-hə-coming-f 

‘I will perform pilgrimage next year.’  

 

e.  kəl-ajkəm hət  wə-æɣ-ək         ə-k’jas-ki tə-ʃtəm-oh   ə-bajr 

all-du       you.m.sg and-brother-your  will-du  imp.2-buy-du def-camel   

‘You and your brother will buy the camel.’ 

 

Finally, there exists a future participle of the verb, which is formed by the prefix 

ma- with the subjunctive form of the verb.  

In addition, the prefix mə- has always been observed used in future tense. 

Consider the following examples and the list of words with prefix mhə- shown in table 

(3.46).  
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(3.50) a.  əkay  mə-ɣətbr-aj  ət-aj   

we.du  fut-come-3m.du you-du  

‘We (both of us) will meet both of you.’  

 

b.  ə-ɣajq  mə-tgajḍ     

def-man fut.3m.sg-awake   

‘The man will awake.’  

 

Table 3-46. Mehri Mehri Future with mhə-.  

Future Arabic Gloss 

məh-æris sajatazawaʤ ‘he will marry’ 
məh-thaim sajatahim ‘he will convict’  
məh-əkrəm sajukrim ‘he will honor’  
məh-əgbəl ʔgbala ‘he will come’ 
mə-htajdi sajahtadi ‘he will be guided’  
mə-ntajzə sajabtaʕid  ‘he will travel away’ 
mə-ntajgəl sajantagil ‘he will move’ 

Here are some examples.  

(3.51) a.  məh-æris b-aj  

fut-marry with-me 

‘Are going to marry me?’  

 

b.  hət məntajtb  

you.m fut-fall 

‘You are going to fall’   

 

c.  məh-kram  təh  

fut-honor him  

‘You are going to honor him.’  

 

A summary of Mehri paradigms appears in Table (3-47) using a tri-consonantal 

root pattern. 
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Table 3-47. Mehri Tense Paradigms.  

 Perfective Imperfective Future  
 SG DU PL SG DU PL SG DU PL 

1st -k 
-ki 

-ən ʔ- ə-...-oh nə- -onæ 
-
ej..æ 

-ej..æ 

2m -k -ki -kəm tə- 
tə-...-oh 

tə-...-əm -onæ -o:ni -u:tən 
2f -ʃ -ki -ən tə-…i tə-...-ən -ɨtə -o:ni -ej..æ 
3m ø -oh -əm jə- jə-...-oh jə-...-əm -onæ -o:ni -u:tən 

3f -ut/-et 
-
(ə)toh 

Ø tə- tə-...-oh tə-...-ən -ɨtə -oti -ej..æ 

 
3.4.3.4 Subjunctive 

The subjunctive is used to express a wish, a hypothesis and conditionality. Also, 

there are verbs in Mehri that calls for subjunctive construction ns such as kajrən ‘wish’, 

ħawm ‘want’, haqs ‘predict’ ʃəkad ‘try’, xah ‘seem’, and ʃæður ‘apologiz’. Consider 

examples in (3.53).    

(3.53) a. kajrən  lə-hə-bsur  ali 

wish.1sg to-imp.hə-1sg-see Ali 

 ‘I wish to see Ali.’ 

 

b. hih ja-ʃə-kadən  lə-jə-ʃə-sæd-aj  

he imp.3m.sg-ʃə-try to-imp.3m.sg-ʃə-help-me 

 ‘He tries to help me.’ 

 

c. ya-xa hu mutailf  la lə-xdmajt  

seem I accustomed no to-work 

 ‘It seems that I am not yet used to work.’  

 

d. nħah nə-ḍənun  ðə-hət  krajm  

we imp.1pl-believe ðə-you.m.sg generous  

 ‘We believe that you are generous.’  
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In addition to subjunctive, there are four other moods in Mehri: imperative, 

indicative, interrogative, optative mood. The subjunctive mood is attested sometimes to 

co-occur after certain subjunctive particles such as the lə- ‘to’ which express purpose, 

as shown in (3.52).   

(3.52) a. ʔ-ħum   lə-ʃə-xbər-ək  lu-k     

Imp.1.sg-want to-ʃə.imp-news-1sg to-you.m.sg  

‘I want to ask about you.’ 

 

b. jə-ħum  lə-ṣær   lə-ħajd-ut-ha 

imp.3m.sg-want to-imp.3m.sg-stand  on-hand-f.his  

‘He wants to stand on his hands (handstand).’ 

 

c. lə-ʔ-ħum lə-ə-mur   hu-k   la ɣajr xair 

lə-imp-want.1sg to-imp.say.1.sg to-you.m.sg no but good 

‘I don’t want to say to you except good (thing).’ 

 
There are specific subjunctive affixes as table (3-48) shows. In this table, the 

dual suffix is –h.  

Table 3-48. Mehri subjunctive affixes.  

 GS UD LP 

1c l-ə- l-ə-..-h nə- 
2m tə- tə-…-h tə-…-əm 

2f 
tə-…(i) tə-…-h tə-…-ən 
tə-…(i) tə-…-h tə-…-ən 

3m yə- yə-…-h yə-…-əm 
3f tə- tə-…-h tə-…-ən 

 
3.4.3.5 Conditional 

Conditional mood is usually associated with certain conditional markers such as 

həm ‘if’ or lqæ ‘in case’ in addition to three borrowed forms from Arabic: ʔðə, law, and 

ʔən. As the data demonstrates, these particles are optionally allowed at the beginning of 

the sentence or at the sentence middle. Also, conditional mood is used with perfective, 
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imperfective and future verbs as shown in examples (3.54). There is no specific 

morphological form of the verb to indicate the conditional.  

 
(3.54) a. həm ʔoʃr-ək hu-k  ʔ-nkə   t-aj 

If wave.pf-1sg to-you.m.sg impr.2m.sg.come to-me 

 ‘If I waved to you, come out to me!’  

 

b. həm ʔ-mjut   ṭərħ-əh  ʔəd-h    ʕæqər jə-ʃɣəl-əh 

If     def-death leave.pf.3m.sg-him yet-him age    imp.3m.sg-busy-him 

‘If death escaped him, agedness should busy him.’  

 

c. ʃəxbər-ək    həm bər sæd əhmuh  ʕomər 

ask.pf.3m.sg-you.2m.sg  if be Saad poison.pf.3m.sg Omar  

 ‘He asked you if Saad had poisoned Omar.’ 

 
As for the second particle, lqæ ‘if’ or ‘in case’, similar to həm, is located at the 

beginning of the sentence and at the middle of it. Consider the following examples.  

 
(3.55) a. lqæ tə-ælm-ək  tə-nqħ-ək 

If imp-learn-2m.sg imp-succeed-2m.sg 

 ‘If you learn you will succeed.’ 

 

b. ʕajʃah    tə-ha-ḍjawf      bu-k  lqæ  haḍjaf-ək          bi-s 

Aesha    imp.2f.sg-h-honor with-you.m.sg if  honor.pf-2m.sg      with-her 

 ‘Aesha honors you if you honored her.’ 

 
The borrowed Arabic conditional markers are also used such as ʔn ‘if’.  

 (3.56) a. ʔn wajqə  ʃi ṣoq l-aj 

If happen.pf thing call to-me 

 ‘If something happened call me.’ 
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b. hæʃən mən ha-ṣowt tə-ṭrub        ʔn hajm-k   təh 

what of def-sound.pl imp.2m.sg-cheer if hear.pf-2m.sg it  

 ‘Which sounds you cheer if you hear it?’ 

 
3.4.3 Voice 

Verbs in Mehri are classified into two major types: active and passive. The 

following subsection will tackle Mehri active and passive. This will be drawn from Rubin 

(2010) and Alfridy (2007), though the data below is from my work.  

3.4.3.1 Active 

Scholars who studied Mehri verb patterns indicated that there are many patterns 

for active voice. There are many Mehri verb variation but we could boil them down into 

two major categories: the first pattern is /CCu(i,o)C/ and the second one is /Ci(u)CəC /. 

The following table summarizes active in Mehri.  

Table 3-49. Some Mehri Verb Patterns.    

Type Pattern Mehri Arabic  Gloss 

1.a CCiC 

ʔmir  qala ‘say’ 
xziw  rafaḍa ‘refuse’ 

ʕwil  baka ‘cry’ 
mhil  ʕntað̟ara ‘await’ 

     

1.b 
 

CCuC 
 

hruq  kalama ‘speak’ 
sbuħ  sabaħa ‘swim’ 

ltuɣ  qatala ‘kill’ 
dʃun  ʃara ‘buy’ 

1.c CCoC 

xdom  xadama ‘work’ 
q’hob  ʤaʔa ‘come’ 

ṭħon  ṭaħana ‘grind’ 

qħom  taraka ‘leave’ 
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Table 3-49.Continuous  

Type Pattern Mehri Arabic  Gloss 

2.a CiCəC 

liqəf  laqafa ‘catch’ 
ʃ̠itəm  ʃara ‘buy’ 

liṣəq  laṣaqa ‘stick’ 
fiṭən  faṭana ‘remember’ 

  
 

   

2.b CuCəC 

xuṭəl  xatala ‘hunt’ 
tubər  kasara ‘break’ 
futəħ  fataħa ‘open 
jukəb  daxala ‘enter’ 

 
 

    

2.c CæC 

bær  safara ‘travel’ 
kæn  istakana ‘shelter’ 
ræq  raqa ‘soften’ 
ʃæg saʤana ‘imprison’  

 
3.4.3.2 Passive 

Mehri passive patterns are expressed in more than one way. Here, we will tackle 

only two types: vocalic passive patterns and passive prefixes. We will discuss both of 

them with illustrative examples.   

3.4.3.2.1 Vocalic passive patterns 

In Mehri, as in many Semitic languages, the vocalic melody conveys the 

syntactic distinction between active and passive verbs, which consequently reflects 

passive and active voice. The first vocalic passive pattern in Mehri is /Cə(i)Ci(aj)C/. The 

Arabic counterpart is /CuCiCa/ as in the following examples. 

 

Table 3-50. Mehri and Arabic Passive.  

Mehri  Arabic Gloss 

həbid   hubida ‘he was hit’ 
həriq suriqa ‘he was stolen’ 
lətiɣ qutila ‘he was killed’ 
ləbid ḍuriba ‘he was struck’ 
nəṭir wuħida ‘he was untied’ 
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ʃ̠əwim swima ‘he was bought’ 
ʃ̠əbuṭ ṣwiba ‘he was shot’ 

Here some examples of the active and the passive counterpart.13  

(3.57) a.  æli monə   ə-məz   bərk məstəʃfa 

Ali prohibit.pf.3m.sg def-smoking in hospital   

‘Ali prohibited smoking in the hospital.’  

 

b.  ə-məz  ðə-minə  bərk məstəʃfa 

def-smoking ðə-prohibit.pas in hospital   

‘Smoking is prohibited in a hospital.’  

 

c.  æli skawb   ħmoh  ṭajr ə-ɮæf   

Ali pour.pf.3m.sg water on def-bed  

‘Ali poured water on the bed.’  

 

d.  sikajb  ħmoh  ṭajr ə-ð̟æf   

pour.pas water on def-bed 

‘Water was poured on the bed.’  

 

We have indicated in section (3.4.1.5), that T-stem is used sometimes as a 

passive. There are similarities between this form and Arabic passive or reflexive 

patterns, namely tafaʕʕala and tafaaʕala, see Rubin (2010). Here are some examples 

of the passive.  

Table 3-51. Mehri T-Stem Passive.  

Mehri G Arabic  Gloss Mehri PAS Arabic PAS Gloss 

gurə ʃariba ‘drink’ gətrə ʔnʃaraba ‘was drunk’ 
ʃəjuṭ ʃaʕala ‘fire’ ʃtəmut  ʔʃtaʕala ‘was fired’  
həmur hamara ‘rain’ əhtmur ʔnhamara ‘rain’ 
nəħur naħara ‘slay’ əntħur ʔntaħara ‘suicide’ 
nəkus nakasa ‘hand’ əntəkus ʔntakasa ‘relapse’ 
əwejr  ʕawara ‘hurt’ ʔatəwur  ʔnʕawara? ‘be hurt’ 

                                            
13 The function of the particle ðə- in 3.57b is unclear. This particular frequently introduces relative clauses 
and complement clauses as well as possessives.  
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əborək  baraka ‘bless’ əbtəruk  burika ‘be blessed’ 
əqoləb  qalaba ‘upset’ əqtəlub  ʔngalaba ‘be worried’ 

 
(3.58) a.  æli qura   ħəmoh 

Ali drink.pf.3m.sg water   

‘Ali drank the water.’  

 
b.  ħəmoh qətrə   

water   drink.pas   

‘The water was drunk.’  

 

3.4.3.2.2 Passive prefixes 

The second type of passive has to do with prefixes. It has been observed that 

certain prefixes are used to express passive voice. In what follows, I present three 

passive prefixes, də-, mə-, and ʃə-. (see Simeone-Senelle 1997 for further discussion). It 

is possible to have more than one passive prefix for the same verb, as we will show.  

3.4.3.2.2.1 Passive prefixes də- 

This pattern shows up as də-CəCiC. This is attested in my data in two examples.  

(3.59) a.  æli də-lətiɣ 

Ali pas-kill   

‘Ali was killed.’  

 

b.  æli də-ʃə-ṣbuṭ 

Ali pas-ʃə-hit 

‘Ali was hit by a bullet.’  

3.4.3.2.2.2 Passive prefixes mə- 

The prefix mə- can be used in more than one way. We indicated that it is used as 

a future prefix as in section (3.4.3.3). However, this prefix can be used as a passive 

prefix as well, giving the verb an adjectival passive use.  Consider the following 

examples in table (3-52).  
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Table 3-52. Mehri Passive Prefix mə-.  

Mehri Arabic Gloss Mehri PAS Arabic PAS Gloss 

ɣrub  ʕarafa ‘know’ mə-ɣrajb  maʕruf ‘be known’ 
sħær saħara ‘bewitch’  mə-sħajr  masħur ‘bewitched’ 
ṣwib  ṣawaba ‘hit’ mə-ṣwib  muṣawb ‘was wounded’ 
btajr batara ‘amputate’ mə-btajr mabtur ‘was amputated’ 
ðajkər ðakara ‘recall’ mə-ðkajr maðkur ‘was recalled’ 

 
(3.60) a.  æli mə-sħajr 

Ali pas-witched 

‘Ali was bewitched.’  

b.  æ-ɣaig mə-ɣrajb 

def-man pas-known 

‘The man was known.’  

 

3.4.3.2.2.3 Passive prefixes ʃə- 

The prefix ʃə- is one of the most common prefixes in Mehri. It has many uses. In 

section (3.4.1.4), we tackled three uses: causative, reflective and reciprocity. In addition 

to what has been said, the prefix ʃə- is attested used as a passive with the pattern ʃə-

CCuC.  

Table 3-53. Mehri ʃə- Passive.   
Mehri Arabic Gloss Mehri PAS Arabic PAS Gloss 

lbud labada ‘hit’ ʃə-lbud ʔulbida ‘be shot’ 
ltuɣ qatala ‘kill’ ʃə-ltuɣ qutila ‘be killed’ 
ṣbuṭ sabaṭ ‘hit’ ʃə-ṣb-uṭ subiṭa ‘be hit’ 
hə-dlul dalla ‘guide’ ʃə-dlul  dula ‘be guided’ 
hə-xtun  xatana ‘circumcise’ ʃə-xtun   xutina ‘be circumcised 
hə-mluk  malaka ‘marry’ ʃə-mluk mulika ‘was married’ 
hə-wṣawb  sawaba ‘hit’   ʃə-wṣawb   suwiba ‘be wounded’   

 

 (3.61) a.  æli ʃə-lbud 

Ali pas-kill   

‘Ali was shot dead.’  

 

b.  Særəh ʃə-ṣəbṭ-ut 

Sara  pas-hit-f   
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‘Sara was hit.’  

3.5 Prepositions 

Mehri prepositions represent spatial, temporal and other relationships and are 

usually followed by a noun phrase or bound pronoun. There are two types of 

prepositions in the Mehri language: simple preposition, and the compound prepositions. 

The former is when the prepositions can stand by themselves; the latter, when more 

than one preposition can conjoin together. Usually, they consist of a bound preposition 

that is followed by a free preposition.  

The subsections below briefly discuss Mehri prepositions of time, place and 

directions..  

3.5.1 Prepositions for Time 

3.5.1.1 bæd 

The preposition bæd ‘after’ is widely used, and is presented as a free preposition 

as shown in example (3.62). However, it is possible to be part of a complex preposition 

where bæd is preceded by other prepositions such as mən ‘from’ as shown in (3.62.b).   

(3.62) a.  sɛh ʃmaj-tə hajbit  bæd gəhmə   

she  sell-fut.3f.sg she-camel after tomorrow  

‘She will sell the she-camel after tomorrow.’  

 

   b.  fəṭməh   ṭəbx-awt     ə-qawt mən bæd  ə-xruq  ðə-ṣæləħ   

Fatimah cook.pf-3f.sg def-food  from after  def-departure of-Salih  

‘Fatimah cooked the food after the departure of Salih.’  

 
3.5.1.2 fənohən 

The general meaning of this adverb of time fənohən is ‘before’ or ‘first’. Also, 

fənohən has a preposition usage once it is associated with temporal or spatial context.  
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(3.63) a.  æli nuka   fənohən sʕajd    

Ali come.pf.3m.sg before  Saeed 

‘Ali came before Saeed.’  

 

b. sʕajd   ħəg    fənohən snin  mɛkən  

Saeed  do.Hajj.pf.3ms before  years many 

‘Saeed performed Hajj before many years.’ 

 
The same preposition can function as a copula whenever it is located at the initial 

part of the sentence and followed by a verb,similar to the Arabic counterpart kana 

‘was’   

 
(3.63) fənohən ə-ħawm ətəwi 

before  imp.1c-want meat 

‘I (was) wanting meat.’ 

 

3.5.2.3 sær 

The opposite of fənohən ‘before’ in Mehri is sær ‘after’ (sometimes pronounced 

as sir), with a temporal sense, which means ‘timely after’ as shown in (3.65). It is 

sometimes difficult to determine whether sir means ‘after’ or ‘when’. Similar to bæd 

above, it is possible in Mehri to form a complex preposition where sær is preceded by 

other prepositions, such as mən shown in (3.65). 

(3.65) a. sʕajd  nuka   sir æli    

Saeed  come.pf.3m.sg after Ali  

‘Saeed came after Ali.’  

 

b.  æɣ-əh  gəhaim  mən  sir əkrm-əh  

 brother-his travel.pf.3m.sg from after honor.pf.3m.sg-him 

‘His brother traveled after he honored him.’ 
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c.  wəzm-ut  fəṭməh sʕajd hədaj-ət mən  sir  ə-mtħæn  

give.pf-3f.sg  Fatimah Saeed  gift-f  from after def-exam 
‘Fatimah gave Saeed a gift after the exam.’ 

 

d.  sʕajd  xrawq    mən  sir  hət       ʃə-qəbl-ək  æli 

Saeed go out.pf.3.m.sg from after you.m.sg ʃə-meet.pf-2m.sg  Ali  

‘Saeed went out after you met Ali.’  

 
Also, another basic meaning of preposition sær is ‘behind’. Examples (3.66.a-b) 

shows free object pronouns joined future and past tense referring to both animate and 

non-animate object.  

(3.66) a. sijr-onə tək  sir  æ-məl-ut ðajk    

meet-fut.1sg you.m.sg behind def-turn-f this.f    

‘I will meet you behind this turning.’   

 

b. hə-nəkr-ək  təh sir  æ-ɮmit-i 

hə-feel.pf-2m.sg it behind def-backbone-my   

‘I felt (pain) in my backbone.’   

 

c. ə-xlajq   sær  ə-baob     

def-cloth behind def-door  

‘The cloth is behind the door.’ 

 

d. sær  ə-bajt    

behind def-house  

‘Behind the house.’  

 

The same preposition functions as the adverb of time ‘when’ in the following 

example.  

 
(3.67) mon ʃini  æli mən sær ghajm   ðə-ṣaləħ   
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who see.pf.3m.sg Ali of after travel.pf.3m.sg of-Salih    

‘Who did see Ali after the departure of Salih?’  

 
3.5.1.4 ð̟ajr 

The basic meaning of this preposition ð̟ər (sometimes ð̟ajr) is ‘above’, ‘top’, or 

‘on’ as indicated in examples (3.68). This preposition is attested at the initial position of 

the sentence. Also, data shows that many Mehri prepositions allow for forming a 

complex preposition. For example, when ð̟ajr is preceded by mən it could mean 

something similar to ‘after’ as shown in examples (3.68.c). In example (3.68.b) the prefix 

hə- acted as a conjunction particle. It also, has the temporal meaning of ‘after’ as in 

(3.68.c).  

(3.68) a. ð̟ajr ə-gbail ə-ɣajq    

 on def-hill  def-man 

‘A man is on the top of the hill.’   

 

b. səbṭ-ək     təh ð̟ajr ħər-uh      hə-θħər-ək bi-h  fəṭx   θux 

hit.pf-1sg  him on head-his  hə-affect.pf-1sg  on-him wound big 

‘I hit him on his head (which) resulted in a big wound.’ 

 

c. ə-wad-ək    boməh mən  ð̟ajr ə-ð̟hejr  

imp.1sg-promise-you.m.sg here  of above def-noon  

‘I will meet you here after noon.’ 

 
3.5.1.5 tɛ 

This preposition tɛ and its variations (taj–tæ) mean something close to ‘until’. The 

same word can be used in the sense of adverbial meaning. This preposition is attested 

combining with many other prepositions such as tɛ bə- ‘upon to’, tɛ bɛrk ‘upon to’ tɛ ð̟ajr 
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‘upon to’, tɛ hal ‘to’ and tɛ nxali ‘down to’. The preposition tɛ is preceded by repeated 

verbs shown in (3.69.a-b).  

(3.69) a. xədom   xədom  tæ bxæɮ  æḍmət-əh     

 work.pf.3m.sg work.pf.3m.sg until hurt.pf.3m.sg backbone-his   

‘He worked and worked until he hurt his back.’  

 

b. ətq-ək   ətq-ək    tɛ   əzmək  lə-jə-fquʃ 

drink.pf-1sg drink.pf-1sg  until  stomach to-imp.3ms-tear 

‘I drank I drank until about to hurt my stomach.’  

 

c. ɣajg  mḍəfr   ə-gdail-hə  tæ ð̟ajr   kənsajd-əh   

man intertwine.pf.3ms def-braid.pl-his until on shoulder-his   

‘He intertwined his braid until his shoulder.’   

 
3.5.2 Preposition for Place 

We will limit our discussion on the following Mehri prepositions of place: nəxali 

‘under’, təwoli ‘to’, and hal ‘at’. We have already considered sær ‘behind’.   

3.5.2.1 nəxali 

The basic meaning of this preposition is ‘under’ as considered in examples 

below. Similar to other prepositions, nəxali is found in many cases combined with mən 

giving basically the same meaning ‘under’. The word nəxali is is inflected with 

agreement as in nəxalja ‘below me’ nəxalhə ‘below him’ nəxalsə ‘below her’. 

(3.70) a. q’əlij-un    jə-q’m-əm   tumər ənəxali ə-nxl-it 
youngster.pl  imp-collect-3m.pl dates under   def-palm-f 

‘Children are collecting dates from under the palm tree.’  

 

b. səħb-ək ə-niḍæf mən ənəxali ə-fʕmt-hə 

pull-pf.1sg def-rug from under   def-leg-his  

‘I pulled the rug from under his legs.’  
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As for the word ʔḍæmər ‘bottom’ is used as in (3.71) 

 

(3.71) a. ħəbr-i  ʔḍæmər ðə-ħudi 

son-my bottom def-vally 

‘My son is at the bottom of the vally.’  

 
3.5.2.2 təwoli 

This preposition təwoli which means ‘to’ or ‘towards’ is inflected with agreement 

as shown below. It is commonly used in Mehri, namely with verbs of motion Rubin 

(2010:201).  

(3.72) a. majtən əw-q’hum  təwli-kəm   

when  imp.1sg-travel towards-you.m.pl     

‘When do I travel to you?’ 

 

b. ə-ɣjug  ə-ħwu:r nək-əm  təwli ə-bait   

def-men def-black.pl come.pf-3m.pl to def-house     

‘The black people came to the house.’ 

 
When this preposition is located at the sentence initial position, it possibly means 

something like ‘then’ or ‘and then’. Also, when preceded by the preposition bə-, təwoli 

can also act as an adjective ‘last’ or ‘finally’ or ‘at the end’.  

(3.73) a. təwoli ləħq-əj  ɣajq’ 

then follow.pf.3m.sg-me man 

‘Then, a man followed me.’ 

 

b. təwoli ṣur   bə-ṭrajf-i wəṭuməh 

then stand.pf.3m.sg by-side-me  like this 

‘Then, (a man) stood beside me like this.’ 
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c. təwoli mən ħəlkməh tæ wəṣl-ən ṭær ɣumər 

then from there  utill arrive.pf-1.pl over rill 

‘Then, from there until we arrived over the rill.’ 

 

d. bə-təwoli ðə-ʃi 

with-last of-thing 

‘Last thing’ 

 

There is another preposition in Mehri that functions exactly as təwoli. This 

preposition is lhəl (sometimes həl or ləhəli). Example (3.74.a) shows that the wh-word 

hæʃən ‘what’ is preceded and followed by a prepositions.  

(3.74) a. lhəl  hæʃən mən gəh-ajt sijər-ək   

to what of direction-f.pl  trave.pf.2m.sg   

‘To which directions did you travel?’ 

 

c. huṣl-ək ə-ɣigin  lhəl ħajb-əh 

drive.pf.1sg def-boy to father-his    

‘I drove the boy to his father.’ 

 

b. sæd nok’a   ləhəli ə-suq’ 

Saad come.pf.3m.sg to def-suq    

‘Saad came to the market.’ 

 

3.5.3 Preposition for Direction 

We will tackle only two prepositions of direction: xəwṭər ‘under’ and ɣuf ‘above’. 

These words are flexible in meaning, i.e. xəwṭər could mean ‘down’ or ‘downwards’. The 

latter could mean ‘above’ or ‘upwards’. The possible answer for question (3.75.b) is the 

prepositional phrase in (3.75.c).  

(3.75) a. jə-ħsus    lə-his ʃi  ðə-jə-gr-əh    xoṭər   
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imp.3m.sg-feel to-there thing ðə-imp.3m.sg-pull-him downwards     

‘He feels like something was pulling him down.’  Rubin (2010:305) 

 

b. ħuh ɣiqin   

where boy    

‘Where is the boy?’ 

 

c. bə-ɣuf   

 in-upstairs    

‘In the Upstairs.’ 

 

3.5.4 More Prepositions 

I will tackle three more prepositions: həs ‘like’, sbeb ‘because of’ and kə- ‘with’. 

The latter one is a bound preposition. 

3.5.4.1 həs 

This preposition həs functions as a comparative particle, with the basic meaning 

‘like’ or ‘similar to’.  

(3.76) a. hət  həs  æɣ-ək  

you.m.sg like brother-your.m.sg 

‘You are similar to your brother.’  

 

b. æjən-əs həs  ə-shum   

eyes-his like def-arrow.pl    

‘His eyes are like arrows (strong).’  

 

Also, the preposition həs also functions similar to English ‘when’ or ‘because’ or a 

combination of both, as shown in the following examples.  

(3.77) a. bʕajr fəṭməh   ənɣəm-ut      həs   ə-tuqər  ʃæm-əh  

camel Fatimah angry.pf-3f.sg when def-merchant sell.pf.3m.sg-it   
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‘Fatimah’s camel, she was angry when the merchant sold it.’  

 

 b. təwoli həs  kəsj-ni   huh ləkməh sixud 

then when  find.pf.3m.sg-me I there   Sixud 

‘Then, when he found me there in Sixud.’   

 

c. ʃ-æsr-ək tik  həs gəm-ək  məkəh 

ʃ-long.pf-1sg you.m.sg when trave.pf-2m.sg Makkah 

‘I longed for you when you traveled to Makkah.’  

 
The preposition həs is attested preceded by another preposition, namely lə-. In 

this case, the basic meaning will be something like ‘like’ or ‘as’.  

(3.78) a. xlaoq’   ə-bali  ʕisa lə-həs xlaoq’   ædəm 

creat.pf.3m.sg def-God Isa as-like creat.pf.3m.sg Adam 

‘God created Isa as he created Adam.’ 

 

 b. lə-həs tə-ðmum   habun  jə-ðmum-əm   mə-tik 

as-like imp.2m.sg-dispraise people imp.3m-dispraise-pl from-you.m.sg 

 ‘As you dispraise people, they dispraise you.’ 

 
3.5.4.2 sbɛb 

sbɛb is in general a noun that means ‘reason’ or ‘cause’. However, sbɛb can 

function as a preposition when it occurs as part of a larger compound as in bə-sbɛb 

because of’ 

(3.79) a. hæʃən sbɛb     

what reason 

‘What is the reason?’ 

 

b.       ðajməh məthm-ut tə-fægaj-təm  bə-sbɛb  

          This.f  convicted-f imp-surprise.3m.pl because  

ɣrəb-kəm    sɛh   ðə-ħəbs-ajt 
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know.pf-3m.pl  she  ðə-prison.pf-3f.sg 

     ‘This conviced, you were surprised to know that she was imprisoned? 

3.5.4.3 Bound prepositions bə- and kə- 

Finally, we present three more prepositions that are particularly used in the Mehri 

language. All of these prepositions give the basic meaning of ‘with’. The first preposition 

bə- means ‘with’ and it has many varieties such as instrumental.  

(3.80) a. æ-ʃfr-ajt ə-q’sus bə-is  ə-twai       

def-knife-f  imp.1.sg-cut with-it.f def-mean  

‘The knife, I cut the meat with it.’ 

 

b. ṣbawṭ   bə-məndawq’ 

shot.pf.3m.sg with-rifle 

‘He shot with a rifle.’  

 
Similar to bə, the bound preposition kə- gives similar meaning to ‘with’ or 

‘together’. 

(3.81) a. æli ghom   kə-fəṭməh     

Ali travel.impr.3m.sg with-fatimah 

‘Ali, traveled with Fatimah!’ 

 

b. gəhm-ut   fəṭməh   kə-ħajb-əs   

travel.pf-3f.sg Fatimah  with-father-her 

‘Fatimah traveled with her father.’ 

 
The same preposition is used with time and seasons such as kə-ṣaʊbəħ ‘in the 

morning’ and kə-ʃtaw ‘in the winter’. This preposition is attested with question word mon 

‘who’ as in (3.82.b). Also, kə- is preceded by the demonstrative ðuməh as in (3.82.c).   

(3.82) a. kə-mon gəhm-ək   

with-who travel.pf.2m.sg  

‘With whom did you travel?’ 
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 b. mon  ghaim   kə-fəṭməh   jəmʃəh     

who travel.pf.3m.sg with-Fatimah yesterday  

‘Who did travel with Fatimah yesterday?’ 

 

 c. ðuməh kə-mon nokə 

this.m  with-who come.pf.3m.sg  

‘With whom did this (person) come?’ 

 
The preposition kə- has an allomorph that is usually used in perfective and never 

in imperfective. This preposition is ʃ̠ə-. 

(3.83) a.  ʃo-k   kɛm kilo sjər-ək    

with-you.m.sg how kilo walk.pf-2m.sg 

‘How many kilos did you walk?’ 

 

b.  ʃo-k   kɛm ə-bʕajr bərk ljoməh  hə-bær    

with-you.m.sg how def-camel in those  def-camels  

‘How many of those camels are yours?’ 

 

c.  ʃəxbr-i   ʃi-ki    kɛm gohər   hət     wə-hæm-ək    

ask.pf.3m.sg-me with-me how camels you.m.sg  and-mother-your 

‘He asked me how many camels do you and your mother have?’ 

 

Similar to Arabic prepositions məʕ ‘with’ and ʕənd ‘have’, the preposition ʃə- can 

only be used with bound pronouns as its object.  

 (3.84) a. hət  ʃi-həm   əw ʃi-ən 

you.m.sg with-them.m.pl or with-us  

‘Are you with them or with us?’ 

 

 b.  ʃi-ki    ʃi   

with-me nothing  
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‘I don’t have anything.’ 

 
The following table will summarize some of the Mehri prepositions: 

Table 3-54. Some Mehri Prepositions.   

Prepositions of Preposition Gloss 

Time 
 

bə-  ‘in’ 
bæd ‘after’ 
fənohən ‘before’ 
mən ð̥ər ‘after’ 
tɛ ‘until’ 

   

Place 

bə- ‘in’ 
nəxali ‘under’ 
sær ‘behind’ 
təwoli ‘to’ 
hal ‘at’ 
hə- ‘to’ 
lə-  ‘to, for’ 

 
 ð̥ər ‘on’ 

Direction bərk ‘inside’ 
 mən ‘from’ 
   
 bæd ‘after’ 

Location 
 

bərk ‘inside’ 

   
Agent mən ɣajr ‘without’ 

 his ‘like’ 
 sbeb ‘because of’ 
   

Instrument kə- ‘with’ 

3.6 Adverbs 

Mehri is similar to other Semitic languages, in that the class of adverbs is small 

and non-productive (Rubin: 2010:220). However, Mehri uses more than one way to 

create what is known in English as adverbs, for example by using headless relative 

clauses as in (3.85) or using adjectives as in 3.86.  

(3.85)  a. wajsəl   ħajb-i  ðə-hə-bṭə    

arrive.pf.3m.sg father-my ðə-hə-late  
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‘My father arrived late.’ 

 

 b. ghajm   fisə   

travel.pf.3m.sg quick 

‘He traveled fast.’  

 
The adverb occurs sometimes post-verbally as in the following words bəs ‘only’, 

æd ‘already’, tɛ ‘until’, kəl jom ‘everyday’, məkon ‘still’. In many cases, Mehri adverbs 

are in conjunctions with other prepositions such as bə- as in the following examples:  

(3.86) a. ə-rṣn-ai   bə-ħajs   

impr.2m.sg-tie-me with-speed  

‘Tie me fast!’ 

 

b. gər-ot  ə-siyarj-ət  bə-ħajs  

run.pf-3f.sg def-car-f with-speed 

‘The car runs fast.’ 

 

c. ʃ̠iawəm ə-siyarj-ət  bə-rəxṣ   

buy.pas def-car-f  with-cheap  

‘The car was sold cheap.’ 

 

In what follows, I will tackle lexical adverbs briefly.  

3.6.1 Adverbs of Time 

Adverb of time is used to answer the question ‘when’ and ‘how long’. Here, I will 

show some adverbs of time that Mehri uses: jəʃməh ‘yesterday’, joməh (or jmɔh) ‘today’, 

qəhməh ‘tomorrow’, læṣroməh ‘now’, and məɣron ‘later’. The adverb of time læṣroməh 

which used with the verbs of motion such as ‘come’ and ‘travel’ is located between the 

subject and the verb in (3.87a.) and after the verb in (3.87.b).  

(3.87) a. huh læṣroməh gəhb-ək mən ə-sawq   
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I now  come.pf-1.sg from def-market 

‘I just came from the market.’ 

 

b. ħajb-i  læṣroməh gəhajm   məkəh  

father-my now  travel.pf.3m.sg Makah 

‘My father had just traveled to Makkah.’  

 
Here are some adverbs of time.  

Table 3-55. Some Mehri Adverbs of Time.   

Mehri Arabic Gloss 

bɣorən laħiqan ‘later’ 
bæd baʕd ‘after’ 
læṣroməh ʔalæn ‘now’ 
jəmʃəh ʔms ‘yesterday’ 
gəhmə ɣadan ‘tomorrow’ 
twoli ʔxiran ‘finally’ 
twoli ʕindama ‘when’ 
Twoli talian ‘next’ 

 
3.6.2 Adverbs of Place 

Adverb of place is used to answer the question ‘where’. The adverb boməh ‘here’ 

is possible in different position of the sentence.  

(3.89) a. wkuh14 hət   boməh   

why you.m.sg here   

‘Why are you here?’   

 

b. boməh hajbit  əmtərɣ-ut 

here   she-camel wallow.pf-3f.sg 

‘Here, the she-camel wallowed (in the dust).’   

 

c. ə-wad-ək    boməh mən  ð̟ajr ə-ð̟hejr  

imp.1sg-promise-you.m.sg here  of above def-noon  

‘I will meet with you here after noon.’   

                                            
14 Another way to say this word is ‘dukuh’, as shown in page 147. 
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Here is a list of some adverbs of place. 

 

Table 3-56. Some Mehri Adverbs of Place.   
Mehri Arabic Gloss 

əbbar xariʤ ‘outside’ 
əɣuf fawq ‘upward’ 
ħoṭər asfal ‘downward’ 
bə-kəl mkun kul makan ‘everywhere’ 
boməh huna ‘here’ 
əɣtrub ɣarab ‘abroad’ 

3.6.3 Adverbs of Manner 

Adverb of manner is used to answer the question ‘how’. For example, the word 

fəxrə ‘together’ is regarded to function as an adverb of manner. The adverb xərxur 

‘slowly’ is usually located at the end of the sentence.  

(3.90)  həm-ot fəṭməh wə-zɛd  ə-ɣori  fəxrə  

hear.pf-3f.sg Fatimah and-Zaid  def-story together   

‘Fatimah and Zaid heard the story together.’ 

 

Also, the adverb qrajb is originally an adjective ‘new’. But, when it is used as a 

verb it could function as an adverb that means something similar to ‘almost’.   

(3.91)   qrajəb lə-mjot 

 nearly to-death   

‘(He was) very close to die.’ 

 

Table 3-57. Some Mehri Adverbs of Manner.   

Mehri Arabic Gloss 

fisə sariʕan ‘quickly’  
fəxrə sawian ‘together’  
fənuhən awalan ‘firstly’  
gərajb garaba ‘barely’  
gid ʤajad ‘good’ 
məɣrawn talyan ‘then’ 
taw ʤajad ‘good’ 
xərxawr baṭiʔ ‘slowly’  
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3.7 Adjectives 

Many authors suggested that adjectives in Mehri are not inflected. This is quite 

common in many cases. However, in the following examples adjectives are shown 

inflected for agreement with the noun it modifies in gender and number. Here, we will 

briefly expand our discussion on adjectives.  

An adjective can be placed before or after a noun. As for definiteness, it could 

occur only when an adjective follows the noun. 

(3.92) a.  heit  ə-ħolaj-t   attributive adjective agrees with def. 

you.f.sg def-crazy-f  

‘You are the crazy (person).’   

 

b.  ħolaj-t  heit    

crazy-f  you.f.sg   

‘You are crazy.’   

 

c.  hət  ə-ħajwoəl  

you.m.sg def-crazy  

‘You are the crazy (person).’  

 

d.  ħajwoəl  hət    

crazy   you.m.sg   

‘The crazy is you.’  

 

e.  ðuməh hih ə-ɣajg  ə-krajm   

this.m  he def-man def-generous  

‘This is the generous man.’   

 

f.  *ðuməh hih krajm   ə-ɣajg    
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this.m  he generous  def-man   

Meant:‘This is the generous man.’   

 
A noun can function as an adjective when a noun is followed by what modifies it.  

(3.93) a.  əɣ-i  fqair    ‘when definite article is added’ 

brothe-my poor  

‘My brother is poor.’   

 

b.  əɣ-æk   soħər   

brothe-your.m magician   

‘Your brother is a magician.’  

  
Also, when an adjective is at the beginning of the sentence and followed by a 

complement, it must be definite.   

(3.94) a. ə-ʃ̠ux  ðuməh  kə-bæl-əh    

def-big this.m  with-owner-it    

‘This big (animal) is with its owner.’  

 

b.  ə-krajm     ðək  ðə-jə-xdum  bə-rjæḍ wajṣəl    

def-generous  that.m ðə-imp.3sg-work in-Riyadh arrive.pf.3ms   

‘The generous person who works in Riyadh arrived.’ 

 
An adjective can be modified by another adjective and this is in singular dual and 

plural.  

(3.95) a.  ʃətm-ək  ə-bʕajr ə-ħor   ə-xfajf 

sell.pf.2m.sg  def-camel    def-black  def-fast     

‘You sold the black fast camel.’ 

 

b.  ʃətm-ək ə-bʕajr-i jəθroh ə-ħawr  ə-xifawf  

sell.pf.2m.sg def-camel-du two def-black.pl def-fast.pl    

‘You sold the two black fast camels.’ 
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c.  ʃətm-ək ə-biʕor  ə-ħawr  ə-xifawf  

sell.pf.2m.sg def-camel.pl def-black.pl def-fast.pl    

‘You sold the black fast camels.’ 

 
Rubin (2010:62) asserts that adjectives in Mehri do not have a dual form. While 

this is quite common in many cases, some adjectives do inflect for gender and number:  

(3.96) a.  hæajb-it ṣəlħ-it 

she-camel.f fat-f    

‘The she-camel is fat.’  

 

b.  hæajb-it-i  θr-ajt  ṣəlħ-ut-ən  

she-camel.f-du two.f  fat-f-pl   

‘The two she-camels are fat.’  

 

b.  əzm-i  ktub-i   θr-oh hæjəd-on 

give.impr.me book-du two-m new-pl   

‘Give me the two new books!’  

   
Comparative Adjectives. The data provided confirm that Mehri has comparative 

adjectives in two different forms. ʔfʕajl and ʔfʕæl as in adjectives like ʔkθajr ‘more’, ʔxajr 

‘better’ and ʔq’læl ‘younger’. For both forms, mən ‘than’ follows as considered in the 

following examples:    

(3.97) a. ħməd  hin-əh  harun majkən    

Hamad with-him sheep many   

‘Hamad has many sheep.’ 

 

b. ħməd  hin-əh  harun ʔkθajr mən-aj    

Hamad with-him sheep more from-me    

‘Hamad has more sheep than me.’ 
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c. ħməd  hin-əh  ʔkθajr ðə-harun    

Hamad with-him more of-sheep  

‘Hamad has the most of the sheep.’  

 

The second type of adjective is ʔfʕæl. The form is commonly used with 

adjectives such as ʔq’læl ‘younger’.  

(3.98) a. huh ə-san-i əq’læl  mən-ək 

  I def-age-my younger  from-you.m.sg   

‘My age is younger than you.’ 

 

b. huh ə-q’læl  ə-sən  ðə-ɣaw-jə    

I ə-younger  def-age ðə-brother.pl-my 

‘I am the youngest among my brothers.’  

 

3.8 Conclusion 

This section has provided an overview of the structure words in Mehri. As a 

Semitic language, Mehri has a root and pattern system of morphology. Also, I 

addressed the nominal structures including singular, dual and plural forms in addition to 

the masculine and feminine suffixations. Possessive, reflexive, demonstrative and 

interrogative pronouns were also addressed. I presented the verbal structures with 

examples, in addition to different types of prepositions, adjectives and adverbs.  
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CHAPTER 4 
MHERI WH-INTERROGATIVES 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a basic descriptive introduction to several constructions in 

which a constituent of the sentence is questioned, we well as a discussion of Mehri 

interrogative wh-phrases themselves. This description builds on what has already been 

contributed by Johnstone (1975) and Simeone-Senelle (1997) and Rubin (2010). Here I 

will concentrate on the BZ dialect and provide empirical first hand data to support.   

Below I present a basic grammatical description of wh-phrases and discuss 

points of interest. The chapter is arranged as follows: section 4.1 will discuss wh-words 

beginning with a summary of core properties. Section 4.2 examines the argument 

questions. Section 4.3 briefly summarizes the adjunct questions, where we begin with 

types of adjunct questions (times, place, reason, and manner). Also, a discussion about 

differences between adjunct and argument questions will be presented. Finally, section 

4.4 addresses the Yes/No questions.   

4.2 Wh-Words 

There are two kinds of wh phrases in Mehri: wh words that can appear alone as 

in (4.1) and those that appear as modifiers of another noun phrase. I will tackle the latter 

kind later.  

(4.1) Wh-Interrogative words in Mehri 

 a.  hæh/hæʃən   ‘what’ 

 b. wkuh    ‘why’ 

 c. hibuh    ‘how’ 

 d. ħuh     ‘where’ 

 e. kɛm     ‘how much/many’ 

 f. mɔn     ‘who’ 
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 g. majtən    ‘when’ 

 
The difference between the pairs of words seen in (4.1a) ‘what’ is still unclear. It 

appears that hæʃən (sometimes pronounced hæθən) is a morphologically complex word 

consisting of the root hæh plus the morpheme ʃan. It is not clear what this latter 

morpheme is exactly or how these two words differ from one another. In many cases 

they are interchangeable. Consider the following examples.   

(4.2) a.  hæh/ hæʃən ṭəbx-ut fəṭməh 

  what    cook.pf-3f.sg Fatimah 

  ‘What did Fatimah cook?’   

 

 b.  hæh/ hæʃən  ʃin-ək 

  what    see.pf-2m.sg  

  ‘What did you see?’   

 

In addition, hæʃən and mɔ:n may be used as interrogative modifiers that occur 

with noun phrases. hæʃən modifies inanimate or animate nouns while mɔ:n modifies 

only animate nouns. These are linked to the NPs they modify by the element mɛn, 

which is also a prepositional element meaning ‘from.’ Some examples of these appear 

below.  

(4.3) a. hæʃən mɛn ɣəgit ḍja-ut   

Which from girls lose.pf-3f.sg 

‘Which of girls got lost?’ 

 

b. mɔn ə-ɣajq  ðək ðə-ghom 

who def-man that.m ðə-travel.pf.3m.sg 

‘Who is the man that traveled?’ 
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 c. mɔn mɛn ɣjug jə-qb-ək            wət    qəbl-ək  təh  

Who from men imp-wonder-2m.sg if meet-pf-2m.sg him 

‘Which man would you marvel if you met?’ 

 
This section will describe types of wh-questions in which an argument is 

questioned. This will include the questioning of subjects, direct objects, indirect objects, 

objects of prepositions, predicate nominals, and possessors. Original data will be given, 

and structural and morphological properties of these constructions will be described. 

Below, I provide some preliminary examples, highlighting a few interesting points. I 

discuss both argument and adjunct wh-questions.   

4.3 Movement and Wh-Questions 

One of the central facts to be dealt with in this thesis will be the fact that Mehri 

appears to exhibit optional wh-movement. Wh-words may remain in situ when an 

argument or adjunct is questioned. In such cases, the question word and intonation are 

the main indications that the sentence is a question. However, the question word may 

also be fronted. In every case we have examined, the choice seems to be optional: 

(4.4) a. hət   tə-ɣɔrəb  mɔnə 

you.m.sg   imp.2m-know     who 

‘Whom do you know?’  

 

 b. mɔnə  hət  tə-ɣɔrəb 

who   you.m.sg   imp.2m-know 

‘Whom do you know?’  

 
The following word orders are also possible. This is probably due to the 

possibility of VS order, which is very natural and common in Mehri, and also right-and 

left-dislocation of the subject, also possible in Mehri.  
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(4.5) a. hət  mɔnə  tə-ɣɔrəb 

you.m.sg   who   imp.2m-know 

‘Whom do you know?’ 

 

b. tə-ɣɔrəb  hət  mɔnə   

imp.2m-know  you.m.sg   who   

‘Whom do you know?’ 

 

c. tə-ɣɔrəb  mɔnə  hət   

imp.2m-know  who  you.m.sg     

‘Whom do you know?’ 

 

d. mɔnə  tə-ɣɔrəb  hət 

who  imp.2m-know  you.m.sg     

‘Who do you know?’   

 

Another fact that will be important for the analysis of wh questions presented 

here is the presence of the complementizer ðə- in structures with a fronted wh word. 

This marker is probably a reduced form of the complementizer ðək which shares its 

form with a demonstrative in Mehri. It is worth noting that the complementizer ðək 

‘that.m’ and ðajk ‘that.f’ and their reduced prefix form ðə- are optional. The sentence 

without them would still be grammatical, as considered in the following examples. All of 

the examples in (4.6) are grammatical.  

(4.6) a. sæd ðək  ʃnuh  ɣajt-i  sarah 

Saad that.m see.pf.3m.sg sister-my Sarah 

‘Saad is the one who saw my sister Sarah.’ 

 

b. mɔn ðək   ʃnuh  ɣajt-i  sarah 

Who that.m see.pf.3m.sg sister-my Sarah 

‘Who is it that saw my sister Sarah?’  
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c. mɔn ðək  ðə-ʃnuh  ɣajt-i  sarah 

Who that.m ðə-see.pf.3m.sg sister-my Sarah 

‘Who is it that saw my sister Sarah?’ 

 

d. mɔn ðə-ʃnuh  ɣajt-i  sarah 

Who ðə-see.pf.3m.sg sister-my Sarah 

‘Who is it that saw my sister Sarah?’ 

 

e. mɔn ʃnuh  ɣajt-i  sarah 

Who see.pf.3m.sg sister-my Sarah 

‘Who is it that saw my sister Sarah?’ 

 

Also, the complementizers ðək and ðajk agree with the head of the relative 

clause as examples (4.7) show.  

(4.7) a.     hajbit     ðajk   ħməd  ʃətm-is   fəl-ut 

she-camel    that.f   Hamad          buy.pf.3m.sg-it.f run.pf-3f.sg 

‘The she-camel that Hamad bought ran away.’ 

  

b.         bʕajr  ðək     ħməd   ʃətm-əh                   fəl 

camel.m that.m Hamad          buy.pf.3m.sg-it.m run.pf.3m.sg 

‘The camel that Fatmah bought ran away.’ 

 
Interrogative pronouns are not gendered; however, gender can be reflected in 

the form of the complementizer in order to limit the gender of the possible answers to 

the question: 

(4.8) a. mɔn ðajməh  ðajk  ðə-ɣaig ʃəkr-is 

Who this.f  that.f  def-man thank.pf.3m.sg-her 

‘Who was (the woman) that the man thanked?’ 
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b. mɔn ðuməh ðək ðə-tejθ ʃəkr-t-əh 

Who this.m  that.m def-woman thank.pf-3f.sg-him 

‘Who was (the man) that the woman thanked?’ 

  
When the marker is reduced to a prefix on the verb, it does not show gender 

distinctions. It is also option in most cases, and in all interrogative cases:  

(4.9) a. mɔn ʃnuh   ɣajt-i  sarah 

Who see.pf.3m.sg  sister-my Sarah 

‘Who saw my sister Sarah?’ 

 

b. mɔn ðə-ʃnuh  ɣajt-i  sarah 

Who ðə-see.pf.3m.sg sister-my Sarah 

‘Who saw my sister Sarah?’ 

 

This marker does not appear with cases of wh in situ in (4.10.a). 

(4.10) a. *ðə-ʃnuh  mɔn ɣajt-i  sarah  

 ðə-see.pf.3m.sg who sister-my Sarah 

 Meant:‘Who saw my sister Sarah?’ 

 

b. ʃnuh  mɔn ɣajt-i  sarah  

 see.pf.3m.sg who sister-my Sarah 

 ‘Who did see my sister Sarah?’ 

 
The marker also appears (optionally) in relative clauses. This suggests that wh-

fronting in Mehri involves relativization, probably in the form of a cleft or pseudo-cleft 

construction. I address this in section (5.3.1). 

Below I systematically discuss types of argument and adjunct wh-questions, 

noting interesting differences where appropriate.  
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  4.4 Questioning Arguments 

This section will describe types of wh-questions in which an argument is 

questioned. This will include the questioning of subjects, direct objects, indirect objects, 

objects of prepositions, predicate nominals, and possessors. Original data will be given, 

and structural and morphological properties of these constructions will be described. 

Below, I provide some preliminary examples, highlighting a few interesting points.  

4.4.1 Subjects 

Subjects in Mehri may be questioned in situ. In transitive sentences, the subject 

may appear in the preverbal or post-verbal position, as illustrated below.  

(4.11) a. ṭəbx-ɔt  mɔn æ-qut 

 cook.pf-3f.sg  who def-food  

‘Who cooked the food?’ 

 

 b. mɔn ṭəbx-ɔt  æ-qut 

  who cook.pf-3f.sg  def-food  

‘Who cooked the food?’ 

  
This marker ðə- is a reduced form of the third masculine singular demonstrative 

ðuməh. The relative particle ðə- is attested with the sentential initial wh-subject. The 

particle could prefix a verb as (4.12) illustrates. However, the particle is not possible 

when the subject is post-verbal, as (4.12.c) illustrates.  

 

(4.12) a. mɔn ðə-ʃnɔh  əɣə-i  

who ðə-see.pf.3m.sg brother-my  

‘Who is it that saw my brother?’ 

 

b. mɔn ðə-lbud  sæd   

 who ðə-hit.pf.3m.sg Saad  
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‘Who is it that hit Saad?’ 

 

c. *ðə-lbud  mɔn sæd 
ðə-hit.pf.3m.sg who Saad 
Meant:‘Who is it that hit Saad?’ 

 
A questioned subject may also be right-dislocated, giving VOS order. The fact 

that it is right-dislocated is suggested by the fact that it in a negative question it must 

occur to the right of negation, which is otherwise sentence-final.  

(4.13) a. ṭəbx-ɔt  æ-qut  mɔn    

  cook.pf-3f.sg  def-food who  

  ‘Who cooked the food?’ 

 

b. ṭəbx-ɔt  æ-qut     la mɔn   

 cook.pf-3f.sg  def-food  neg who  

 ‘Who didn’t cook the food?’  

 

c. *ṭəbx-ɔt  æ-qut  mɔn la 

 cook.pf-3f.sg  def-food who no 

 Meant:‘Who didn’t cook the food?’ 

 
Finally, I want to note that in subject position, sometimes the wh-word mo:n is 

realized as mo:nə. I have not been able to investigate fully to determine the nature of 

this variation.  

(4.14) a. mɔnə wajdə   hæθan 

who  know.pf.3m.sg what 

‘Who knew what?’ 

 

 b. mɔnə hət  tə-ɣɔrəb 

who  you.m.sg   imp.2m-know 

‘Whom do you know?’ 
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  c. hət  tə-ɣɔrəb  mɔnə 

you.m.sg   imp.2m-know  who 

‘Whom do you know?’ 

 

4.4.2 Direct Objects 

Direct objects in Mehri can be questioned in situ. No movement to the front of the 

clause is necessary. Also, in both (4.15a,b), the subject could follow the verb and 

precede the object, yielding VSO order:  

(4.15) a. fəṭməh ṭəbx-ut æ-qut  

  Fatimah cook.pf-3f.sg the-food  

  ‘Fatimah cooked the food.’ 

 

 b. fəṭməh ṭəbx-ut hæʃən 

  Fatimah cook.pf-3f.sg what 

  ‘What did Fatima cook?’ 

 

 c. ṭəbx-ut fəṭməh hæʃən 

  cook.pf-3f.sg Fatimah what 

  ‘What did Fatima cook?’ 

 
However, the wh-word may also be fronted. Note the optional relative marker ðə- 

in (4.16c):  

 

(4.16) a.  hæʃən  ṭəbx-ut fəṭməh 

  what    cook.pf-3f.sg Fatimah 

  ‘What did Fatima cook?’    

 

 b. hæʃən  fəṭməh ṭəbx-ut 

What    Fatimah cook.pf-3f.sg  
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  ‘What did Fatima cook?’    

 

 c. hæʃən ðə-fəṭməh ṭəbx-ut 

What   ðə-Fatimah cook.pf-3f.sg  

  ‘What did Fatima cook?’ 

 
The wh-word may also occur in the intermediate position between the verb and 

subject when the verb is in initial position and the subject is sentence final. It is likely 

that in this structure, the object question is in situ, and the subject is a clause-final 

adjunct. 

(4.17)  ṭəbx-ut hait fəṭməh   

  cook.pf-3f.gs what  Fatmah  

  ‘What did she cook, Fatima?’ 

 
This data is consistent with the claim I will make in chapter 5 that Mehri is an 

optional wh-movement language, similar to Egyptian Arabic.  

4.4.3 Indirect Object 

An indirect object can be questioned in situ or fronted. Indirect objects have the 

optional prepositional prefix lə-. Interestingly, when they are question in situ, lə- is 

optional. However, when the argument is fronted, lə- is required and cannot be left out 

(4.18): 

(4.18) a. azmo-ut  fəṭməh (lə-)æ-qənujon ktawb  

  gave.pf-3f.sg  Fatimah (to)-def-children book 

  ‘Fatimah gave the children a book.’  

 

 b. azmo-ut  fəṭməh (lə-)mɔn ktawb 

  gave.pf-3f.sg  Fatimah (to-)who book  

  ‘Whom did Fatimah give the book to?’ 
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(4.19) a. lə-mɔn  ðə-azmo-ut  fəṭməh ktaib  

  to-who  ðə-gave.pf-3f.sg Fatimah  book    

  ‘To whom did Fatimah give the book?’ 

 

 b. *mɔn ðə-azmo-ut  fəṭməh ktawb  

  who ðə-gave.pf-3f.sg Fatimah book    

  Meant:‘Wo did Fatimah give the book?’ 

 
Also, the wh-word may also occur in intermediate position between the subject 

and the verb. Here, the indirect object may also be fronted with the marker ðə- cliticized 

to the verb as in (4.20b). It is likely that here the subject is topicalized. However, note 

that in (4.20b) even though the indirect object has moved, the lə- prefix is not required.  

(4.20) a. fəṭməh azmo-ut  æ-qənujon ktaib  

  Fatimah gave.pf-3f.sg  the-children book 

  ‘Fatimah gave the children a book.’ 

 

 b. fəṭməh mɔn   ðə-azmo-ut  ktaib    

  Fatimah who  ðə-gave.pf-3f.sg book 

  ‘Fatimah gave whom a book?’ 

 
4.4.4 Object of a Preposition 

Objects of prepositions in Mehri can be questioned in situ. Also, in (4.21 a,b) the 

object of a preposition may appear in the preverbal or post-verbal position, as shown 

below: 

(4.21) a. mħəməd nuka   mən ə-suq 

  Mohammed came.pf.3m.sg from def-market 

‘Mohammed came from the market.’ 

 

b. mən ə-suq   nuka   mħmad   

  from def-market  came.pf.3m.sg Mohammed  
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‘Mohammed came from the market.’ 

 

c. mən ə-suq  mħəməd nuka     

  from def-market Mohammed  came.pf.3m.sg   

‘Mohammed came from the market.’ 

 

 d. mħəməd nuka   mən ħuh 

  Mohammed came.pf.3m.sg from where 

‘Where did Mohammed come from?’  

 

 e. nuka   mħəməd mən ħuh 

  came.pf.3m.sg Mohammed from where 

‘Where did Mohammed come from?’  

 
In addition to appearing in situ, a question word that is part of a prepositional 

phrase can also be fronted. However, the preposition cannot be stranded. Rather, the 

whole phrase must be fronted: 

(4.22) a. mɛn   ħuh mħəməd nuka   

  from  where Mohammed came.pf.3m.sg  

‘Where did Mohammed come from?’ 

 

b. mən   ħuh nuka   mħəməd      

  from  where came.pf.3m.sg  Mohammed   

‘Where did Mohammed come from?’ 

 
Interestingly, the head of the object of preposition may appear with the marker 

ðə-cliticized to it. In this case, it must precede the verb, suggesting it has been fronted.    

(4.23) a. ðə-mən ħuh nuka   mħəməd   

  ðə-from where came.pf.3m.sg Mohammed 

‘Where did Mohammed come from?’   
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b. mħəməd ðə-mən ħuh nuka   

  Mohammed ðə-from where came.pf.3m.sg  

‘Where did Mohammed come from?’  

 

 c. *nuka   ðə-mən ħuh mħəməd    

  came.pf.3m.sg   ðə-from where Mohammed   

Meant:‘Where did Mohammed come from?’  

 

(4.24) a. mɛn   ħuh mħəməd nuka   

  from  where Mohammed came.pf.3m.sg  

‘Where did Mohammed come from?’  

 

b. mən    ħuh ðə-nuka  mħəməd 

  From  where ðə-came.pf.3m.sg  Mohammed   

‘Where did Mohammed come from?’  

 

The same facts hold if the prepositional phrase is an argument of the verb:  

 

(4.25) a. mħəməd   ʃəl   ʔ-xəṭ  mən fəṭməh 

 Mohammed take.pf.3m.sg def-letter from Fatimah 

 ‘Mohammed received the letter from Fatimah.’ 

 

b. mən  mɔn  mħəməd ʃəl   ʔ-xəṭ 

 from  who Mohammed take.pf.3m.sg def-letter 

 ‘Who did Mohammed receive the letter from?’ 

 

c. mħəməd   ʃəl   ʔ-xəṭ   mən  mɔn 

 Mohammed take.pf.3m.sg def-letter  from  who 

 ‘Who did Mohammed receive the letter from?’ 
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4.4.5 Verbless Sentences 

Mehri allows a variety of verbless sentences composed of a subject and a non-

verbal predicate. Such sentences may include predicates which are nominal, adjectival, 

or prepositional phrases as well as deictics. Just as in non-question environments, the 

copula is optional. This copula agrees with the subject in gender and in number and is 

identical to the third person personal pronouns in Mehri. Similar facts hold for Hebrew 

(see Katz 1997). When the subject is a question word, the masculine form of the 

pronoun is always used. Furthermore, word order in these constructions is more fixed, 

with the subject preceding the predicate. This holds in the interrogatives as well. Below I 

present a variety of verbless sentences in which the subject is questioned:  

(4.26) a. æ-bajt  ʃɔx wijən    

  def-house big.m very 

  ‘The house is very big.’ 

 

b. hæθan (hih) ʃɔx wijən 

  what  cop.m big very 

  ‘What is very big?’ 

 

(4.27) a. mɔn bɔmh 

who  here 

‘Who is here?’ 

 

b. mɔn ħəlkməh 

who  there 

‘Who is there?’ 

 

c. mɔn bajr 

who  out 

‘Who is outside?’ 
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(4.28) a. mɔn θər-is 

who  after-her 

‘Who is after her?’ 

 

b. mɔn nxəl-hə  

who  under-him 

‘Who is his wife?’ ‘Lit.: ‘Who is under him?’  

 

(4.29) a. bərk-əh ʃi:waɔṭ 

in-it  fire 

‘There is a fire.’ 

 

 b. hæʃən bərk-əh  

what in-it  

‘What was there?’ 

 

(4.30) a.  ðajməh sɛh fəṭməh ðə-ɣajt æli 

this.f  she Fatimah of-sister Ali 

‘This is Fatimah, the sister of Ali.’ 

 

b.  mɔn ðuməh 

who  this.m 

‘Who is this?’ 

 

Even in verbless sentences, however, the relative marker ðə- can be optionally 

present:  

(4.31) mɔn ðə-bṭaj  

who  ðə-late 

‘Who is (the one who is ) late?’ 
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Before we move on, it is befitting to introduce the particle bər since it occurs in 

many verbless sentences This particle is commonly used with an approximate meaning 

of ‘already’, conveying an aspectual quality of completion. It may occur with verbs or 

alone (presumably with a null copula). This particle sometimes attested with another 

particle wajq’a ‘happen’, which functions as a kind of copula in some contexts:  

 
(4.32) a. æli bər nokaʕ   

Ali be come.pf.3m.sg 

‘Ali (already) came.’ 

 

b. æli bər-wiqə  mʕalm   

Ali be-was.3m.sg teacher 

‘Ali has been a teacher.’ 

 
c. bər-wəq-ut ri-it  bərk xajm-t   

be-was-3f.sg snake-f in tent-f 

‘There was a snake in the tent.’ 

 
The same particle bər could also be used to mean ‘become’. In this case, 

agreement suffix is attested.  

 
(4.33) a. æli wajqə  q’anun wə-ðə-bər-əh   ɣajq 

Ali was.3m.sg child  and-ðə-become.pf-3m.sg man 

‘Ali was a child and he became a man.’ 

 
b. æli wajqə   fukəl wə-ðə-bər-əh   b-əfaj-t  

Ali happen.pf.3m.sg sick and-ðə-become.pf-3m.sg with-health-f 

‘Ali was sick and he became healthy.’ 

  
The particle bər is used with interrogative constructions. Examples demonstrate 

that bər is used with no suffix when it occurs in verbal sentences and it is used with 
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suffix in non-verbal sentence. bər in (4.34b) means ‘become’. Note that when there is 

another verb in the sentence as in (4.34a), the structure remains grammatical without it. 

This particle deserves more research in order to more full investigate its properties..  

 
(4.34) a. mɔn  (bər) əṣudaq  jəmʃəh  

who  be donate.pf.3m.sg yesterday  

‘Who donated yesterday?’ 

 

 b. Ali bər-əh    haʃɛn 

  Ali become.pf-3m.sg what 

‘What did Ali become?’ 

 

c. haʃɛn bər-wiqə 

Ali be-happen.pf.3m.sg 

‘What happended?’ 

 
 

It is also possible for a question word to function as the predicate in a verbless 

sentence.  

(4.35) a. Ali bər-əh   ɣaiʤ 

  Ali become.pf-3m.sg man 

‘Ali became a man.’ 

 

 b. bər-əh   Ali haʃɛn 

  become.pf-3m.sg Ali what 

‘What did Ali become?’  

 

 c. Ali bər-əh    haʃɛn 

  Ali become.pf-3m.sg what 

‘What did Ali become?’ 
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The wh-word may also occur in intermediate position between the verb and 

subject when the verb is initial position and the subject is sentence final. Also, the wh-

word could also occur in intermediate position between the subject and the verb when 

the subject is initial position and the verb is sentence final. Interestingly, in these 

sentences, the cliticized ðə- is not observed even when the question word is fronted.   

(4.36) a. Ali haʃɛn  bər-əh  

  Ali what  become.pf-3m.sg 

‘What did Ali become?’ 

 

 a. bər-əh   haʃɛn  Ali  

  become.pf-3m.sg what  Ali  

‘What did Ali become?’ 

 
However, the wh-word may also be fronted. In that case, the subject must follow 

the verb, unlike in verbal sentences. Even here, the relative marker is not possible:  

(4.37) a. haʃɛn  bər-əh   Ali   

  What become.pf-3m.sg Ali     

‘What did Ali become?’  

 

b. haʃɛn   Ali bər-əh     

  What  Ali become.pf-3m.sg    

‘What did Ali become?’ 

 

 c. *haʃɛn ðə-bər-əh   Ali   

  What ðə-become.pf-3m.sg Ali     

Meant:‘What did Ali become?’  
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4.4.6 Possessors 

In this section I examine how possessors can be questioned in Mehri. There are 

three methods for indicating possession in Mehri. One is possessive suffixes, used for 

personal possession only and described in chapter 3. The other two correlate with what 

are known in the Semitic literature as the ‘free state’ and ‘construct state’ see (Borer 

1996). Below I describe each of these constructions briefly, showing that only in the 

Free State possessive construction can the possessor or possessed NP be questioned.  

Possessive suffixes are suffixes attached to a noun to indicate its possessor. 

These suffixes indicate the number and gender of the possessor. However, they are 

only used for personal possession, as show in (4.38b).   

(4.38) a. ðuməh  hih bajt-əh 

  this.m   he house-pos.3m.sg 

‘This is his house.’  

 

b. *ðuməh  hih  ṣaleħ bait-əh 

 this.m   is  Saleħ house-pos.3m.sg 

 Meant:‘This is Saleh’s house.’   

 
Possessive suffixes also occur as resumptive items when the possessor is 

questioned and extracted.    

(4.39) a. mɔn   ðə-ʃin-ək    æ-bait-əh 

  who ðə-see.pf-2m.sg def-house-pos.3m.sg   

‘Who did you see his house?’  

  

b. mɔn  ðə-ʃin-ək         hə-bær-əh 
who   ðə-see.pf-2m.sg    def-camel.pl-pos.3m.sg   
‘Who did you see his camels?’ 
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Possessive suffixes are also used in constructions in which the possessor has 

been moved for relativization, in order to resume the possessor.  

(4.40) a. ʔ-ɣəʤit ðajk  ðə-ħaib-əs bər-ħɨl      bɔməh ʃəfɨq-ɔt  æɣ-i  

  def-girl  that.f ðə-father-3fs was-live  here     marry.pf-3f.sg  brother-my 

‘The girl whose father lives here is married to my brother.’ 

 

b. ħasan    ks:uh æ-katub  ðək      ð-huh  qur-k           æ-ktub-əh 

Hassan met.pf.3m.sg  def-writer that.m ð-I       read.pf-1sg def-book-3m.sg 

‘Hassan met the writer whose book I had read.’ 

 
In the so-called ‘construct state’ possessive constructions, the possessed NP 

immediately precedes the possessor NP. As noted for construct state possessives in 

Arabic and Hebrew (Ritter, 1991 and Siloni 1997, Benmamoun, 2000), the possessed NP may 

bear the definite article, but the possessor NP may not. In the so-called ‘free state,’ the 

possessed and possessor are linked by a linking morpheme. This marker is identical to 

the relative marker we have seen in fronting and relatives above, namely ðə-. 

(4.41) a. ðajməh  æ-q’ut    ðə-æ-ɣajʤ  Free State 

  this.f    def-food    ðə-def-man 

  ‘This food is the man’s.’   

 

 b. ðajməh q’ut   æ-ɣajʤ  Construct State  

  this.f        food   def-man 

  ‘This is the man’s food’  

 
Constituents cannot be questioned in the construct state, as the data in (4.42a,c) 

below shows. However, it can be questioned in situ in the Free State, as in (4.42b, d).  

(4.42) a. *ðajməh æ-q’ut  mɔn     

  this.f   def-food who 

  Meant:‘Whose food is this?’ 
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 b. æ-q’ut  ðə-mɔnə ðajməh    

  def-food ðə-who this.f     

  ‘Whose food is this?’ 

 

 c. *ðajməh æ-ɣəʤnut mɔn      

  this.f   def-girl who  

  Meant:‘Whose girl is this?’  

 

 d. æ-ɣəʤnut  æðə-mɔnə ðajməh     

  def-girl ðə-what  this.f    

  ‘Whose girl is this?’ 

 
 
4.4.7 Questioning Arguments in Embedded Clauses 

In this section I discuss the questioning of an argument in an embedded clause. 

First, it is important to note that arguments may be questioned in situ in embedded 

clauses. In (4.43), the same marker ðə- is uses as a sentential complementizer with 

finite embedded clauses.  

(4.43) a. ħasən  æmɔr  ðə-fəṭməh ṭəbx-ɔt æq-ut  

  Hassan say.pf.3m.sg ðə-Fatimah cook.pf.3f.sg def-food 

  ‘Hassan said that Fatimah cooked food.’ 

 

b. ħasən  æmɔr  ðə-fəṭməh ṭəbx-ɔt hæʃən 

 Hassan say.pf.3m.sg ðə-Fatimah cook.pf-3f.sg what  

 ‘What did Hassan say that Fatimah cooked?’ 

 
The question word may optionally be fronted, either to the front of the embedded 

clauses or the front of the entire sentence.  

(4.44) a. ħasən  æmɔr  hæʃən  ðə-fəṭməh ṭəbx-ɔt   

  Hassan say.pf.3m.sg what   ðə-Fatimah cook.pf-3f.sg   
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  ‘What did Hassan say that Fatimah cooked?’ 

  

 b. hæʃən æmɔr   ħasən  ðə-fəṭməh ṭəbx-ɔt    

  What say.pf.3m.sg Hassan ðə-Fatimah cook.pf-3f.sg  

  ‘What did Hassan say that Fatimah cooked?’   

 
Finally, a resumptive pronoun may optionally be used to resume the extracted 

argument. This is not very common when the extracted argument is inanimate (as in 

(4.45b) above); however, it is common with animate arguments. In (4.45b) below, the 

resumptive pronoun is optional.  

(4.45) a. æli jə-ħum  jə-ɣorəb      ʃqbl-ək   mɔn  

Ali imp.3m.sg-want imp.3m.sg-know meet.pf-2m.sg who  

‘Ali wants to know who did you met?’ 

 

b. æli   jə-ħum   jə-ɣorəb          mɔn ðək    ʃqbl-ək    (təh) 

Ali   imp.3m.sg-want imp.3m.sg-know who that.m meet.pf-2m.sg him 

‘Ali wants to know who that you met?’ 

 
Even inanimate objects may optionally appear with a resumptive pronoun.  

(4.46) a. fəṭməh    tə-ɣɔrəb  hæʃən ðək twɔəh(-əh)           ħməd  

Fatimah  imp.3f.sg-know   what  that.m eat.pf.3m.sg(-him)  Hamad  

‘What does Fatimah know that Hamad ate?’ 

 

b.  hæʃən tə-ɣɔrəb   fəṭməh twɔəh(-əh)  ħməd   

what  imp.3f.sg-know  Fatimah eat.pf.-3m.sg(-him)  Hamad 

‘What does Fatimah know that Hamad ate?’ 

 
When an embedded subject is questioned, it may be in situ or fronted. When 

fronted, agreement on the embedded verb serves as resumption and a separate 

pronoun is not required. However, with some verbs at least, when the question word is 
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fronted, a resumptive object pronoun may optionally appear on the matrix verb as in 

(4.47c). (4.47d) shows that the resumption is not possible when the question word is in 

situ.   

(4.47) a.  fəṭməh tə-ɣɔrəb     ðə-ħməd  twɔəh  æ-q’ut  

Fatimah imp.3f.sg-know  ðə-Hamad eat.pf.3m.sg def-food  

‘Fatimah knows Hamad ate the food.’  

 

b.  fəṭməh tə-ɣɔrəb      ðə-mɔn twɔəh  æ-q’ut  

Fatimah  imp.3f.sg-know  ðə-who eat.pf.3m.sg def-food  

‘Who does Fatimah know ate the food?’  

 

c.  mɔn  fəṭməh tə-ɣɔrəb(-əh)    twɔəh  æ-q’ut  

who  Fatimah  imp.3f.sg-know(-him) eat.pf.3m.sg def-food  

‘Who did Fatimah know ate the food?’  

 

 

d. *fəṭməh tə-ɣɔrəb-əh      mɔn  ðək twɔəh  æ-q’ut  

Fatimah  imp.3f.sg-know-him  who that.m eat.pf.3m.sg def-food  

Meant:‘Fatimah knows who that ate the food.’  

 

4.5 Questioning of Adjuncts 

Like arguments, adjuncts may be optionally questioned in situ or fronted. I have 

not systematically explored all adjunct types. However, the examples below seem to 

provide the general pattern.  

(4.48) a. xrawq    ħæmbrawtin mɛn æ-mdirs-it  kæ-dəhr   

leave.pf.3m.pl children from def-school-f with-noon  

‘The children left school at noon.’ 

 

  b.  xrawq    ħæmbrawtin mɛn æ-mdirs-it majtən   
  leave.pf.3m.pl children from def-school-f when    
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‘When did the children left school?’  

 

(4.49) a. hət      ʤir-ək        majkn ħmɔh hət       æ-ɮum-k             wajn  

you.m.sg drink.pf-2m.sg much  water you.m.sg def-thirsty-you.sg  lot 

‘You drank a lot of water; you were so thirsty.’   

 

 b. ʤir-ək   majkn mən  ħmɔh dukuh    

drink.pf-2m.sg much  from water why    

‘Why did you drink so much water?’  

 

 c. dukuh ʤir-ək   majkn  mən ħmɔh    

why drink.pf-2m.sg much  from water     

‘Why did you drink so much water?’   

 

(4.50) a. fəṭməh ʕməl-ɔt æ-krsi  bə-zæn  

Fahimah do.pf-3f.sg def-chair  from-beech  

‘Fatimah made a chair out of beech wood.’ 

  

 b. fəṭməh ʕməl-ɔt æ-krsi  hibuh 

Fahimah do.pf-3f.sg def-chair  how  

‘How did Fatimah make a chair?’ 

 

c. hibuh  ðə-aml-ɔt   fəṭməh æ-krsi    

how  ðə-do.pf-3f.sg Fahimah def-chair     

‘How did Fatimah make a chair?’ 

 
4.5.1 Adjuncts in Embedded Clauses 

Adjunct questions may generally appear at the end of the embedded clause, 

fronted to the front of the embedded clause, or fronted to the front of the whole 

sentence. When at the end of the embedded clause and at the front of the embedded 

clause, the adjunct may only take scope over the embedded clause. When it occurs at 
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the front of the sentence, the adjunct may take scope over the entire sentence or just 

the embedded clause. Thus, (4.51c) could be asking about when Mohammed left Al-

Ghaydah, but could also be asking about when Fatimah had the thought.  

(4.51) a. fəṭməh   tə-ḍənun        mħəməd     ʤhajm         hæ-ɣajḍh         majtən 

   Fatimah imp.3f.sg-think Mohammad travel.pf.3m.sg to-Ghaydah when 

‘When did Fatimah think that Mohammad traveled to Al-Ghaydah.’  

 

b. fəṭməh   tə-ḍənun          majtən mħəməd     ʤhajm   hæ-ɣajḍh  

Fatimah imp.3f.sg-think when  Mohammad travel.pf.3m.sg to-Ghaydah  

‘When did Fatimah think that Mohammad traveled to Al-Ghaydah?’ 

 

c. majtən fəṭməh   tə-ḍənun   mħəməd      ʤhajm              hæ-ɣajḍh  

when   Fatimah imp.3f.sg-think  Mohammad travel.pf.3m.sg to-Ghaydah  

‘When did Fatimah think that Mohammad traveled to Al-Ghaydah?’ 

 
4.5.2 Differences between Adjuncts and Arguments Questions 

Two interesting differences between adjuncts and argument questions have been 

observed. First, unlike in argument questions, adjunct questions that take a preposition 

in situ need not retain it in fronted position, unlike indirect object.      

(4.52) a. sijar-k  ʃi-həm  lə-ħuh 

  go.pf-2m.sg with-them.pl to-where 

  ‘Where did you go with them?’ 

 

b. (lə-)ħuh sijar-k  ʃi-həm    

to-where go.pf-2m.sg with-them.pl 

‘Where did you go with them?’ 

 

(4.53) a. azmo-ut  fəṭməh (lə-)mɔn ktawb 

  gave.pf-3f.sg  Fatimah (to-)who book  

  ‘Whom did Fatimah give the book to?’ 
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b. lə-mɔn  ðə-azmo-ut  fəṭməh ktaib  

  to-who  ðə-gave.pf-3f.sg Fatimah  book    

  ‘Fatimah gave the children a book.’ 

 

 c. *mɔn ðə-azmo-ut  fəṭməh ktawb  

  who ðə-gave.pf-3f.sg Fatimah book    

  Meant:‘Fatimah gave the children a book.’  

 

Second, while fronted wh-arguments employ the optional complementizer ðə-, 

fronted adjuncts do not. ðə is not possible in fronted adjunct questions, except in the 

case of the adjunct ‘how.’ I address this further in chapter 5:  

 
4.6 Mehri Yes/No Questions 

In this section, we will list some constructions which attested be used as Yes/No 

question. I will discuss them with examples. There are approximately six ways by which 

yes/no questions are expressed. I will show few cases illustrated with exmaples.  

4.6.1 Intonation 

Mehri indicates Yes/No questions are predominantly expressed through 

intonation. Thus, it is possible for a declarative and interrogative clause to be 

syntactically the same, the only difference being intonation. 

(4.54) a.  nokaʕ   mħəməd 

come.pf.3m.sg Mohammad 

‘Mohammad came.’ 

 

b.  nokaʕ   mħəməd 

come.pf.3m.sg Mohammad 

‘Did Mohammad come?’ 
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4.6.2 Yes/No Questions with bər 

Second is the preverbal temporal marker bər. There seems to be a preference 

for this preverbal temporal marker to appear in Yes/No questions. The particle bər ‘be’ 

may appear in non-interrogatives as well, but are not as common. They seem to be 

strongly preferred in interrogatives, though the sentence is not ungrammatical without 

them. This is the only yes/no particle that allows agreement. 

(4.55) a. (bər) nokaʕ   wlid 

be come.pf.3m.sg Waleed 

‘Did Waleed come?’ 

 

b. *(bər) wlid   nokaʕ  

be Waleed come.pf.3m.sg  

Meant:‘Did Waleed come?’ 

 

c. bər-ək  nuk   mħəməd   

be-2m.sg come.pf.3m.sg Mohammad   

‘Did Mohammad come?’ 

 
4.6.3 Yes/No Questions with ʃə- 

First, data shows that ʃə- has five different meanings. It could be used to mean 

‘somehting’, ‘anything’ or just a marker for a question. Also, this particle is attested to 

mean ‘have’, with’ and ‘become’. Below examples illustrate that.  

In our discussion in section (3.4.1.4), we indicated that the basic meaning of this 

particle ʃə- is ‘thing’, where it co-occurs with kəl ‘every’. This particle is also used in 

some Arabic dialects such as in Lebaneas Arabic (see Aoun et al. 2010: 67). 

(4.56) a. kəl ʃi  həstaw   

every thing perfect  

‘Every thing is perfect.’ 
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b. tow-əm kəl ʃi   

eat.pf-3m.pl every thing  

‘They ate every thing.’ 

 

The second meaning of this particle is ‘have’, and it is possible to co-occur with 

the negative quantifier as illustrated below.  

 
 (4.57) a. hih ʃi  lə ər fərhain  

he have no but horse  

‘He has nothing except a horse.’ 

 

b. huh ʃi  lə ʃi hərq-it  

I have no thing speech-f  

‘I don’t have any speech.’ Lit.:‘I don’t have anything to say.’ 

 

c. ʃi  draihəm la  

 have money no  

‘I don’t have any money.’ 

 

The third meaning of the particle ʃi is ‘with’. This preposition is attested with the 

negative particle ʃi, and thy give the basic meaning of ‘anything’.   

(4.58) a. ʃi-ki  ʃi    

with-me nothing  

‘I don’t have anything with me.’  

 
b. hih ʃi-n  la wə-hih  ʃi-həm  la    

he with-us no and-he with-them.m no  

‘He is not with us and he is not with them.’ 
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However, this quantifier particle ʃə- is also recognized used as a negative yes/no 

questions to express a negative polarity particle ‘any’. Example (4.59a) shows that it is 

associated with the particle ʃ- which means ‘with’.  

(4.59) a. ʃu-k   ʃi  ħmuh  

with-you.m.sg any water 

‘Do you have any water?’ 

 

b. ʃi  rəħm-ajt ə-jmɔh 

any rain-f  def-today 

‘Is there any rain today?’ 

 

c. ʃi  tə-ægu:b  tə-q’rʔ   bə-ħmɔh 

any imp.2m.sg-love imp.2m.sg-drink with-water 

‘Do you like to drink any water?’  

 

d. kas-kəm  ʃi  jə-ʃ-tiw  

with-you.m.pl  any imp-pas-eat  

‘Is there anything eatable with you?’  

 

Here, we will see some examples of wh-interrogatives with the particle ʃi joined by 

agreement pronouns. As examples illustrate that this particle occupies different 

positions of the clause. This particle may occur between the question word and the 

negation particle.  

 

(4.60) a. mɔn ʃi-n   la  

 who with-us no  

‘Who is not with us?’ 

 

b. ʃi-n   mɔn  la  
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 with-us  who  no  

‘Who is not with us?’ 

 

c. mɔn ʃə-h  lə ər fərhain  

who with-him no but horse  

‘Who has nothing but a horse?’ 

 
 

Finally, this particle is tested againsed adjunct wh-phrase. Examples obtained 

show the particle with resumptive pronoun.  

 

(4.61) a. (lə-)ħuh sijar-k  ʃi-həm    

to-where go.pf-2m.sg with-them.m.pl 

‘Where did you go with them?’ 

 

b. sijar-k  ʃi-həm   lə-ħuh 

  go.pf-2m.sg with-them.m.pl to-where 

  ‘Where did you go with them?’  

 
c.  ʃəxbr-i         ʃi-ki  kɛm gohər   hət     wə-hæm-ək  

ask.pf.3m.sg-me with-me  how camels you.m.sg  and-mother-your 

‘He asked me how many camels do you and your mother have?’ 

 

 
4.6.4 Yes/No Questions with wə-la 

We know from facts shown in examples (4.62) that negation with la in Mehri is 

placed at the sentence-final.  

 
(4.62) a. fəṭməh ṭəbx-ut æ-qut  la 

  Fatimah cook.pf-3f.sg the-food no  

  ‘Fatimah did not cook the food.’ 
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b. *fəṭməh ṭəbx-ut la  æ-qut   

  Fatimah cook.pf-3f.sg no the-food  

  Meant:‘Fatimah cooked the food.’ 

 

c. ṭəbx-ɔt  æ-qut     la mɔn   

 cook.pf-3f.sg  def-food  no who  

 ‘Who didn’t cook the food?’  

 
d. ṭəbx-ɔt  æ-qut     mɔn  la    

 cook.pf-3f.sg  def-food  who  no   

 ‘Who didn’t cook the food?’  

 
Lets now address wə-la which is rare among all other question particles. It is 

located only in sentence initial position, and it is used with negated yes/no questions 

with the close meaning to ‘and not’ or ‘Didn’t’. It is similar to Najdi Arabic negated 

question ‘maa’. Multiple questions with wə-la is possible.  

(4.63) a. wə-la  ʃin-k  qwair-i 

and-not see.pf-2m.sg neighbor-my  

‘Did you see my neighbor?’  

 

b. wə-la  ʃi wəd-k   ʃiwawṭ  ə-jmɔh 

and-not any know.pf-2m.sg fire  def-today  

‘Didn’t you know anything about the fire today?’  

 
 

c. wə-la  wəd-k    majtən noka      æ-ḍajf  

and-not know.pf-2m.sg when  come.pf.3m.sg def-guest  

‘Didn’t you know when did the guest come?’  
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4.6.5 Yes/No Questions with wəlla-la 

Data shows that wəlla-la is located at the sentence final position. The best 

translation for this compound is ‘or not’ or ‘or else?’. 

 (4.64) a. heit hmʃ-ti  wəla-la 

you.f hear.pf-2f.sg or-not 

‘Did you hear or not?’  

 

b. tə-ʤhmai   ʃi-n  kwait wəla-la 

imp.2f.sg-trave with-us Kuwait or-not 

‘Are you coming with us to Kuwait or not?’  

 

c. hət ʔxalj-ək  ʔ-tajθ-ək  wəla-la 

you.m divorce.pf-2m.sg def-woman-your  or-not 

‘Did you divorce your wife or not?’  

 
4.6.6 Tag Questions 

Whenever the particle ʔh is placed at the end of the clause, then it questions the 

truthfulness of a statement. I do not have this particule attested in clause-initial position. 

The basic meaning of this particle is ‘right?’ or ‘yes?’. 

(4.65) a. ħanbrutn fəl-əm  ʔh 

kid.pl            run.pf-3m.pl right 

‘The kids run away, right?’ 

 

b. fəl-əm  ħanbrutn ʔh 

run.pf-3m.pl kid.pl            right 

‘The kids run away, right?’ 

 

c. fəṭməh ṭəbxai-tə  ħa-jriz   ʔh 

Fatimah cook-fut.3f.sg def-food right 

‘Fatimah will cook the food, right?’  
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d *ʔh   ħanbrutn fəl-əm 

right    kid.pl  run.pf-3m.pl  

Meant:‘The kids run away, right?’ 

 

 
When the negative particle la appears at the end of question, it functions as a 

negative question marker.  

(4.66) a. hih  məlajk  la 

he  king  no 

‘Isn’t he the king?’  

 

 b. ðuməh gid la 

this.m   good no  

‘Isn’t this good?’  

 

4.7 Conclusion 

This section has provided an overview of several constructions in which a 

constituent of the sentence is questioned. Also, I provided an in-depth description of 

Mehri interrogative wh-phrases with a concentration on BZ dialect. Wh-argument and 

wh-adjunct questions were examined, and I provided a discussion about the difference 

between them.     
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CHAPTER 5 
ANALYZING WH-FRONTING IN MEHRI 

5.1 Wh-Movement or Not? 

In chapter four, I illustrated that questioned arguments and adjuncts in Mehri may 

be fronted (resumed by an optional pronoun) or left in situ. In this chapter, I offer a 

theoretical analysis of the data in a generative (Minimalist) framework. At the center of 

the analysis is the question of whether or not fronting of question words in Mehri is an 

example of wh-movement or not. I argue that these structures do not involve movement, 

but rather license interrogatives via unselective binding in the sense of Pesetsky (1987). 

Following Soltan’s (2011, 2012) analysis of optional fronting in Egyptian Arabic, I show 

that Mehri questions are insensitive to islands, suggesting movement is not involved. I 

then argue that fronted argument questions in Mehri are examples of (sometimes 

covert) clefting structures rather than wh-movement. Fronted adjuncts, on the other 

hand, do not involve clefting but instead involve topicalization.  

5.2 Optional Wh-Fronting 

It is well-known that languages vary in whether or not they require movement of 

questioned words. For example, English requires such movement while Chinese does 

not (see for example Baker (1970) for English and Huang (1982); R. Cheng (1984); 

Kuroda (1986) and Cheng, 1997 for Chinese). Other languages, however, seem to 

allow for optional wh-movement, in Examples such as Egyptian Arabic (EA) and Bahasa 

Indonesian (BI), French as in Pesetsky (1993), Aoun and Li (1993). The wh-word can 

come at the beginning of the clause or remain in-situ. Like Mehri, EA is a Semitic 

language with optional wh- fronting. Consider the following examples. All EA examples 

are from Soltan (2012) unless otherwise noted.  
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(5.1)  a.  ʔinta  šuft   miin  ʔimbaariħ  

you  see.pf.2m.sg who  yesterday 

‘Who did you see yesterday?’ 

 

b.  miin  (huwwa)  ʔilli  ʔinta  šuft-uh   ʔimbaariħ? 

Who  cop.3m.sg comp  you  see.pf.2m.sg-obj  yesterday 

‘Who is it that you saw yesterday?’ 

 

Interrogative Strategies in Mehri. As discussed in chapter 4, Mehri uses two 

strategies in question formation: The wh-word may appear in-situ in their argument 

position as in (5.2.a) or fronted in a left peripheral position with an optional resumptive 

pronoun as shown in example (5.2.b).    

(5.2) a.  hət  ʃin-ək  mɔn  jəmʃəh  

  you.m.sg  see.pf-2m.sg who yesterday  

‘Who did you see yesterday?’  

 

b. mɔn  ðə-ʃin-ək  (təh) jəmʃəh  

who  ðə-see.pf-2m.sg him yesterday  

‘Who did you see yesterday?’ 

 

The question is how interrogative words are licensed in Mehri. A common 

assumption is that interrogatives can be licensed via movement: overt movement in the 

case of wh-moved interrogatives and covert movement in the case of in-situ 

interrogatives. Another option for licensing interrogatives, however, is the mechanism of 

unselective binding (Pesetsky 1987). In such cases, an interrogative can be licensed by 

a (often null) interrogative operator that binds it from a c-commanding position. No 

movement is required.  

(5.3)  [CP OPi [TP… wh-phrasei … ]] 
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Deciding between these two possible analyses requires figuring out whether 

movement is involved in the Mehri interrogative structures we are considering. I tackle 

this in the next section.  

5.3 Against a Movement Analysis for Optional Wh-Movement in Mehri 

In this section, I follow closely the approach of Soltan (2011, 2012) in his 

examination of optional wh-movment in Egyptian Arabic. I conclude that, like EA, Mehri 

does not license interrogatives via movement, but rather than unselective binding. I do 

this by showing that Mehri lacks island sensitivity as well as intervention effects that 

would be expected if Mehri wh-fronting involved licensing via movement.  

Since Ross (1967), sensitivity to islands has been used as a strong diagnostic for 

the presence of movement in a derivation. If a structural dependency is sensitive to 

islandhood, it is typically diagnosed as involving movement. If the sensitivity is lacking, 

then movement is not involved. As the data below illustrate, Mehri does not exhibit 

island sensitivity in in situ or fronted interrogative clauses. Facts show that Mehri allows 

in-situ wh-phrases to occur inside islands. Here we examine complex NP islands (5.4), 

adjunct islands (5.5), subject islands (5.6), and coordinated structure islands (5.7). The 

acceptability of the following examples shows that wh-arguments are insensitive to 

islands.  

Complex NP Island.  

(5.4) a. hət  ʃqabl-ək   ʔ-ɣəgit ðajk  ðə-ʃəfq-ut  mɔn 

you.m.sg  meet.pf-2m.sg def-girl that.f  ðə-marry.pf-3f.sg who  

‘Whoi did you meet the girl that got married to himi?’  

 

b. hət      həm-ək         ʔ-xbair ðə-fəṭməh   məh-ʃəfq-tə  mɔn 
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you.m.sg hear.pf-2m.sg def-news ðə-Fatimah  fut-marry-3f.sg who  

‘Whoi did you hear the news that Fatimah will marry himi?’   

  

Adjunct Island 

(5.5) a. fəṭməh gəhm-ut    fənwi ħməd   jə-ʃini   mɔn 

Fatimah  travel.pf-3f.sg before Hamad imp.3m.sg-meet who   

‘Whoi did Fatimah travel before Hamad met himi?’  

 

b. ħməd   nɣm-unæ   həm ʔ-qṣaud  ʔʃənj      mɔn 

Hamad angry-fut.3f.sg if def-poet  meet.pf.3m.sg mɔn  

‘Whoi will Hamad be angry if the poet met himi?’   

 

Subject Island 

(5.6) ʔ-ɣrui   bə-mɔn  jə-hə-nɣɔm   ʔ-qṣaud       

def-speech  of-who imp-3m.sg-hə-annoy  def-poet    

‘Whoi did the talk about himi upset the poet?’  

 

Coordination structures   

(5.7) hət  ʃin-ək  fəṭməh wə-mɔn   bərk ħəfl-əh      

you.m.sg  see.pf-2m.sg Fatimah  and-who in party-f     

‘Whoi did you see Fatimah and himi at the party?’   

 

In the examples with fronting, a resumptive pronoun appears within the island, 

resuming the fronted wh-word. The following examples are all grammatical:15  

Island complex NP.  

(5.8) a. mɔn  ðək  hət       ʃqabl-ək          ʔ-ɣəgit  ðajk  ðə-ʃəfq-t-əh  

who  that.m you.m.sg meet.pf-2m.sg def-girl that.f   ðə-marry.pf-3f.sg-him 

‘Whoi is it that you meet the girl that got married to himi?’  

 

                                            
15 The resumptive pronoun is optional, but strongly preferred with animate NPs. It is typically absent with 
an inanimate wh-NP.  
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b.    mɔn  ðək    hət          həm-ək            ʔ-xbair     ðə-fəṭməh   mə-ʃfq-t-əh  

                 who that.m you.m.sg hear.pf-2m.sg def-news ðə-Fatimah fut-marry-3f.sg-him 

‘Whoi is it that you heard the news that Fatimah will get married to himi?’   

  

Adjunct Island 

(5.9) a. mɔn ðək   fəṭməh gəhm-ut   fənwi     ħməd     jə-ʃqəbl-əh   

who that.m  Fatimah travel.pf-3f.sg before  Hamad  imp.3m.sg-mee-him   

‘Whoi was it that Fatimah traveled before Hamad meets himi?’  

 

b. mɔn  ðək     ħməd      ənɣmu-nə         həm ʔ-qṣaud    ʃqəbl-əh 

who that.m Hamad   angery-fut.3f.sg if      def-poet   meet.pf.3m.sg-him  

‘Whoi is it that Hamad will be angry if the poet met himi?’  

 

Subject Island 

(5.10) mɔn  ðək     ʔ-ɣrui   bə-əh  jə-hə-nɣɔm   ʔ-qṣaud      

who  that.m def-speech  of-him  imp.3m.sg-hə-annoy  def-poet 

‘Whoi is it that the talk about himi upset the poet?’  

 

Coordination structures 

(5.11) mɔn  ðək      hət          ðə-ʃin-tək    təh  hih wə-fəṭməh bərk ħəfl-əh  

who  that.m  you.m.sg   ðə-see.pf-2m.sg him  he  and-Fatimah in     party-f     

‘Whoi was it that you saw Fatimah and himi at the party?’   

 

The lack of island sensitivity in Mehri suggests that movement is not involved in 

the wh-fronting structures, nor is covert movement involved in in situ structures. Rather, 

another mechanism must be responsible for licensing these interrogatives.  

Another diagnostic test for movement involves certain intervention effects as 

argued by Beck (1996) and used by Soltan (2012) for EA. According to Beck (1996) and 

Beck & Kim (1997), wh-movement is ‘blocked’ when a scope-bearing phrase such as 

negation or quantificational c-commands the wh-phrase and prevent LF (or overt) wh-
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movement which then result in a syntactic ill-formedness. For example, in (5.12a) the 

German negative word niemanden ‘nobody’ c-commands the wh-phrase wo ‘where.’ 

The result is ungrammatical. 

(5.12) a. *Wer  hat niemanden wo angetroffen 

who has nobody where met     

Meant:‘Who didn’t meet anybody where?’  

  

b. Wer  hat wo  niemanden angetroffen  

who has where nobody met     

‘Who didn’t meet anybody where?’  Beck (1996:6) 

 

Similarly, Beck and Kim (1997) show that in Korean sentences with expressions 

such as man ‘only’ and to ‘also’ are degraded when they c-commad wh-in-situ phrases. 

The assumption is that they cause an intervention effect with LF movement of the 

interrogative phrases. The same sentences are improved, however, if the wh-

expressions are scrambled to the left of the intervener, moving out of its scope. Data 

adopted from (Kim 2001: 5).  

(5.13)  a.  ?*Minsu-man nwuku-lûl manna-ss-ni? 

Minsu-only who-acc meet-Past-Q 

Meant:‘Who did only Minsu meet?’ 

 

b. nuku-lûli Minsu-man ti manna-ss-ni? 

who-acc Minsu-only  meet-Past-Q 

‘Who did only Minsu meet?’ 

 

(5.14)  a.  ?*Minsu-to  nuku-lûl manna-ss-ni? 

Minsu-also who-acc meet-Past-Q 

Meant:‘Who did Minsu, too, meet?’ 
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b. nuku-lûli Minsu-to  ti manna-ss-ni? 

who-acc Minsu-also   meet-Past-Q 

‘Who did Minsu, too, meet?’ 

 

Similar effects are noted in Vietnamese (see Bruening and Tran 2006). Soltan 

(2012) shows that such effects do not arise in Egyptian Arabic, strongly suggesting that 

movement is not involved in EA interrogative constructions. Data (5.15) are adopted 

from Soltan (2012:108). 

(5.15) a. maħammad  bass  ħa-yi’a:bil  mi:n?  

Mohammad only fut-meet.ipfv.3sgm who 

‘Who will only Mohammad meet?’  

 

b. maħammad  barḍuh  ħa-yi’a:bil  mi:n?  

Mohammad also  fut-meet.ipfv.3sgm who 

‘Who will Mohammad also meet?’  

 

Mehri exhibits facts similar to EA. The expected intervention effects seen in 

German and Korean above do not arise. For example, it is possible for an in situ wh 

phrase to be c-commanded by scope-bearing expressions such as the quantifier kəl 

‘all.’  

(5.16) a. kəl ɣigin ʃum  xlig     

Every boy sell.pf.3m.sg garment    

‘Everybody sold a cloth.’  

 

 b. kəl ɣigin ʃum  hæʃən 

Every boy sell.pf.3m.sg what   

‘Everybody sold what?’   
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 c. hæʃən ðək ðə-kəl  ɣigin ʃəm-əh        

what  that.m ðə-every boy sell.pf.3m.sg-it  

‘What is it that everybody sold?’ 

 
Such blocking is also absent with other expressions such as bəs ‘only’ wṭkəməh 

‘also’ as shown below: 

(5.17) a. ħməd   bəs məh-kurm    əɣ-əh   

  Hamad only fut.3m.sg-honor brother-his 

‘Hamad will only honor his brother.’  

 

b. ħməd   bəs məh-kurm    mɔn    

 Hamad only fut.3m.sg-honor who  

‘Who will only Hamad honor?’  

 

c. mɔn   ðək ħməd   bəs məh-kɛrm-təh  

 who that.m Hamad only fut.3m.sg-honor-him  

‘Who is it that only Hamad will honor?’  
 

(5.18) a. ħməd   wṭkəməh məh-kurm       əɣ-əh  

 Hamad also  fut.3m.sg-honor    brother-his 

‘Hamad will also honor his brother.’  

 

b. ħməd   wṭkəməh məh-kurm         mɔn    

 Hamad also  fut.3m.sg-honor   who 

‘Who will Hamad also honor?’  

 

c. mɔn   ðək ħməd   wṭkəmh məh-kɛrm–təh 

 Who that.m Hamad also  fut.3m.sg-honor-him  

‘Who is it that Hamad will also honor?’  

 
Together with the lack of sensitivity to islands, the lack of intervention effects 

strongly suggestion that Mehri interrogatives are not licensed via movement. Instead, I 
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suggest, following Soltan’s (2012) analysis of EA, that interrogatives in Mehri are base-

generated in their fronted position and licensed via unselective binding.  

5.4 A Non-Movement Analysis 

In the unselective binding analysis, a null wh-operator base generated at the left 

edge of the derivation binds wh-words present in the clause, whether these are in situ or 

generated in a fronted position, giving them scope over the clause. Soltan (2012:109) 

adopts the following structures for unselective binding in EA. In (5.19a), the operator 

binds an in situ wh-phrase. In (5.19b) the wh-phrase has been fronted in a cleft 

structure. The wh-operator binds the fronted wh-phrase, which in turn binds a 

resumptive pronoun lower in the clause.   

(5.19)  a.  In-situ (arguments/adjuncts) 

  [CP OPi [TP… [vP… wh-phrasei ]]] 

 

b. Ex-situ argument  

[CP OPi [FocP wh-phrasei [CopulaP Copula [C ʔilli [TP… [vP… pronouni ]]]]]] 

 

To make the case for (5.18b), Soltan argues that fronted wh-structures in EA are 

cleft constructions. The same case can be made for fronting structures in Mehri, which I 

show below.   

5.4.1 Clefted Arguments 

The possibility of analyzing fronted wh-structures as cleft constructions goes 

back to Cheng (1997). In the case of Mehri, there are strong empirical resemblances 

between ex-situ structures and cleft constructions that suggest this analysis is on the 

right track.  
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First, as I observed earlier, fronted structures employ the optional 

complementizer ðək/ðaik (homophonous with a demonstrative), as well as the reduced 

clitic form ðə-. This complementizer is the same one used in clefts and relative clause 

constructions.  While the complementizer is always optional in interrogative clauses, it is 

often not optional in cleft/relative structures, presumably because its absence would 

lead to the clause being interpreted as a declarative clause.   

 

(5.20) a. ə-ɣajq  ðək ðə-fəṭməh tə-ɣərb-(əh)     

  def-man that.m ðə-Fatimah  imp.3f.sg-know-him      

  ‘This is the man that Fatimah knows’  

 

 b. mɔn ðək ðə-fəṭməh tə-ɣərb-(əh)     

  who that.m ðə-Fatimah  imp.3f.sg-know-him      

  ‘Who is it that Fatimah know?’  

 

 c. mɔn ðə-fəṭməh tə-ɣərb-(əh)  

  who ðə-Fatimah  imp.3f.sg-know-him   

  ‘Who does Fatimah know?’  

 
 d. mɔn fəṭməh tə-ɣərb-(əh)  

  who Fatimah  imp.3f.sg-know-him   

  ‘Who does Fatimah know?’  

 

 

Second, both fronted interrogative structures and clefts can appear with an 

optional pronominal copula. The copula pronominals hih ‘he’ and sɛh ‘she’ precede the 
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verb which is prefixed by the particle ðə-. Examples (5.21a-b) show cleft construction, 

and (5.21c-d) shows clefted wh-interrogative.16  

(5.21)  a. æ-gajq  ðuməh (hih)  ðək  ðə-ṣbuṭ  sæd 

  def-man  this.m  cop  that.m ðə-hit.pf-3m.sg Saad 

‘It is this man that hit Saad.’ 

 

b. æ-ɣəgit ðajməh (səh)  ðajk  ðə-ṣəbṭ-ut  sæd 

def-girl  this.f  cop  that.f ðə-hit.pf-3m.sg Saad 

‘It is this girl that hit Saad.’ 

 

 c. mɔn  (hih)  ðək  ðə-ṣbuṭ  sæd 

  Who  cop  that.m ðə-hit.pf-3m.sg Saad 

‘Who is it that hit Saad?’ 

 

d. mɔn  (sɛh)  ðajk ðə-ṣəbṭ-ut  sæd 

Who  cop  that.f ðə-hit.pf-3f.sg Saad 

‘Who is she that hit Saad?’ 

 

Note that Mehri differs from EA in that both the complementizer and the copula 

are optional. Thus, (5.21c) could also be expressed:  

(5.22) a. mɔn  (hih)  ðuməh ðək  ṣbuṭ  sæd 

  Who  cop  this.m   that.m hit.pf-3m.sg Saad 

‘Who is it that hit Saad?’ 

 

b. mɔn  (hih)  ðək   ṣbuṭ  sæd 

  Who  cop  that.m  hit.pf-3m.sg Saad 

‘Who is it that hit Saad?’ 

 

                                            
16 Note that in the data in (5.20) two instances of the complementizer are present. In the cleft, one of them 
is required (either one is possible). This is also true for the wh-fronting construction, as in (5.21e). 
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c. mɔn  (hih)  ṣbuṭ  sæd 

  Who  cop  hit.pf-3m.sg Saad 

‘Who is it that hit Saad?’ 

 

In cleft constructions, the copula is also optional. However, the complementizer is 

not. Presumably this is to avoid confusing the clefting NP for the subject of the clause.  

Wh-interrogatives can also appear in pseudo-cleft structures where the question 

word is sentence-final, again suggesting that clefting is involved in ex situ wh-movement 

in Mehri. I illustrate this for non-question pseudo clefts also.   

 
(5.23)  a. ðək  ðə-ṣbuṭ  Sæd  (hih)  æ-gajq  ðuməh    

  that.m ðə-hit.pf-3m.sg Saad  cop  def-man  this.m   

‘The person who hit Saad is this man.’ 

 

b. ðək  ðə-ṣbuṭ  Sæd  (hih)  mɔn     

  that.m ðə-hit.pf-3m.sg Saad  cop  Who   

‘Who is it that hit Saad?’  

 
A third argument for an underlying clefting structure, is that, just like clefted NPs, 

interrogative argument NPs may appear in intermediate Spec,CP positions between 

their in situ position and the highest CP:  

(5.24) a. æli jə-ḍnun  ðə-fəṭməh mʃfq-ut   æ-ɣajq        ðuməh 

Ali imp.3m.sg-think ðə-Fatimah marry.pf-3f.sg def-man this.m  

‘Ali thinks that Fatimah is getting married to this man.’ 

 

b. æ-ɣajq   hih ðuməh æli jə-ḍnun       ðə-fəṭməh mʃfq-t-əh  

def-man he  this.m  Ali  imp.3m.sg-think  ðə-Fatimah marry.pf-3f.sg-him 

‘It is this man that Ali thinks that Fatimah is getting married to.’ 

 

c.      æli  jə-ḍnun         ðək      æ-ɣajq   ðuməh hih ðə-fəṭməh  mʃfq-t-əh  
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        Ali imp.3m.sg-think that.m def-man this.m he ðə-Fatimah marry.pf-3f.sg-him 

‘Ali thinks that it is this man that Fatimah is getting married to.’ 

 

(5.25) a. æli jə-ḍnun  ðə-fəṭməh mʃfq-ut  mɔn  

Ali imp.3m.sg-think ðə-Fatimah marry.pf-3f.sg who  

‘Who does Ali think that Fatimah is getting married to?’ 

 

b. mɔn ðək      æli jə-ḍnun       ðə-fəṭməh mʃfq-t-əh  

who  that.m  Ali imp.3m.sg-think  ðə-Fatimah marry.pf-3f.sg-him 

‘Who is it that Ali thinks that Fatimah is getting married to?’ 

 

c. æli   jə-ḍnun              mɔn ðək  ðə-fəṭməh mʃfq-t-əh  

Ali   imp.3m.sg-think who  that.m ðə-Fatimah marry.pf-3f.sg-him 

‘Who is it that Ahmed thinks that Huda is getting married to?’ 

 
These three arguments strongly suggest that fronting of wh-arguments in Mehri, 

just as in EA, are fronted via a (sometimes hidden) cleft derivation and not through wh-

movement. These arguments are then bound in their surface positions via unselected 

binding by a null Q operator. Interestingly, the arguments provided above do not apply 

straightforwardly to wh-adjuncts in Mehri. We turn to these facts below.  

 

5.4.2 Wh-Adjuncts and Topicalization 

Unlike arguments, adjuncts (whether PPs or NPs) cannot generally appear in 

cleft constructions in Mehri:  

(5.26) a. *hə-rjæḍ hih ðək ħməd  qəhmɔ-nə    

  To-Riyadh cop that.m Hamad travel-fut.3m.sg  

Meant: ‘It is to Riyadh that Hamad will travel.’ 

 

b. *jəmʃəh (hih) ðək  æ-gajq ðuməh ðə-ṣbuṭ  sæd  

yesterday  cop  that.m  def-man  this.m  ðə-hit.pf-3m.sg Saad  
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Meant: ‘It was yesterday that this man hit Saad.’ 

 
Soltan (2011) shows that this is true for EA as well, and that, correspondingly, 

fronted adjunct wh-phrases in EA are marginal. He argues this is because anything in 

an A-bar position must have a resumptive pronoun, but adjuncts cannot be resumed in 

this way:  

(5.27) a.  ?? fein/ʔimtaa/ʔizzaay/leih   ʔaħmad  ha-yi-saafir? 

where/when/how/why   Ahmad  fut-ipfv-travel.3m.sg 

‘Where/When/How/Why will Ahmad travel?’ 

 

b. ?? li-Masr/bukrah/bi-l-ʕarabiyyah/li-l-diraasah ʔaħmad ha-yi-saafir 

to Egypt/tomorrow/by car/for studying  Ahmad fut-ipfv-travel.3m.sg 

‘To Egypt/tomorrow/by car/for studying Ahmad will travel.’ 

 

Topicalization of arguments in Mehri also involves resumptive pronouns and is 

fairly common. The (usually definite) topicalized NP agrees with its resumptive pronoun 

inside the predicate. 

(5.28) a. ə-bajt   ðuməh ə-bæl-əh  ʃæm-ih    

  def-house this.m  def-owner-his sell.pf.3m.sg-it  

‘The owner of this house sold it.’ 

 

b. ə-riʃ-it    ə-ħur-ət sæd wətɣ-ajs  krkm-ajt la   

  def-snack-f def-black.f Saad kill.pf.3m.sg-her yellow-f no  

 ‘Saad killed the black snack not the yellow one.’ 

 

Also, it is very common in Mehri to have topicalization where the independent 

pronoun is at the topic position.  
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(5.29) a. wə-sɛh  q’as-ət-s  hæʃən  

  and-she story-f-her what   

 ‘And what is her story?’ 

 

b. wə-hət   q’as-ət-k  hæʃən  

  and-you.m.sg story-f-your what   

 ‘And what is your story?’ 

 

Unlike Egyptian Arabic, however, Mehri fronted wh-adjuncts are perfectly 

acceptable, even though they are not resumed by a resumptive pronoun:  

 (5.30) a.  hə-rjæḍ ħməd  qəhmɔ-nə    

  to-Riyadh Hamad travel-fut.3m.sg 

‘To Riyadh Hamad will travel’ 

 

b.  ħuh/majtən/hibuh/læʃhən  ħməd  qəhmɔ-nə    

  where/when/how/why  Hamad travel-fut.3m.sg  

‘Where/when/how/why Hamad will travel?’ 

 
It is unclear exactly why adjuncts cannot be clefted in Mehri, but can be fronted. 

It may be, as Soltan suggests, that clefting requires resumption and adjuncts simply 

cannot participate in resumption relationships in Mehri and EA, despite the fact that 

resumptive pronouns are often optional in Mehri. The difference between EA and Mehri, 

then, would be that Mehri has an additional mechanism for base-generating adjuncts at 

the front of a clause that EA lacks. I assume this mechanism is a form of topicalization.  

Evidence for this comes from the fact that Mehri freely allows topicalization of 

adjuncts with no resumption required:  

(5.31) a. bə-suq mħəməd kusa     ħajb-əh  

  In-market Mohammad meet.pf.3m.sg father-him  
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  ‘In the market, Mohammed met his father.’   

 

 b. kə-mɔni ʤhajm   mħəməd hæ-ɣajḍh 

  with-who travel.pf.3m.sg Mohammad to-Ghaydah 

  ‘With whom did Mohammad travel to Al-Ghaydah?’ 

 

The topic status of fronted adjuncts is also suggested by the fact that they may 

appear inside other topics, such as overt independent subject pronouns:  

(5.32) a.  hət  majtən  nħæg-ək   jəmʃəh 

  you.m.sg  when   play.pf-2m.sg yesterday  

‘When did you play yesterday?’ 

 

  b.  hət  hibuh  nħæg-ək   jəmʃəh 

  you.m.sg how  play.pf-2m.sg yesterday  

‘How did play yesterday?’ 

 

 c. hət  ħuh  ʃin-ək  fəṭməh jəmʃəh      

you.m.sg where see.pf-2m.sg Fatimah  yesterday   

‘Where did you see Fatimah yesterday?’   

 

The above facts suggest that fronted wh-adjuncts are derived differently than wh-

arguments: via topicalization rather than clefting. While the latter may require or allow 

resumption as part of its derivation, topicalization does not. However, I assume that in 

both cases the fronted interrogatives are base-generated in their suface positions and 

licensed via unselective binding.   

5.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have argued that fronted wh arguments in Mehri are not derived 

via wh-movement, but rather by (sometimes hidden) cleft constructions, just as Soltan 
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(2012) has argued for Egyptian Arabic. These interrogatives are then licensed via 

unselected binding. Wh adjunct interrogatives, on the other hand, are not fronted via 

clefting, but via topicalization. In this way Mehri differs from Egyptian Arabic, a language 

in which the fronting/topicalization of adjuncts is marginal at best.   
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